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ABSTRACT
FROM COUSTEAU TO CAMERON: A QUADRANT MODEL FOR UNDERSEA
MARINE RESEARCH INFRASTRUCTURE ASSESSMENT
Karen M. Kohanowich, Ph.D.
George Mason University, 2016
Dissertation Director: Dr. E.C.M. Parsons

The oceans are of great importance to society, but their visual opacity, corrosive
chemical composition, and great pressure at depth make them one of the most
challenging and hostile environments in which to conduct research. Many important
marine science questions require data that is gathered in situ—much like that required for
biological and geological fieldwork—to fully understand marine ecosystems and the
interactions within them. This research, often referred to collectively as ‘submersible
science,’ requires undersea systems (including human-occupied, robotic, and autonomous
vehicles) that are beyond the ability of a single university or sponsor to support, but not
costly enough to warrant the attention and rigor that is applied to more expensive systems
such as ships or satellites. As a result, many U.S. scientists are faced with a challenging
and distributed system for obtaining access to these tools, especially since a U.S.
government marine research organization that supported many of these systems was
discontinued in 2014. The U.S. marine research community has conducted numerous
xxii

studies to address these submersible science infrastructure needs, but the studies have
focused on assessing scientific priorities and infrastructure value in addressing those
priorities, and have not considered the causative dynamics of economic and societal
contributions to infrastructure sustainment.
This study introduces a quadrant model that provides the framework to consider
technical, operational, functional, and societal influences on the sustainment of U.S.
undersea marine research infrastructure. It tests the model using the case of U.S. humanoccupied submersibles which, from Jacques Cousteau’s diving saucer Denise to James
Cameron’s Deepsea Challenger, have experienced practically a full technological
lifecycle within our lifetime, and have been subject to a wide range of program
influences. Results include a model that features a quasi-quantitative visualization tool;
validation of the model for use in further study; demonstration of the importance of
societal and behavioral factors on human-occupied research submersible sustainment, and
insights into U.S. marine research infrastructure dynamics.
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CHAPTER ONE : EVALUATING MARINE RESEARCH
INFRASTRUCTURE
1.1 INTRODUCTION
When compared to research in terrestrial ecosystems and even outer space,
science in the oceans has the distinction of presenting some of the most significant
potential impacts to human well being combined with the greatest technical challenges
for data collection. Many of the most substantial threats to society today involve the
marine environment, and include overfishing, ocean acidification, coastal pollutants, and
sea level rise. Increased pressure, opacity to light, corrosiveness of seawater, and oftenunfriendly sea surface conditions make even simple research exploration and sampling
tasks expensive and complicated. More so than many scientific disciplines, marine
research requires expensive infrastructure to support both remote and in situ data
collection and experimentation, with infrastructure requirements ranging from satellites
and aircraft to ships, buoys, submersibles, and scuba divers.
Multi-million dollar, large infrastructure—such as satellites and vessel fleets—
require national attention, and are subject to rigorous requirement and budget analyses,
whereas on the other end of the spectrum, small infrastructure—low-cost capabilities
such as scuba—are subject to less cooperative oversight and managed largely on an
institutional level (National Science Board, 2003). Between these extremes, undersea in
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situ research systems, termed ‘undersea marine research infrastructure’, or ‘UMRI’ for
the purposes of this study, typically fall within a category of midsize infrastructure;
equipment of intermediate cost for which assessment and support is a more complicated
mixture of national, agency, and university involvement. Some of these systems, such as
buoys, gliders, and shipboard support equipment and technologies, can be purchased and
maintained at the university level, but benefit from national coordination of deployment
and data collection. A particularly challenging subset of UMRI is the suite of equipment
that provides mobile, real-time, responsive and manipulative underwater data collection
capabilities. Often noted as a defining requirement of ‘submersible science’ (UNOLS
1982, 1990), these systems—such as human occupied vehicles (HOVs), remotely
operated vehicles (ROVs), and, increasingly, autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs)—
provide unique and important data gathering capabilities, but are often beyond the
resources of a single university to operate and support.
The success of a marine research system is not only influenced by functional
performance of the equipment, but by a complex web of economic considerations,
scientific drivers, organizational dynamics, and the forces of human nature. A conceptual
diagram included in a recent National Academy of Sciences study on “Critical
Infrastructure for Ocean Research and Societal Needs in 2030” (Ocean Studies Board,
2011) illustrates the complexity of the relationships between factors that impact
assessment of national oceanographic research activity and the infrastructure that
supports it.
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Figure 1-1 Conceptual diagram illustrating the variety of considerations of ocean research infrastructure
assessment (Ocean Studies Board, 2011 p.9).

Ocean research infrastructure studies, whether focused on a broad ocean science
theme (Ocean Studies Board, 2011, 2015) or specific infrastructure topic (Interagency
Working Group on Facilities and Infrastructure, 2013; Ocean Studies Board, 2004;
UNOLS, 2016), typically emphasize a requirements analysis, or a ‘top-down’ approach
that identifies important research questions and activities prior to determining
infrastructure needs. As yet, these studies have not fully examined infrastructure
effectiveness from an equipment-focused, or ‘bottom up’ perspective that includes
economic, organizational, social and other functional factors and impacts. Within the
oceanography community, Briscoe (2003) has observed that “factors that might be
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important ingredients in the success of a science or technology project” include people,
money, serendipity, and external factors that are out of one’s control, such as “politics,
opportunities/circumstances, other science and technology developments” (p. 6). Despite
this reflection, and extensive literature on the relationships between society, science, and
technology (Bijker, Hughes, & Pinch, 1987; Staudenmeir, 1985), social impacts in
particular have been absent from past oceanographic infrastructure studies. Whereas
requirements-based analysis is sound policy and should not be discarded, there is an
opportunity to gain further insight into the dynamics of UMRI support through a broader
scope of examination that begins with the technologies themselves.
The field of technology development and management provides a number of
approaches—including the concepts of obsolescence, replaceability, and sustainment—
that can be useful for such an examination. Managers of other types of infrastructure—
such as computer hardware and software, aircraft electronics, and buildings—face
complexities similar to those described above. Researchers at Delft University have
examined the factors that influence obsolescence of residential buildings. Likening the
difficulties of assessment of building performance to those of “wicked problems—as
inherent in policy science and planning—[which] are difficult or impossible to solve
because of incomplete, contradictory, and changing requirements that are often difficult
to recognize” (Thomsen, Nieboer, & van der Flier, 2015, p. 3), they have developed a
conceptual model that categorizes causal factors into quadrants that reflect the degree of
internal versus external, and physical versus behavioral origin of impact (Thomsen & van
der Flier, 2011). Given the similarities in the nature of assessment challenges faced by
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these researchers to those noted above for UMRI, this model offers an innovative
perspective on UMRI assessment.
The development of a quadrant-based assessment model as described in this study
is intended to be relevant for all types of oceanographic research infrastructure, and will
possibly provide a useful approach for other research infrastructure as well. For the
purposes of this study, however, a relatively small subset of tools—human-occupied
research submersibles—was chosen in order to provide a wide range of impact factors
while allowing for investigation at a beneficial level of detail.
The research presented here will therefore answer these questions:
(1) Does an assessment model exist, or can one be developed, that incorporates
the full range of causative factors into the evaluation of undersea marine research
infrastructure?
(2) How can such model be best illustrated and applied?
(3) What does a test of this model reveal about U.S. human-occupied research
submersible sustainment?
This chapter first provides a brief review and status of in situ undersea research
tools, and reviews infrastructure assessment efforts and techniques.

1.2 MARINE RESEARCH TECHNOLOGY BACKGROUND
1.2.1 OCEAN PROCESSES AND SCALES
Oceanographic research encompasses investigation into processes and ecosystems
that occur on a wide range of time and space scales, from understanding global ocean
5

current regimes to determining the anatomy of plankton and coral polyps. Dimensional
visualization of the scales of physical oceanographic processes was pioneered by Henry
Stommel (Stommel, 1963) and translated thereafter into biological and ecological crossscale illustrations (Peterson, 2010; Vance & Doel, 2010). An example of this type of
diagram is seen in Figure 1-2, which describes processes of the upper ocean. Later
researchers built on these concepts to include assignment of corresponding research
sampling platforms (Dickey, 1990, 1991; Esaias, 1981) (Figure 1.2, 1.3, 1.4).
A third dimension—depth—significantly impacts marine research processes, as
well as infrastructure characteristics for UMRI. The absorption of light with depth is a
first order factor that determines the nature of marine ecosystems, and defines ocean
zones (Figures 1-5, 1-6).

Figure 1-2 An illustration of scales of processes important to the ecosystems of the upper ocean (Dickey 1990).
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Figure 1-3 An illustration of space and time domains for some oceanic processes and sampling (Esaias 1981).

Figure 1-4 A conceptual illustration of a “nested” in situ bio-physical sampling configuration designed to sample
processes with a broad range of temporal and spatial scales (Dickey 1991).
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Figure 1-5 Ocean depth and light zones (retrieved fromwww.marinebio.org/oceans/light-and-color).

Figure 1-6 Ocean depth zones and associated representative fauna (© 2009, Pearson Education, Inc.).
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Valuation of work at various depths must consider this variety of ecosystems, as
well as the prevalence of particular zones, illustrated by the hypsographic curve of the
earth’s surface (Figure 1-7). The ocean depths also present engineering challenges,
including pressure, salinity, and opacity to light, that impact the design of any undersea
system.

Figure 1-7 Hypsographic curve of earth's surface (© 2011, Pearson-Education, Inc.)

1.2.2 UNDERSEA MARINE RESEARCH INFRASTRUCTURE SYSTEMS
Undersea marine research infrastructure in its broadest sense is any device that
collects data under the surface of a body of water, and includes a wide range of
equipment that is referred to using a variety of terminology. The equipment may be
9

mobile or stationary, and be occupied by humans, remotely operated, or autonomous.
Figure 1.8 illustrates the types of systems and their general horizontal space and time
limitations. Each category of system can be adapted to perform at various depths, with
accompanying cost and performance differences and considerations (these will be
discussed further throughout this study).

Undersea Marine Research Infrastructure
Months

Glider
AUV:

Lander
1 Week

AUV

Autonomous
Underwater
Vehicle

ROV:

Remotely
Operated
Vehicle

ROV

1 Day

Drop Camera
HOV

6 Hrs

1 Hr

0

HOV:
Human
Occupied
Vehicle

Towed
Sled

Diver
10 M

100M

1 KM

10 KM

100+ KM

Figure 1-8 Examples of and typical operating scales for a variety of in situ undersea research systems.
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The term ‘submersible’ may be used today to describe virtually any undersea
system, but typically connotes a mobile undersea vehicle (manned or unmanned)
(Mission Blue, 2013) that is used for research: “a small submersible boat or other craft,
especially one designed for research and exploration” (Oxford English Dictionary, n.d.b). Submersibles are distinguished from submarines in that submarines are larger and
semi-autonomous (and often associated with military use) (Bluebird Marine Systems,
2013; Water Encyclopedia, n.d.). Historically, the term ‘submersible’ (and ‘submarine’)
referred to human-occupied underwater vehicles; the evolution and variety of
terminology for these vehicles merits some further discussion.
The terms ‘bathysphere’ and ‘bathyscaphe’ (“bathy” = deep, “scaphe” = ship)
referred to early, less maneuverable submersibles - Beebe’s Bathysphere and Trieste
(Forman, 1995). The U.S. Navy has applied ‘Deep Submergence Vehicle’, or DSV, to
note a class of submersible (i.e. Alvin was officially DSV-2 (Naval Sea Systems
Command, 2016)). The term ‘DSV’ is still occasionally used with respect to Alvin, but its
supporting agencies implemented use of the term ‘human-occupied vehicle (HOV)’ as a
conscientious effort to use more gender-neutral verbiage in the early 1990s (Managers B,
C). The term ‘manned underwater vehicle’ or MUV, has been adopted by the Marine
Technology Society (MTS) manned submersibles subcommittee because “HOV sounds
like a car pool lane or any land/sea/air vehicle with people in it, which is in large part
why MUV hasn’t gone to HOV” (Kohnen, 2016c); but this term is not frequently seen
elsewhere. Since 2006, the NASA Style Guide has encouraged that “non gender-specific
(e.g. human, piloted, un-piloted, robotic)” (Garber, 2015) references be used when
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referring to the space program. The term “crewed” has begun to gain favor, but is resisted
by some who note that it sounds like “crude” when spoken (Kohnen, 2016c; Plait, 2015).
Within this document, HOV will be used as the expression of choice because of
its U.S. research origins, but historical descriptions in which the occupied sense is clear
will retain the term ‘submersible.’
1.2.2.1 Human Occupied Vehicles
The history of human-occupied submersibles and their contributions to science is
well documented in books and articles (Ballard & Hively, 2000; Busby, 1976; W.
Forman, 1999; Geyer, 1977; Terry, 1966). Since 2000, the Marine Technology Society’s
Manned Underwater Vehicle (MTS MUV) committee, which includes research, tourist,
commercial, and private submersible interests, has maintained a database of international
submersibles, hosted an annual series of manned submersible presentations at the MTS
Underwater Intervention Conference, and published an annual summary of MUV activity
(Kohnen, 2013, 2016a; MTS MUV Committee, 2016).
The temporal and spatial limits of HOV operations are typically less than 10
hours on site, and a few hundred meters of horizontal travel. With respect to depth,
submersibles are typically divided into ‘deep’ and ‘shallow’ categories. A precise
boundary between the two varies with the source – the Ocean Studies Board (2004) notes
1500 m as a technological divide, and uses 200 m to define “future needs in deep
submergence science” (p.12).
After the introduction of Cousteau’s diving saucer Denise in 1959 and the Deep
Submergence Vehicle (DSV) Alvin in 1964, submersible development and use expanded
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through the 1970s to total more than 100 vehicles (Busby, 1975, Forman 1999). By the
mid-1980s, industry had largely abandoned the use of manned submersibles, although a
number of other countries developed research submersible capability at this time (France,
Japan, Russia, Germany) (Walsh, 1990). Four U.S. research submersible operations were
active in 1985, and continued to conduct marine science through 2010 and today. (Note:
two U.S. Navy submersibles, the DSVs Turtle and Seacliff, and the Navy’s nuclear
powered submarine NR-1, were made available for research, but were all retired between
1997 and 1999 (W. Forman, 1999; Vyborny & Davis, 2004)). The four U.S. operations
are:


National Deep Submergence Facility (NDSF) at Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution (WHOI), which has operated Alvin since 1964 (Figure 1-9);



Hawaii Undersea Research Laboratory (HURL), which has operated the
Pisces V since 1985 and Pisces IV since 2000 (Figure 1-10);



Harbor Branch Oceanographic Institution (HBOI), which operated the
Johnson Sea Link I/II from 1971 and 1975, respectively, until 2009 (Figure 111); and



Delta Oceanographics, which operated the Delta submersible from 1982 until
2009 (Figure 1-12).
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Figure 1-9 Evolution of the Alvin submersible (Illustration by E. Paul Oberlander, Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution).

Figure 1-10 Pisces IV and V submersibles (Hawai’i Undersea Research Laboratory).
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Figure 1-11 Johnson Sea Link submersible (Photograph by Liz Baird).

Figure 1-12 Delta submersible (NOAA Alaska Fisheries Center).
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Internationally, four government-sponsored submersibles (German Jago, Japanese
Shinkai 6500, French Nautile and Chinese Jailong) still conduct marine research
(Kohnen, 2016a). Canadian entrepreneur Phil Nuytten has been developing, building
and operating small submersibles (including Aquarius/Curasub, Deep Rover, and
one- or two-man Deep Worker models) and one-atmosphere diving suits (Newtsuit,
Exosuit) for industry, research, and filmmaking for more than 40 years (Nuytco
Research, Ltd., n.d.) (Figure 1-13).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 1-13 Examples of private submersibles: a) Nuytco submersibles (www.nuytco.com); b) Triton’s Triton
3300/3 (www.triton.com); c) SEAmagine's Deepsee (www.seamagine.com); d) DeepFlight’s Super Falcon Mark II
(www.deepflight.com); e) Stanley Submarine’s Idabel (www.stanleysubmarines.com).
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A number of privately owned submersibles are also active in conducting research
missions. These include the Idabel in Roatan, Honduras (Stanley, 2016), SEAmagine’s
Deepsee, operated in Costa Rica by Undersea Hunter (Aburto-Oropeza, Caso, Eisman, &
Ezcurra, 2011; Undersea Hunter, n.d.-b), and Triton submersibles used during private
expeditions sponsored by Project Baseline, the Nekton Mission, and onboard the private
vessel M/V Alucia (with Deep Rover 2) (Alucia, 2016; Global Sub Dive, 2015; Nekton
Mission, 2016). Innovative ‘flying submersibles,’ developed by engineer Graham
Hawkes, are available from his DeepFlight company and from Nuytco Research Ltd, but
as yet have seen limited scientific use (DeepFlight, n.d.; Nuytco Research, Ltd., 2016;
Nuytten, 2009; The Engineer, 2012) (Figure 1-13).
1.2.2.2 Remotely Operated Vehicles
Like HOVs, remotely operated vehicles, or ROVs, were initially developed
primarily by the U.S. Navy, and used extensively in the oil and gas industry for
inspection, construction and repair. Today, more than 50 companies produce hundreds of
ROV models (Borne, 2015; Ocean News and Technology, 2016). ROVs are classified by
size, depth, power, and purpose, and categories vary (Borne, 2015; Christ & Wernli,
2013; MTS ROV Committee, 2016b). Christ & Wernli (2013) describe “Observation
Class” (<200 lbs., 300 m depth, low voltage), “Mid Size” (>200 lbs., >1000 m depth,
medium voltage), and “Work Class” (>200 lbs., >3000 m, high voltage) vehicles; the
Unmanned Vehicles Buying Guide lists “Light”, “Medium”, “Heavy”, and
“Inspection/Observation Workclass” ROVs with no specified limits for each
classification.
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The science community began using ROVs in the mid-late 1980s, with
International Submarine Engineering, Ltd. (ISE)’s ROPOS (purchased by Canada’s
Department of Fisheries and Oceans in 1986 (Shepherd & Juniper, 1997)) and Ventana
(purchased by the Monterey Bay Aquatic Research Institute in 1988 (MBARI, 1997))
ROVs. The first ROV to be developed and built at an academic institution, the Jason,
launched at Woods Hole in 1988 (Ballard & Hively, 2000) (Figure 1-14).

Figure 1-14 The Jason Remotely Operated Vehicle (Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution).

Today, new versions of each of these ROVs continue to operate for research, and
are joined by the Hercules ROV of the Nautilus Exploration Program, the National
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Oceanic and Atmospheric Agency (NOAA)’s Office of Ocean Exploration’s Deep
Discoverer (D2), the University of Connecticut’s Kraken2 (Figure 1-15), and the
University of Hawaii’s Lu’ukai.

Figure 1-15 Examples of ROVs used for science: a) a small Video Ray ROV (www.PRWeb.com); b) MBARI’s
Ventana (www.mbari.org); c) an observation class Phantom ROV used by NOAA fisheries
(www.swfsc.noaa.gov); d) the University of Connecticut’s Kraken 2 (www.uconn.edu).

NOAA’s Undersea Research Program (NURP) began supporting use of
observation class ROVs for research in the late 1980’s. Overall, research ROVs began to
become operationally established in the late 1990’s and have continued to mature in
capability (Auster, 1997; MBARI, n.d.-a; Shepherd & Juniper, 1997; Wagner, Randall, &
Albaugh, 2000; Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, 2016d). Small and medium
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observation-class ROVs are found in numerous academic and federal marine research
centers. Several small ROV manufacturers have estimated that 10% of their vehicle sales
are for scientific use (Video Ray, Outland, SeaBotix, & Shark Marine Technologies,
2013) (Figure 1-15).
1.2.2.3 Other undersea technologies
Autonomous undersea vehicles have become extremely capable since they began
commercial operations in the 1990s (Blidberg, 2001). The typical commercially available
AUV is a torpedo-like vehicle programmed to ‘fly’ a specific course underwater,
collecting sonar bathymetry and other low-powered sensor data (Borne, 2015; Wynn &
Linley, 2013). Within the data collection niche, AUVs, especially the Seabed and Sentry
AUVs built at Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (Singh et al., 2004; Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution, n.d.), have been used to regularly collect visual data in slow
survey modes (Marouchos, Muir, Babcock, & Dunbabin, 2015; Wynn et al., 2014), but
the use of AUVs for the on-site sampling or stationary work enabled by HOVs and ROVs
has not yet become common (Figure 1-16). New autonomous intelligence and optical
technologies are beginning to provide more capability in this realm (Farr, 2013; Kantor,
Fairfield, Jonak, & Wettergreen, 2008).
Other means of retrieving biological and geological information from the
undersea environment include the use of towed vehicles such as dredges or camera sleds;
drop-corers and cameras, which remain tethered to the ship, and are deployed while the
ship is stationary; and a device known as a lander, which is deployed from a ship
untethered, and rests on the bottom unattended until it is recovered (Figure 1-17).
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Figure 1-16 Autonomous Underwater Vehicles: a) Bluefin Robotics AUVs (www.cpmais.com/auv/bluefin-auvs);
WHOI's b) Sentry (www.whoi.edu/main/sentry); and c) Seabed (www.whoi.edu/main/seabed) vehicles.

Figure 1-17 a) The Medusa underwater lander (www.sea-technology.com); b) the University of South Florida's
C-Bass underwater camera sled (https://eyesfinder.com/man-fish-sea).
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1.3 ASSESSMENT METHODS
Assessment of the U.S. national oceanographic research enterprise—its science
priorities and infrastructure needs—has been addressed primarily through multi- and
single agency studies since establishment of the first National Academy of Sciences
Committee on Oceanography in 1927 (Bigelow, 1931). These studies have used topdown, portfolio-scope assessment methods, and face the challenges of scientific choice
and value proposition analysis that have been identified and described in the literature
(summarized below). This may in part be a result of Navy and scientific acceptance of the
axiom that requirements drive the development of tools, and exacerbated by an
impatience with the compromises of cost-effectiveness considerations in the face of a
‘this is needed, therefore cost is irrelevant’ mentality (Manager A).
An alternate approach, seen in lifecycle management practices (for individual
equipment and classes of equipment) and the field of Science and Technology Studies
(for broader technology issues) (Hackett, Amsterdamska, Lynch, & Wajcman, 2008), is a
bottom-up examination of the factors that influence the success or failure of a particular
technology. This approach has not been common in the marine research community, and
is the basis for the quadrant model introduced here.

1.3.1 SCIENTIFIC CHOICE
The roots of U.S. discussion of national research prioritization can be found in
Alvin Weinberg’s classic “Criteria for Scientific Choice” (Weinberg, 1962). Here,
Weinberg identifies two criteria for making scientific choices, external and internal.
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External criteria address the question, “why should the science be done” and should
consider social, technological and scientific merit. Internal criteria, which answer the
question, “how well is the science done,” include considerations of readiness of the field
for exploitation and competence of the scientists. With respect to actually making choices
based on these criteria, however, Weinberg recognized that many factors work against
resolution: the resistance of human nature to name a ‘loser’; the comparative ‘free play’
of the federal budget process; a decrease of will to prioritize when funding is plentiful;
and an overall attitude that any support of science is more useful than our larger wasteful
expenditures (he notes smoking, advertising, and gambling), so prioritization is ‘silly’
(Weinberg, 1962).
Later studies added to Weinberg’s prioritization criteria (Committee on Science,
Engineering and Public Policy, 1933; National Academy of Sciences, 1988; Press, 1988a;
U.S. Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, 1991) but the assumptions for
successful execution of these criteria remained under debate. Foremost among these
assumptions are: (1) the ability of academic panels to judge and “stand behind
conclusions” across disciplines (Teich, 1994; Weinberg, 1962); and (2) the ability of
policymakers in Congress and the Executive Branch to “respond to recommendations
from these groups in a rational and consistent manner” (Teich, 1994, p.103). Frank Press
(1988), then president of the National Academy of Sciences, identified other arguments
against research prioritization: “no one in the scientific community is wise enough to set
priorities among fields;” and “to propose a list of priorities will only serve to divide our
community and to insure a reduced budget” (Press, 1988b, p. 641).
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For the past two decades, research prioritization has also been considered within
the activities mandated by the Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA) of
1993, aimed at improving the overall management of the federal government through
required annual strategic and performance plans and reports, and the development of
specific goals and metrics (Office of Management and Budget, 1993). Although not a
prioritization scheme per se, GPRA provides requirements for agencies to conduct
assessments that guide budget decision-making in a similar way. The National Academy
of Science’s Committee on Science, Engineering and Public Policy (COSEPUP)
addressed this challenge with a study to identify the most effective ways to evaluate the
results of research, aid the federal agencies in implementation of GPRA, and develop
mechanisms to evaluate the effects of GPRA on research practices. Their
recommendations for assessing basic research included the Weinberg (1962) concepts of
internal (quality) and external (relevance) merit, and added the idea of leadership merit,
i.e. the degree to which the work establishes the United States as a world leader in
research (Committee on Science, Engineering and Public Policy, 1999). To date, the level
of detail of agency GPRA efforts has been insufficient to inform a study at the granularity
of manned and unmanned undersea research equipment. Overall, the success of the
GPRA effort is still unproven (Breul, 2007) and under discussion at the Congressional
level (Brass, 2012).
A related avenue of assessment is that of public value, as described in the
scholarship of Moore (Moore, 1997, 2013). The National Research Council’s Committee
on Human Spaceflight recently reviewed Moore’s work as part of their charge to describe
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“the expected value and value proposition of NASA’s human spaceflight activities in the
context of national goals” (Space Studies Board, 2014, p. xi). Defining a value
proposition as a “statement of the benefits or experiences being delivered by an
organization to recipients, together with the price or description of the resources
expended for them,” the Committee found that Moore’s Public Value Account (PVA)
and Public Value Scorecard (PVS) (2013) techniques lacked the ability to capture the
complexities of tradeoffs among priorities. Ultimately, they concluded that “…the
challenges (of developing and applying value-proposition analysis at the agency level)
may help to explain the absence of any value-proposition analysis of other federal science
and technology programs…For the reasons described above, a rigorous analysis of the
value propositions for NASA at the national level is beyond the capacity of this report—
possibly of any report” (Space Studies Board, 2014, pp. 71, 76).

1.3.2 U.S. OCEANOGRAPHIC RESEARCH PRIORITIZATION
Despite these challenges, the ongoing work of science prioritization provides
valuable guidance. The U.S. Administration’s Office of Science and Technology Policy
(OSTP) and the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) are responsible for
coordinating and providing Federal Research and Development (R&D) budget and
priority information to the President (OSTP, 2016). An annual Memorandum for the
Heads of Executive Departments and Agencies relays these priorities to federal agency
leaders, and provides a measurement of the importance of general ocean research topics
as compared to other national research needs (Donovan & Holdren, 2015).
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National-level ocean priority studies have been conducted since the first National
Research Council Committee on Oceanography was formed in 1927 (Bigelow, 1931)
(See Appendix 1). Oceanography is one of the most federally-dispersed research fields in
terms of agency responsibility; programs within the Navy, NOAA, the National Science
Foundation (NSF), the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA),
Department of the Interior (DOI) and others are all mandated, authorized, and funded by
Congress to conduct research into various fields of marine science and oceanography
(Watkins, 2004).
This distributed nature has resulted in a rich history of federal and academic
coordination initiatives highlighted by the 1959 establishment of an Interagency
Committee on Oceanography (ICO) (CQ Almanac, 1966), the National Advisory
Committee on Oceans and Atmosphere (NACOA) (Hollings & Magnuson, 1971) and
today’s National Ocean Council (Executive Order 13547, 2010). The academic
committee established in 1970 to address the challenges of coordinating the ocean
infrastructure required for this work, the University National Oceanographic Laboratory
System (UNOLS), continues to actively provide this function today (Ocean Studies
Board, 2000a).
Each federal agency also produces periodic research strategies that provide
indications of the relative importance of ocean research areas to different factions of the
U.S. marine science community (Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, 2016; NOAA,
2013b; Office of Naval Research, 2015; Space Studies Board, 2007), and also often
discuss research infrastructure challenges and priorities. Strategic documents developed
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within research disciplines or programs, for example, NOAA’s Coral, Deep Sea Coral,
Fisheries, and Ocean Acidification research plans (Puglise & Kelty, 2007; NOAA, 2010a;
Interagency Working Group on Ocean Acidification, 2014; Merrick, 2013) typically
provide more specific research goals to use for evaluation of the relationship between
infrastructure and the research data needed.

1.3.3 OCEAN INFRASTRUCTURE ASSESSMENTS
The Bigelow (1931) National Academy of Sciences Committee on Oceanography
report included consideration of ships and laboratories as supportive oceanographic
research infrastructure; since then, ocean infrastructure has been assessed both as a suite
of capability, and in system-specific efforts (e.g., ships, ocean observing systems).
Significant coordination and attention has been applied to maintaining a national research
vessel fleet, which has incorporated life cycle management techniques into its planning
(Interagency Working Group on Facilities, 2007; Ocean Studies Board, 2009; UNOLS,
2015a, 2016).
United States national-level assessment of the value of undersea technology assets
for oceanography began shortly after the first successful operational dive of the deep
submersible Trieste (Committee on Oceanography, 1959, p. 196; Committee on Undersea
Warfare, 1957). “Chapter 7: Engineering Needs for Ocean Exploration” of the first
comprehensive U.S. assessment of oceanographic research and infrastructure (Committee
on Oceanography, 1959) included a “Proposed Program for Deep Manned Vehicles”
(National Research Council, 1959, p. 7-2). Whereas undersea marine research
infrastructure has been a component of many overall oceanographic studies since then, it
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has also been the focus of studies conducted by University National Oceanographic
Laboratory System (UNOLS) and its DEep Submergence Science Committee (DESSC);
the National Academy of Sciences’ Ocean Studies Board (OSB); and other federal
organizations (Appendix 1).
In the national oceanographic enterprise, marine research conducted with
undersea vehicles has been referred to as ‘submersible science’ and ‘deep submergence
science,’ but no established definition for these terms has been adopted. The mandate for
an early UNOLS Submersible Science Study (1982) was to examine the “requirements
for a national technical facility which gives access to the ocean from submerged
‘manned’ vehicles [with] sufficient breadth for consideration of alternative and
complementary ‘unmanned’ submersibles” (UNOLS, 1982, p.2). Eight years later, one of
the principal objectives of the next UNOLS submersible science study included: “Assess
the trends, patterns, and directions for academically-based ocean science research
programs that can be best served by submersible systems, both manned and unmanned…
to cover the full range of depth requirements needed by science” (UNOLS, 1990, p.1).
The most recent National Academy study dedicated specifically to national submergence
science infrastructure, conducted in 2004, was tasked to “assess…capabilities of occupied
and unoccupied vehicles… [and] make recommendations regarding the mix of vehicles
needed…” Its mandate focused on evaluation of “future directions and facility
requirements for deep submergence science” and defines the deep sea scientifically as
beginning at the lower limit of the epipelagic zone (150–200 m), and operationally as
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1,500–2,000 m, “based primarily on the depth capabilities of Alvin and Jason II” (Ocean
Studies Board, 2004, p. 12).
The charge to the most recent DESSC workshop reflects an approach that has
been generally consistent in each of these studies: “the objectives will be to 1) define the
critical scientific research themes to be emphasized in the next decade, 2) to specify the
scientific questions to be addressed and to define strategies needed to approach answers
to these questions, and 3) to define what technological approaches are needed to carry out
these objectives” (DESSC, 2016b, "Background" section).

1.3.4 OPERATIONS RESEARCH-INFORMED METHODS
The discipline of operations research (OR), which “deals with the application of
advanced analytical methods to help make better decisions” (INFORMS, 2016), offers a
broad range of mathematical, statistical, and managerial techniques that address value
judgments. Within the U.S. marine research enterprise, two examples were found at the
agency level of application of methods from the OR fields of Multiple Criteria Decision
Making (MCDM), i.e., “the study of methods and procedures by which concerns about
multiple conflicting criteria can be formally incorporated into the management planning
process” (International Society on MCDM, 2016); and Portfolio Management, which is
“the art and science of making decisions about investment mix and policy, matching
investments to objectives, asset allocation for individuals and institutions, and balancing
risk against performance” (Investopedia, 2003). These are, respectively, the National
Research Council’s “Sea Change: 2015-2025 Decadal Survey of Ocean Sciences” (Ocean
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Studies Board, 2015) and NOAA’s Observing System Integrated Analysis (NOSIA-II)
(Office of Technology, Planning and Integration for Observation, n.d.).
1.3.4.1 Multiple Criteria Decision Making
The most recent U.S. Ocean Studies Board (2015) assessment of ocean research
infrastructure, which addressed NSF’s Division of Ocean Sciences (OCE) activities,
used an MDCM technique, the Analytical Hierarchical Process, to identify ocean
research priorities (Briscoe, 2013; E. H. Forman & Gass, 2001), and developed an
alignment matrix that ranked infrastructure systems with research priorities (Table 1.1).

Table 1.1 Alignment of NSF-funded major ocean research infrastructure to decadal science priorities. Priorities
are along the top axis, with infrastructure type along the vertical axis. ‘C’ indicates a critical asset, and ‘I’
indicates an important asset. See text for further explanation (2015, Ocean Studies Board, p.42).
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Limited to selection of “10 or fewer” questions or priorities, the committee
identified eight marine research questions that were listed not by priority, but presented
from ocean surface to sea floor (Ocean Studies Board, 2015). The committee then used
four “categories of alignment”— critical, important, supportive, or not relevant—to
conduct cross-matrix assessments of the eight research questions and the specific OCE
infrastructure investments. The process involved two steps: the committee first formed
research priority subgroups and evaluated each infrastructure type’s contribution to each
goal; and then formed infrastructure subgroups, and appraised the importance of each
infrastructure system to each research priority (Ocean Studies Board, 2015, p. 42).
1.3.4.2 Portfolio management
At NOAA, a portfolio management assessment of environmental data collection
infrastructure as related to mission needs is being conducted on an Earth-observing scale.
The NOAA Observing Systems Integrated Analysis, or NOSIA-II, “is a capability used to
document the relationship between available observing systems and their impact on
NOAA’s diverse services and scientific objectives” (NOAA NOSC, 2015, p. 7).
Although the effort is primarily product-focused, it will also address the value of
research activities, including research supported by in situ marine research infrastructure.
NOSIA-II uses a value-tree approach (Figure 1-18) to link strategic goals to
products to data sources to observing systems (NOAA NOSC, 2015, 2016). Subject
matter experts rank the value (expressed as numerical scores) of components of each tier
to the components of the next tier in the hierarchy.
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NOSIA-II Value Tree
Elements of NOAA’s Value Tree
NOAA

NOAA’s Next Generation Strategic Plan (NGSP) defines the top of the Value Tree

NOAA Goals
Mission Service
Areas

Mission Service Areas (MSA) provide a breakdown of the Goals into
topical/applications based on NGSP objectives that encompass major functional
areas

Key Product and
Service Groups

Key Product and Service Groups represent high visibility outcome-oriented
services associated with an MSA, including science objectives

Key Products and
Services

Key Products and Services are the lowest level of the value tree with weights
assigned; these link to Surveyed Products at the Sites

Site

Surveyed Products

Data Sources

Data Sources are observations, databases, and other data sources required to
support Key Products and Services

Observing Systems

Observing Systems are platforms (e.g. satellites, ships, aircraft, surface based),
which include the associated sensors or activities

Figure 1-18 NOAA NOSIA-II Value Tree (http:nosc.noaa.gov).

These scores are entered into the Portfolio Analysis Machine (PALMAtm)
computer program, which provides a “visualization of the hierarchy of objectives” as
well as a portfolio of investment options (Moynihan, Reining, Salamone, & Schmidt,
2009). The effort has not yet led to results at the level of resolution of the UMRI
examined here, but it does provide a potential method for future work (Cantrell, 2015).

1.3.5 LIFE CYCLE MANAGEMENT APPROACH
The above methods assess infrastructure systems in terms of their value to the
suite of activities, or requirements, for which they are used. An alternative approach,
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found in technology development and life cycle management practices, is to examine
factors that impact the success of a particular system or group of systems. This avenue is
explored here using the concepts of obsolescence, replaceability, and sustainment.
1.3.5.1 Obsolescence
A classic work on technology maturity by William L. Nolte (2008) of the Air
Force Research Laboratory illustrated the Technology Life Cycle as a “Whale Chart,”
(Figure 1-19), named after how the charted shape of usefulness of technology changes
with time. The early stages of this diagram are relatively well studied, and include
technology development assessment tools such as technology readiness levels (TRL)
developed by NASA (Mai, 2015), and Technology Readiness Assessments (TRA)
conducted by the Department of Defense (Assistant Secretary of Defense for Research
and Engineering, 2011). The suite of undersea research infrastructure, however, includes
many technologies that are in the later stages, or head of the Whale; a region that is less
studied (Business Dictionary, n.d.-b; Campbell, 2009; Kasser, 2015; Nolte, 2008). Nolte
(2008) acknowledges that: “there is a serious need to do research work that would extend
technology maturity measurement beyond the tail. We all would benefit from the
availability of tools that could help us not only react to product or technology
obsolescence, but also predict and anticipate problems in the body and at the head of the
whale” (Nolte, 2008, p. 120).
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Figure 1-19 Stages of technology maturity—the Whale Chart (Nolte, 2008).

Technology historian Scott M. Campbell (Campbell, 2012) also encourages
further study of the later stages of technology maturity:
Depending on the point of view, an obsolete technology can be
perfectly usable and acceptable for decades. Technological diffusion is
never instantaneous, but an upward sloping curve of acceptance over
time. Unfortunately, historians of technology have notoriously
‘skewed towards studies of the origins of technological change and not
to its results,’ and those behind the curve are often forgotten. Yet,
when old replaces new, the now-obsolete technology provides the
framework by which new and would-be users evaluate and interpret its
replacement. The stories and perspectives of those who are otherwise
‘lagging behind’ can unlock many mysteries for historians. (p. 120)
The definition of ‘obsolete’ according to the Oxford English Dictionary includes:
“No longer used or practiced; outmoded, out of date; worn away, effaced, or eroded;” and
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“a thing which is out of date or has fallen into disuse” (Oxford English Dictionary, 2016).
A Google query of ‘obsolete’ reveals that the basic definition is the discontinued use of
something, with descriptors as to why the product is obsolete: a new product has
superseded the old; the function it performed is no longer needed (e.g., the use of buggy
whips to control horses pulling carriages); supporting components are no longer
available; it has gone out of fashion; or it has worn out and can’t be fixed. ‘Obsolescence
management’ tends to refer to component replaceability issues that are common in the
avionics, rail transit systems, electronics, information technology, and similar industries
(Amin, 2015; de Witte & Tauss, 2016).
One avenue of obsolescence management, however, includes a full-spectrum
assessment of factors that influence a state of inactivity—that of management of
buildings (Building Research Board, 1993). An assessment initiative within this field, a
quadrant model developed by researchers at Delft University, Netherlands (Thomsen &
van der Flier, 2011), presents a promising approach for UMRI assessment that will be
developed further in this study.
1.3.5.2 Replaceability
The maturation of the robotics industry has brought a similar but slightly different
angle to the technological supersession aspect of obsolescence, called ‘replaceability,’
that considers whether a new technology is able to, or should replace an old capability.
Michael Decker (2000, 2006) (Decker, 2000, 2006) of the medical robotics profession
has proposed an assessment framework of technical (means-end); economic (costbenefit); legal (liability); and ethical (‘should’) replaceability. A similar categorization is
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seen in building obsolescence studies (Building Research Board, 1993). Economics
analysts have developed metrics to capture the technical replaceability of robots so that
jobs and economic workforce impacts may be quantified. Along the ethical replaceability
lines, a 2008 communications study entitled “Beyond Dirty, Dangerous and Dull: What
Everyday People Think Robots Should Do,” found that “…Public opinion favors robots
for jobs that require memorization, keen perceptual skills, and service-orientation. People
are preferred for occupations that require artistry, evaluation, judgment and diplomacy”
(Takayama & Ju, 2008, p.25).
When investigating the replaceability of HOVs, the question “Why Man?” leads
to a broader discussion that encompasses the purpose of the activity, as well as the
progressive development of ever improving technologies. These purposes range from
subjective ‘inspirational’ goals to the practical side ‘dull, dirty and dangerous’ tasks that
have long been targeted for robotic replacement—especially by military and industry—
where an unmanned system can assemble an automobile, mine for coal, or diffuse a bomb
with greater safety and efficiency than a human (General Electric, n.d.; Takayama & Ju,
2008). For ocean, space, and earth science activities, this range of considerations can be
conceptually illustrated in Figure 1-20.
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Time
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Figure 1-20 Conceptualization of robotic progression by task.

Ultimately, however, neither obsolescence nor replaceability is a consistently
linear consideration: “… what makes something better is often highly contextual.
Depending on the point of view, an obsolete technology can be perfectly usable and
acceptable for decades. Technological diffusion is never instantaneous, but an upward
sloping curve of acceptance over time” (Campbell, 2009, p.120). An online Google
search illustrates this point with various popular lists of ‘technologies that refuse to die’
(Piltch, 2013) and even those that ‘technology will never make obsolete’ (e.g., duct tape,
cast iron pans, Swiss army knives) (Catalog, 2014).
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1.3.5.3 Sustainment
This continuum of obsolescence discussed above suggests consideration of a
differently nuanced approach, one that can capture the factors that lead to the ability of
system to endure in a useful capacity, i.e., to sustain or “keep in existence; maintain,
continue, or prolong” (Free Dictionary, n.d.) operations. The term ‘sustainment’ is
selected here instead of the term ‘sustainability’ in order to distinguish it from the
environmental, economic, and social sustainability (Thwink.org, n.d.) sense of the term.
According to Merriam Webster (2016), sustainable is an adjective that means: “1)
able to be used without being completely used up or destroyed; 2) involving methods that
do not completely use up or destroy natural resources, and 3) able to last or continue for a
long time.” The Department of Defense, which considers sustainability analysis as part
of its Defense Acquisition Systems Engineering guidelines, notes that: “‘Sustainability’
differs from ‘sustainment’ in that it relates to the use of resources, and the associated
impacts and costs over the system’s life cycle. In contrast, sustainment is more concerned
with the end user’s ability to operate and maintain a system once it is in inventory and
deployed” (U.S. Department of Defense, 2016, section 4.3.19.2). This ‘sustainment’
meaning is most applicable to undersea research technology assessment that is addressed
here. (Note: the concept of ‘supportability’ was also investigated for use here, but has a
limiting connotation as a design characteristic. Defined as the “degree to which the
design characteristics of a standby or support system meet the operational requirements
of an organization,” it is used in military sustainment field to mean “the ability to restore
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a failed system back to its operational state as quickly and effortlessly as possible”
(Mathaisel, Manary, & Comm, 2009, p. 177)).
The model that is developed for this study was discovered within the field of
obsolescence assessment research, but the question for this study is not ‘Is a particular
undersea research system obsolete?’ but rather, ‘What are the factors that lead/have led to
the obsolescence or sustainment of a system?’

1.3.6 BUILDING OBSOLESCENCE AND THE DELFT MODEL
In the literature on obsolescence assessment, a potentially useful analogous
framework for addressing undersea vehicle obsolescence emerges from research on the
obsolescence of buildings. The sponsors of a 1993 National Academy of Sciences study
on “The Fourth Dimension in Building: Strategies for Minimizing Obsolescence” observe
that building obsolescence is “more difficult to comprehend” than the “range of consumer
products that we discard…simply because newer, more advanced, and (presumably)
better replacements are available” (Building Research Board, 1993, p. vii). Rather than a
purely physical condition-based definition, the committee asserts that “obsolescence
results when there is a change in the requirements or expectations regarding the use of a
particular object or idea” (Building Research Board, 1993, p. 11). A group of researchers
at Delft University in the Netherlands questions the necessity for demolition of buildings
deemed to be obsolete by citing the emotional nature of the demolition of the Beatle
Ringo Starr’s birthplace in Liverpool, and note that demolition may not be necessary
even “for obsolete worn-down property as long as the owners and users continue to desire
it…” (Thomsen & van der Flier, 2011, p. 353).
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The four categories of obsolescence of buildings identified in the 1993 Academy
Study conceptually translate well for undersea research vehicle assessment, and reflect
the ‘replaceability’ approach described above. They are:
1. Functional factors, that is, those related to the uses a building or spaces
within the building are expected to serve (e.g., when the building's occupants
change);
2. Economic factors, referring primarily to the cost of continuing to use an
existing building, subsystem, or component compared with the expense of
substituting some alternative (e.g., when a building cannot compete
effectively with its newer neighbors for tenants and rents);
3. Technological factors, referring to the efficiency and service offered by the
existing installed technology compared to new and improved alternatives
(e.g., when electrical power distribution and grounding systems are no longer
able to accommodate the demands of current office automation); and
4. Social, legal, political, or cultural factors, that is the broad influence of
social goals, political agendas, or changing lifestyles (e.g., when a building
fails to meet the requirements set in new legislation for accessibility by people
with physical disabilities). (Building Research Board, 1993, pp. 20–21)
Since that study, researchers have translated these concepts into coordinate
matrices, whereby considerations similar to those above are binned into quadrants
depending on the influence of originating factors (Leaman, Stevenson, & Bordass, 2010).
Researchers from Delft Institute for Technology expand on Leaman, et al.’s (2010) thesis
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with a quadrant model (referred to here as the ‘Delft Model’, Figure 1-21) that examines
the causes of building obsolescence along two conceptual axes: that of internal
(endogenous) and external (exogenous) cause, and that of physical and behavioral
character (Thomsen & van der Flier, 2011).

Figure 1-21 The ‘Delft Model’ (Thomsen and Van der Flier, 2011).

The objectives of the model are twofold, first to serve as a theoretical framework
to trace, analyse, understand and model processes of ageing and decline of performance
of buildings; and second, to serve as a diagnostic framework to investigate the probability
and/or future risk of performance decline of buildings by aging and/or obsolescence and
potential remedial actions (Thomsen, Nieboer, et al., 2015). Their work to date critically
examines use of the model through case studies, suggests instruments to use to conduct
assessments within each of the quadrants, and presents a ‘radar graphic’ that serves to
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account for influences that fall between quadrant extremes (Thomsen, Nieboer, et al.,
2015; Thomsen & van der Flier, 2011; Thomsen, Van der Flier, & Nieboer, 2015). This
model and these techniques provided the inspiration for, and were used to initially test, a
quadrant framework to investigate the factors that influence UMRI obsolescence and
sustainment.
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CHAPTER TWO : DEVELOPMENT OF A QUADRANT
MODEL FOR UNDERSEA RESEARCH
INFRASTRUCTURE
2.1 RESEARCH DESIGN
A study on the value of undersea marine research infrastructure (UMRI) is a
complex undertaking that includes both objective (i.e. physical ability to collect data) and
subjective (i.e. human value judgments and preferences) influences, and as such is
particularly suited to a mixed methods research design model. Maxwell’s (2013, p.5)
Interactive Model of Research Design provided the primary guidance for the design of
this study, which embraced the qualitative research concept of ‘bricolage,’ or an approach
that “spontaneously adapts to the situation, creatively employing the available tools and
materials to come up with unique solutions to problems” (Maxwell, 2013, p. 42).

2.1.1 RESEARCH PHILOSOPHY
The initial conceptual research framework for this study (see Maxwell, 2013, p.
10) focused on tangible, comparative data collection and technology attributes, which
suggested the use of quantitative approaches, including variance-theory that addresses
“difference and correlation,” and an instrumentalist focus on “observable or measurable
data” (Maxwell, 2013, p. 80). As the investigation progressed, using the sources of “(1)
your experiential knowledge, (2) existing theory and research, (3) your pilot and
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exploratory research, and (4) thought experiments” (Maxwell, 2013, p. 44), however,
other less tangible factors—and more importantly, the interactions of how those factors
related and influenced each other—emerged as more important to the larger perspective
of national undersea marine research infrastructure. As the study shifted toward this
examination of the relationships that influence oceanographic research equipment
support, the more qualitative process-theory, which investigates “how things happen”
(Maxwell, 2013, p. 82), and a realist focus, which allows for data to be used “as
evidence…to be used critically to develop and test ideas about the existence and nature of
the phenomena” (Maxwell, 2013, p. 80), promised to reveal more insights than
previously considered quantitative methods (emphases in original text).
These concepts were incorporated into a revised study design, which focused on
the testing of a quadrant model, described below, to fully explore the range of influential
factors and impacts on UMRI system health.
Shifting to an overall qualitative approach was particularly valuable in its
contribution to the intellectual study goals (understanding processes and development of
theories and explanations), as well as practical goals of “generating results and theories
that are understandable and experientially credible…(and) conducting research that is
intended to improve existing practices, programs, or policies” (Maxwell 2013, pp.30–31).
Quantitative methods remain applicable for further study on the contribution of tangible
performance factors to the overall infrastructure dynamic, especially with respect to
technical considerations. Even within this field, however, it will be important to discern
between the impacts of actual performance and perceived performance.
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2.1.2 RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Research questions differ from research hypotheses in that the former are
designed to “state what you want to learn” whereas the latter are “statement(s) of your
tentative answers to these questions” (Maxwell, 2013, p. 77). The guiding statements for
this study evolved, as recommended by Maxwell (2013), through a number of iterations
of both, to become the research questions:
(1) Does an assessment model exist, or can one be developed, that incorporates
the full range of causative factors into the evaluation of undersea marine research
infrastructure?
(2) How can this model be best illustrated and applied?
(3) What does a test of the model reveal about U.S. human-occupied research
submersible sustainment?

2.1.3 RESEARCH DESIGN SUMMARY
The core of the final research design is the UMRI assessment model presented
here. The model was developed by first applying and testing a quadrant model that
addresses residential building obsolescence (Thomsen & van der Flier, 2011; Thomsen,
Van der Flier, et al., 2015), and then by using the results of the initial test to adjust the
model to more effectively capture the dimensions that emerged in the field of UMRI
assessment. The testing of the quadrant model itself consisted of two levels of
investigation, and the development of a technique for illustration of model results. The
first step consisted of identification of common factors that impact human-occupied
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submersible use within each quadrant (Chapter 3). These factors were then used to
conduct case studies of five U.S. crewed undersea system operations (four submersibles
and an underwater saturation habitat). An illustration technique, or quadrant map, was
developed as a way to visually display the results of these case studies.

2.1.4 RESEARCH METHODS
Methods used for this study included targeted interviews, opportunistic
communication, and examination of existing data (i.e. report categories, dive log
information) to detect patterns and tendencies. The investigation suggested additional
quantitative approaches, including surveys and field comparison experiments, which
could provide additional insight and triangulation; these are identified for use in
recommendations for further application of the model. A thorough literature review was
instrumental in establishing a baseline for these activities. The resources that were
consulted included: operational data and logs; previous oceanographic research
assessment reports; submersible and marine technology books, magazines and websites
that included data and published anecdotes; peer-reviewed papers that described research
done with submersible research systems, as well as comparisons and characteristics of
those systems; and personal experience as a program officer at NOAA’s Undersea
Research Program (NURP) and Office of Ocean Exploration and Research (OER) from
2005 to present. (Note: The Delft researchers identified assessment ‘instruments’ specific
to each of their obsolescence quadrants (Thomsen, Nieboer, et al., 2015; Thomsen & van
der Flier, 2011; Thomsen, van der Flier, et al., 2015). This technique would be helpful for
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future targeted assessment case studies, but for this study, most of the methods and
resources used served numerous aspects of the analysis.)
Throughout the course of the study, twenty-nine targeted interviews were
conducted, with more than three dozen less structured information-gathering
conversations held at venues of opportunity and via email with other subject matter
experts. Participants were selected using the ‘purposeful’ method, with the goal of
choosing “individuals or cases that are critical for testing (your) theories” (Maxwell,
2013, p. 97). This included obtaining input that was representative of types of
stakeholders (i.e. managers, scientists, and engineers) and submersible systems (i.e. each
of the case study HOV operations as well as research ROV use). Selection of interview
location was both deliberate and opportunistic, with 11 conducted at the interviewee’s
institution, five at a neutral location, and 14 over the phone. An important component of
the research was the development of ‘productive relationships’ (Maxwell, 2013, p. 97)
which consisted of engagement with senior oceanography professionals who provided
historical perspectives, challenged assumptions, and offered alternative viewpoints and
resources.
The result was a mix of undersea research infrastructure policymakers (20),
scientists (26), and engineers/pilots (20) with familiarity with the Alvin (23), Delta (12),
JSL (7) Pisces (12) and ‘other’ (6) HOV operations, as well as with research ROV (17)
activities. Many interviewees were familiar with more than one submersible system. The
number of interviewees familiar with each system resulted from efforts to obtain a similar
level of familiarity with each operation, and capture viewpoints of users with different
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experience levels, research goals, and previously stated preferences. The high number of
Alvin-related interviewees occurred naturally as a result of its longevity.
The final number of interviewees was consistent with qualitative research
methodology recommendations for achieving ‘saturation’ (Bonde, 2013; Mason, 2010)
and proved sufficient for defining the quadrant model, particularly with respect to the
development of HOV impact factors. ‘Saturation’ for this study was also considered in
light of its description by Strauss and Corbin (1998):
A category is considered saturated …when no new properties, dimensions,
conditions, actions/interactions, or consequences are seen in the data. However,
this statement is a matter of degree. In reality, if one looked long and hard
enough, one always would find additional properties or dimensions. There always
is that potential for the ‘new’ to emerge. Saturation is more a matter of reaching
the point in the research where collecting additional data seems
counterproductive; the ‘new’ that is uncovered does not add that much more to
the explanation at this time. Or, as is sometimes the situation, the researcher runs
out of time, money, or both. (p.136)
The number of participants contacted for each of the case studies was adequate
for the purpose of this initial test of the model; they were selected purposefully to
represent the most frequent users. This number should be expanded for any future, more
in-depth analyses of each case.
The interview questions varied depending on the background of the interviewee
(manger/policy maker, scientist, or pilot/engineer), aspect of the study (overall theory,
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impact factor development, or case study) that was being targeted, and the need for
clarifying information. Templates of essential questions were developed for
policymakers, scientists, and engineers, and are included in Appendix (2).
Much of the emphasis during the case study questioning was on how prior
attitudes may have changed with the maturation of remote technologies, and on what
replacement activity had occurred in the place of the work that had been accomplished by
the retired HOVs. The National Academy of Science’s Committee on Human Spaceflight
(2014) used this latter approach in light of the challenges of traditional public value
propositions:
An alternative way to examine the value proposition of NASA human spaceflight
is to consider the effects on various stakeholder groups if the program is
terminated (which)…highlights where the lens of ‘what would be lost’ adds a
perspective that was not captured in the discussion of rationales… (Space Studies
Board, 2014, p. 76)

2.1.5 ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
Analysis of the data was conducted using both “categorizing (such as coding or
thematic analysis)” and more narrative “connecting” strategies (Maxwell, 2013, p.105).
Results were recorded in matrices that first used categories defined by ‘emic’—or “taken
from participants’ own words and concepts” (Maxwell 2013, p.108)—viewpoints of what
attributes of HOVs were most impactful or valuable. The data were then reevaluated
using ‘etic’—or that which “represent(s) the researcher’s concept” (Maxwell, 2013, p.
108)—categories established by the quadrant model (Technical, Operational, Functional,
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Societal Impact). This latter matrix was especially consulted during establishment of the
impact factors. Both emic and etic categorization techniques were also used to develop
impact categories within the Functional quadrant of the model.
All interviews were personally transcribed and reviewed; casual interactions were
documented using dated notes and memoranda. During this process, as well as during
reviews of the data, a narrative approach that consisted of observing and questioning the
historical and causal statements and/or assumptions offered by participants was used
extensively. This practice proved invaluable in identifying the importance of interactions
of factors and in validating the overall quadrant approach.

2.3 CREATING AN UNDERSEA MARINE RESEARCH
INFRASTRUCTURE QUADRANT MODEL
2.3.1 QUADRANT ANALYSIS
Quadrant analysis can be an effective technique for illustrating complex
relationships in a way that facilitates better understanding and action. Examples of
successful quadrant use include the popular urgency/importance Eisenhower Decision
Matrix (Eisenhower, 1954)—made popular in Steven Covey’s (1989) 7 Habits of Highly
Effective People—; Pasteur’s Quadrant, which broke through the linear approach to
basic and applied research (Stokes, 1997); and for weighing outcomes of uncertainties for
market analysis (Mahaffie, 2009). By categorizing successful U.S. lawmaking efforts by
type and form of mobilization into Four Pathways of Power, Conlon, Posner & Beam
(2014) provide guidelines for future lawmakers to consider that are appropriate to the
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type of action they are pursuing. The building research model that inspired the
methodology used in this study links obsolescence characteristics to four recommended
management strategies: “Make invisible, make usable, make habitual, make acceptable”
(Leaman et al., 2010, p. 572).
Venkatesh Rao, an independent researcher and author of Tempo: Timing, tactics
and strategy in narrative-driven decision making, recommends the use of quadrants
“when there is high ambiguity, overlap and fuzziness in the basic categories, and
apparent high-dimensionality (lots of variables with complex coupling) but somehow,
when they mix together, a few dominant patterns leap out” (Rao, 2009). Figure 2-1 (a)
illustrates alternatives for describing issues with different characteristics of complexity.
“Visual constructs live in a special sweet spot inhabited by issues that are too complex
for rigorous analysis, and too structured or impoverished to support full-blown narrative
treatments in the form of novels or stories. Within this universe, quadrant diagrams are in
the Goldilocks position” (Rao, 2009). Given this schema, the issue of undersea marine
research infrastructure assessment is appropriate for quadrant analysis.
Once an issue is identified as suitable for a quadrant, “Your primary job is to
identify four interesting and complex clusters of phenomenology, without the aid of
statistical or first-principles analysis, and think up two interesting lines that will separate
them. These are the dominant patterns, and the organizing spectra/watersheds…If your
lines end up being spectra, or related to each other in nice ways…that’s a bonus” (Rao,
2009).
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Figure 2-1 (b) further describes techniques to use when creating a quadrant by
considering the context and tangibility of the issue.

Figure 2-1 (a) Diagram of when to use a quadrant; (b) Diagram of how to create a quadrant (Rao, 2009).

This second quadrant is intended to address a wide range of philosophical
pursuits; a specific, tangible issue like UMRI assessment fits in the ‘Archetypist’
quadrant. Rao continues: “The value of your diagram will be validated by your ability to
think up evocative names for the quadrants. If people see your diagram and instantly feel
a sense of relief and recognition, it means you are articulating and clarifying something
they’ve already subconsciously noticed...If you are in the bottom right, be prepared to
provide examples of real people, events and places. You want to talk about ‘classic’ (or
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archetypal) members of the quadrant” (Rao, 2009). The four quadrant descriptions
developed for this study: Technical, Operational, Functional, and Societal, are intended to
be consistent with this guidance.
Ultimately, the value of a quadrant construct is the ability to determine actions
that are likely to be successful in particular situations. By conceptualizing perceptible
characteristics of a complex issue in distinct bins (the quadrants), stakeholders can more
readily apply techniques and actions that worked in the past for similar situations, or that
may show promise through deductive reasoning. Whereas an assessment model for
undersea marine infrastructure is unlikely to result in recommendations as
straightforward as the Eisenhower Decision Matrix’s “Do, Decide, Delegate, Delete”
(Clear, 2014), it is intended to provide a similar capability for decision makers.

2.3.2 ADAPTATION OF THE DELFT MODEL
The building assessment model developed by researchers at the Delft Institute of
Technology uses two distinguishing dimensions (see Figure 1-21, the ‘Delft Model’):
(1) the character of the cause-effect relation: physical (related to the built artefact)
or behavioural (related to the behaviour and actions of the main stakeholders, i.e.
owners, residents and other users); and
(2) the origin of the cause-effect relation: endogenous (i.e. from the building
itself), or exogenous (i.e. from the environment) (Thomsen & van der Flier, 2011,
p. 211).
It was selected for testing because of the similarities between the complex nature
of the assessments and inclusion of a behavioral component. The UMRI model was
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initially developed and tested using these determinants, with the adjustment of ‘intrinsic’
and ‘extrinsic’ labels as the origin of a cause-effect relation. During the analysis process,
‘intrinsic’ forces were sometimes difficult to distinguish from ‘physical’ characteristics,
and ‘extrinsic’ forces tended to resemble ‘behavioral’ features. In the final analysis, a
high degree of dependency between quadrant factors was identified, suggesting that this
selection of axes characteristics might not be appropriate for direct adaptation to undersea
vehicles.
This problem was investigated by comparing the differences between the systems
of interest (i.e., Why didn’t this work?) and by reassessing the results and initial
observations to develop definitions that more accurately portrayed the reality of UMRI
assessment challenges (i.e., What will work?)
A few essential differences between buildings and undersea research systems
contributed to the unsuccessful transition of the building obsolescence model as defined
by the Delft researchers. Physically, undersea research systems are moving, non-fixed
entities, so the central locational concern of building management does not translate well.
Undersea vehicles are also more complex with respect to function; marine research
systems perform tasks and collect data for a variety of purposes, whereas the buildings
used in the Delft model have been narrowed to a single, residential use. Finally, a primary
concern for buildings is physical deterioration, whereas the central concern issue for
research infrastructure is the effective, efficient use of the system.
Reevaluation of undersea systems assessment was conducted by reviewing both
the results of the Delft-based test, and the initial factors that led to a search for an
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assessment model. The predominant factors that appeared in HOV literature included (1)
tangible performance comparisons between HOV and ROV systems, (2) research
purposes, and (3) economic considerations. Initial case study results (and personal
experience) indicated that (4) human nature also played a significant role. These factors,
the so-called “four interesting and complex clusters of phenomenology” (Rao, 2009), had
emerged in the initial Delft test, and as such were confirmed as the basic aspects of the
quadrant model.
The initial test also revealed differences in viewpoints between scientists and
managers, and between on-site performance and concerns regarding the sustainment of a
system and/or research enterprise. Revised “organizing spectra” (Rao, 2009) were
developed by considering this insight and conducting some extrapolation of the original
axes definitions.

2.3.3 HORIZONTAL AXIS: SCOPE OF ACTIVITY
Many quadrant models use the consideration of internal versus external forces as
an axial measure (Conlan, Posner, & Beam, 2014; Kahan, 2008; Thomsen & van der
Flier, 2011). Several factors—consideration of the question, ‘Internal or external to
what’; acknowledgement of the core purpose of UMRI (i.e. the collection of marine
research data); and initial model results that indicated a difference in narrow and broad
activity perceptions—led to the identification of ‘activity scope’ as the aspect of the
organizing spectra that best captured this internal and external sense.
The physical in situ activity conducted during an undersea dive represents internal
considerations, and is termed ‘Mission’ for the purposes of this model. This usage of
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‘mission’ is distinguished from the multi-day expedition sense of the term. Factors that
apply to the business of providing a research system, or a research service, are external to
the day-to-day operations, and are termed ‘Enterprise.’

2.3.4 VERTICAL AXIS: PERSPECTIVE
The terms ‘physical’ and ‘behavioral’ were useful in conducting an initial
assessment of UMRI, but revealed an interweaving of ‘behavioral’ factors in all
quadrants. Recognizing the differences in perspective between operators, scientists, and
managers that emerged during model testing led to identification of an organizing spectra
that retains the physical-behavioral sense, but accurately reflects the UMRI dynamic
while allowing behavioral factors to interact throughout the quadrants as appropriate.
‘System’ refers to factors that reflect on the individual UMRI equipment, and relates
closely to the ’physical’ categorization. ‘Client’ refers to factors that relate to the users of
the system and their needs, and reflects, but limits, the ‘behavioral’ sense.
Note that both the horizontal and vertical axes represent distinct concepts, and do
not present scales of value. This becomes important when interpreting the location of
factors within the resulting quadrants, described in section 2.6.

2.4 UNDERSEA MARINE RESEARCH INFRASTRUCTURE
QUADRANTS
Based on the above considerations, the Delft quadrant model was adjusted to best
address the sustainment of undersea marine research infrastructure, and is illustrated and
described below (Figure 2-2).
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Undersea Research Systems Quadrant Assessment Model
Mission-Intrinsic

Ac6vity Scope

Quadrant B:
Opera6onal Impact

Quadrant A:
Technical Impact

Perspec6ve

Provider

Customer

Mission - Extrinsic

What capabili+es does the system
provide to conduct the mission?
What are advantages and disadvantages
of these capabili+es?

What forces inﬂuence the opera+onal
use of the technology?

Quadrant D:
Societal Impact

Quadrant C:
Func6onal Impact
How is the system used, and how well
does it meet these uses?

What societal factors inﬂuence support
for the technology

Figure 2-2 Undersea marine research infrastructure assessment quadrant description.

2.4.1 QUADRANT A: TECHNICAL IMPACT (SYSTEM-MISSION)
Technical impact of the physical factors of an UMRI system that are operative in
the conduct of in situ marine data collection are considered in quadrant A. Evaluation of
technical impact essentially addresses the questions: ‘What capabilities does the system
provide to conduct the mission?’ And: ‘What are advantages and disadvantages of these
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capabilities?’ A common follow up question in this line of investigation is: ‘Can
something else perform the task better?’

2.4.2 QUADRANT B: OPERATIONAL IMPACT (SYSTEM-ENTERPRISE)
Impacts of factors related to the operation of a system that originate from beyond
the specific mission activity are addressed in quadrant B. These are often businessenterprise level concerns, and include regulatory and safety (legal) guidelines, local
availability of a particular piece of infrastructure, and financial considerations. They also
include certain behavioral factors that directly affect physical operation (operating team
expertise, safety performance and equipment reliability). Financial considerations are
equipment- and operation-specific (reflecting capital costs, personnel requirements and
launch methods), and differ from the external funding factors discussed under quadrant
D. These factors all contribute to answering the question: ‘What forces influence the
business-level sustainment of the technology?’

2.4.3 QUADRANT C: FUNCTIONAL IMPACT (CLIENT-MISSION)
Factors that are of interest to users of a system with respect to a specific mission
activity are considered under quadrant C, and are referred to as ‘functional impacts.’ For
the question of UMRI, the primary consideration of functional impact is with respect to
its role in supporting marine research, i.e. in situ marine data collection. This line of
investigation may also be used to explore the value of alternative functions (industry,
tourism) that may support the availability of the equipment for research purposes, and
answers the questions: ‘How is the system used, and how well does it meet these uses?’
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2.4.4 QUADRANT D: SOCIETAL IMPACT (CLIENT-ENTERPRISE)
Factors of interest to sponsors of activity who are concerned with organizational
or national level performance are termed ‘societal impact,’ and are assessed within
quadrant D. These factors include societal value of research goals, organizational
dynamics of particular groups, and individual charismatic influences. These
considerations address aspects of the question: ‘What factors influence sponsorship for
the research system?’

2.5 SCOPE OF APPLICATION
The variety of undersea research systems, and differences in technological
maturity of these systems, makes a fully inclusive test of the model with the full range of
systems unmanageably complex. Human-occupied research submersibles (termed Human
Occupied Vehicles, or HOVs) involved in United States government-sponsored marine
research were selected for this pilot study for a number of reasons:


They represent the particularly challenging ‘submersible science’ mid-sized
infrastructure subset of UMRI.



The limited number of research HOV operations in the United States allows
for a thorough examination.



The ‘charismatic’ nature of manned activity tests unique behavioral aspects of
the assessment.
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Research HOVs have experienced practically a full technological lifecycle in
the course of a human lifetime, which offers the ability to conduct
retrospective analyses on replacement activity.



A replacement technology that addresses similar research data collection
needs—Remotely Operated Vehicles (ROVs)—exists, and offers additional
comparative perspective.

The field of marine research submersibles was narrowed to the four U.S. HOV
operators that have been active since mid-1980. The suite of international research
submersibles (Japanese Shinkai 6500, Russian MIRs, German Jago, Chinese Jiaolong
and French Nautile) faces similar technical, functional, and operational impact factors,
but experiences a variety of different governmental and societal impacts. A study of each
of these systems would provide insight into this societal aspect, but their inclusion would
introduce a complication beyond the immediate goal of testing the model for U.S.
research infrastructure policy. Another potential approach that was considered was to test
the model with two subsets: deep (>1500 m) and shallow (≤1500 m) submersibles, which
exhibit distinct technical and operational factors because of the engineering requirements
at increased depths. This, however, seemed to introduce a preconception that could
distort a first-order model test, so was rejected. The caveat of activity after the mid-1980s
was selected because of the entrance of two of the four U.S. research HOVs (Pisces V
and Delta), sufficiency of Johnson Sea Link records, and the emergence of research use
of ROVs during this time frame. It was also during this time that the international
submersibles mentioned above (except Jiaolong) were constructed.
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2.6 ILLUSTRATION OF IMPACT
The Delft model introduced a potential method for illustrating the results of their
approach with respect to building obsolescence. A radar diagram (Figure 2-3) was
suggested to assist in presenting results and helping address issues “to be solved before
the model can be used for diagnosis and certainly for treatment and prevention”
(Thomsen, van der Flier, et al., 2015, p. 13). The issues ‘to be solved’ include the
complexity of cause-effect relationships; dealing with this complexity in the model; and
enabling measurement of obsolescence.

Figure 2-3 Delft radar graphic concept (Thomsen, van der Flier, et al., 2015).

In addition to creating an effective UMRI quadrant model, a goal of this study
was to further the development of such a descriptive instrument. The suggested radar
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diagram allows for illustration of the degree of impact of a factor with some indication of
the relative strength of the drivers on each axis, but it limits the degree to which multi and
cross-quadrant relationships between factors can be represented; i.e. the labeling of a
factor as a spoke allows for comparison between only neighboring axes, with no ability to
display diagonal (A-D and B-C) relationships. The diagram also does not allow for
representation of whether an impact is positive or negative, which was a recurring
characteristic of the data encountered in this study.
To address these limitations, a new model was created in which each factor is
represented as a circle with three variables: size, which represents magnitude, or degree,
of impact; color, representing the character (positive/negative) of impact; and location on
the quadrant, which indicates existence of influence from another quadrant. A 3-step
rating system was assigned to both size and color: size (degree): small = little impact;
medium = notable impact; large = significant impact; and color (character): red =
negative impact; yellow = both positive and negative impacts; green = positive impact.
Evaluations of ‘little’, ‘notable’, and ‘significant’ impact were made based on a
combination of emphasis provided by interviewees, and the relative frequency of mention
of the factor: little = <10%, notable = <50%, significant = >50%. ‘Negative’ refers to a
force that acts against sustainment, whereas a ‘positive’ impact acts in favor of
sustainment of the infrastructure. In two cases, a type of impact could be classified as
both positive and negative: first, when a situation changed through time—such as a
private sponsor who establishes an operation and later withdraws that support; and
second, when a number of factors were combined into one labeled factor for simplicity
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sake. The yellow shading, therefore, represents situations that require additional attention.
Since the intention of this effort is to illustrate the strength of impacts for characterization
and further investigation, this is consistent with the model design. When no notable
impact was found, the template empty circle was retained.
During the analysis, a few factors exhibited a notable dependence on the
dynamics of factors in other quadrants. The new design allows for indication of these
cross-quadrant relationships by placement of the circle closer to other regions of
influence. Because not all factors exhibited this characteristic, an inner boundary was
created to highlight those that do. Factors that are located within the boundary are placed
in a position close to the quadrant of influence. Other factors are distributed in the
quadrant in a visually practical pattern with no particular indication of cross-quadrant
impact.
This revised model remains limited in its ability to illustrate cause-effect
processes, but provides the ability to describe more dimensions of assessment, and
addresses measurement with the introduction of a quasi-quantitative scale as a first order
approach. The template below illustrates this concept with constant size and color factors
(Figure 2-4), and provides a key for further analysis; the factors themselves are discussed
in more depth in Chapter 3.
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UMRI Quadrant Model Impact Map Concept
Quadrant A:
Technical

Ac?vity Scope

Mission
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Quadrant B:
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Perspec?ve

Time
on Site

Posi?ve
Both
Nega?ve

Client
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impact
Non-science
missions

Champion

Cross-quadrant
inﬂuence

Quadrant D:
Societal

Quadrant C:
Func6onal

Figure 2-4 Quadrant model impact factor template example, with color and size key for analysis use.

2.7 VALIDITY
A number of techniques were used to address the validity, or “correctness or
credibility of a description, conclusion, explanation, interpretation, or other sort of
account” (Maxwell, 2013, p. 122) of this study. Concerns included the role of the
researcher as a marine science program manager who had professional relationships with
many of the participants, and the relative subjectivity of values assigned to case study
factors.
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Personal experience as a program manager for undersea submersible systems
provided insight and access that might not have otherwise been available, but it also
presented a challenge with respect to advocacy, and perception of advocacy, for or
against particular systems and/or groups, thus introducing concerns regarding both
researcher bias and participant reactivity. Potential personal bias was addressed through
self-recognition, reflective exercises, and discussion with confidants. The purpose of the
study and acknowledgement of the potential for partiality was reviewed and openly
discussed with interviewees and participants.
The iterative nature of the development and the design of the model, in which
data were used both to help determine specific impact factors, and to discover and
document information about these factors for case studies, introduced a challenge with
respect to relative subjectivity of the values assigned to the factors. This was addressed
first by systematically comparing the values assigned to factors within and between case
studies, and then by reviewing each case study result with the appropriate subject matter
expert(s) to validate the conclusions. This combination of techniques was sufficient for
illustrating the potential for use of the quadrant model and map, but for a more definitive
determination of causal obsolescence or sustainment, additional methods should be
employed. These may include proactive engagement with the user community through
both a survey that directly records their judgments on the characteristics of each of the
factors, and a means to solicit feedback on the effectiveness, strengths, and weaknesses of
the method.
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The history of discussion of the attributes and challenges of in situ marine
research equipment, especially from the perspective of ‘manned vs. unmanned’, is replete
with examples of articles, studies, and community engagement. The HOV research
community consists of a discrete number of members, many of whom have spent decades
using undersea research equipment; most of these users have at some point responded to
questions regarding this debate in the past. In light of this, particular emphasis was placed
on thoroughness of background research so that data collection would focus on new
approaches and evolved perspectives. It is recognized that contrasting viewpoints will
always exist for various marine research circumstances. Would a different researcher
have reached the same conclusions regarding factor identification and value assignments?
Not completely (probably never completely), but this attention to background
information, ability to draw on research management experience, and practice of
verifying results with participants were all exercised to reduce significant divergences.
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CHAPTER THREE : CASE STUDY IMPACT FACTORS
The previous chapters introduced a quadrant model for assessment of the factors
that contribute to obsolescence, or sustainment, of undersea marine research
infrastructure (UMRI), reproduced here as Figure 3-1.

Undersea Research Systems Quadrant Assessment Model
Mission-Intrinsic

Ac6vity Scope

Quadrant B:
Opera6onal Impact

Quadrant A:
Technical Impact

Perspec6ve

Provider

Customer

Mission - Extrinsic

What capabili+es does the system
provide to conduct the mission?
What are advantages and disadvantages
of these capabili+es?

What forces inﬂuence the opera+onal
use of the technology?

Quadrant D:
Societal Impact

Quadrant C:
Func6onal Impact
How is the system used, and how well
does it meet these uses?

What societal factors inﬂuence support
for the technology

Figure 3-1 Undersea marine research infrastructure assessment quadrant description.
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The model assesses Technical, Operational, Functional and Societal factors that
occur from Provider/Mission, Provider/Enterprise, Client/Mission, and Client/Enterprise
perspectives, respectively. This chapter further develops this model for application to a
case study of U.S. research HOVs by identifying specific, common factors within each of
the quadrants that contribute to the value of this infrastructure.
A significant characteristic of an assessment of research HOVs today is the
existence of a niche-sibling, the remotely operated vehicle (ROV), and the prevalence of
comparison between the two in operations and in literature. Therefore, much of this
analysis reflects a comparison between these two alternatives. An additional dimension of
HOV assessment is its extreme environment, human-occupied nature, which invites
comparison with similar NASA studies (see Appendix 3). These comparisons will also be
presented as appropriate throughout the analysis.
In addition to identification of factors common to HOVs that fall within each
quadrant, this analysis notes the existence of cross-quadrant influence, or relationships
between other factors. Quantification of impacts, whether relative or absolute, is not
addressed during this step. This study results in a template for use in case studies as well
as a number of observations and recommendations regarding model effectiveness.

3.1 QUADRANT A: TECHNICAL FACTORS
Technical impact of the physical factors of an UMRI system that are operative in
the conduct of in situ marine data collection are considered in quadrant A. Evaluation of
technical impact essentially addresses the questions: ‘What capabilities does the system
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provide to conduct the mission?’ and ‘What are advantages and disadvantages of these
capabilities? A common follow up question in this line of investigation is: ‘Can
something else perform the task better?’
The literature regarding the advantages and disadvantages of marine submersibles
is abundant; perhaps the earliest recorded assessment was the description of the
“Difficulties and Remedies” and “Great Conveniences” of Cornelius Drebel’s submarine
endeavor in the early 1600s by Oliver Cromwell’s brother-in-law John Wilkins (Beebe,
1934). One of the first recorded calls for use of HOVs for research in the U.S. was a
resolution that emerged from a symposium on “Aspects of Deep Sea Research” that was
hosted by the National Academy of Sciences’ Committee on Undersea Warfare in 1956:
We, as individuals interested in the scientific exploration of the deep sea, wish to
go on record as favoring the immediate initiation of a national program, aimed at
obtaining for the United States undersea vehicles capable of transporting men and
their instruments to the great depths of the ocean. (Committee on Undersea
Warfare, 1957, p. 176)
A 12-volume study of the U.S. oceanographic research enterprise that was
conducted by the National Research Council (1959) at the end of the decade identified
three specific arguments for HOVs, reflecting capabilities of the eye, brain, and body:
1. It permits man to view directly the environment and natural phenomena of the
entire water column and the bottom.
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2. It allows multiple and continuous measurements under the immediate control of
the best available programming computer and control servo-mechanism—the
scientist himself.
3. It permits selective sampling of the environment through vision, mobility and
the use of specially adapted prosthetic accessories. (National Research Council,
1959, p. 3 of Chapter 7)
The components of this assessment have remained essentially the same through
the years, even with the emergence of ROVs and comparisons of capabilities became
more common (Bowen & Walden, 1992).
A manned submersible permits within the water column, or on the bottom, an
interactive, cognitive and stereoscopic presence that can implement complex
manipulations (sampling and equipment deployment) by powerful and dexterous
robotic arms, and that provides the user with the capability to take large payloads
to and from the bottom. (DeSSC, 1994, p. 15)
The most recent comprehensive federal assessment directed solely on U.S. deep
submergence capability included comparative assessments within six “Capabilities
Needed to Reach Science Goals:” Viewing and Documenting, Sampling, Platform
Stability, Mapping and Surveying, Experiments and Time-Series Investigations, and
Outreach (Ocean Studies Board, 2004, p. 67).
The literature that describes and compares the advantages and disadvantages of
HOVs and ROVs reflects a myriad of different approaches as far as specific vehicle,
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research discipline, data collection task, environmental situation, and commenter
experience; as such it resists rigorous categorization and analysis.
For the purposes of this assessment, technical factors were initially parsed into
four categories: ‘Tether,’ which deals with impacts resulting from the presence/absence
of an umbilical; ‘Structure,’ which deals with the capabilities provided by size and
engineering design; ‘Vision,’ which encompasses the faculties provided by the ability to
use the human eye: rapid focus, color discernment, high definition, peripheral and
stereoscopic vision; and ‘Being There,’ which includes spatial and contextual awareness
afforded by other sensory input from the environment, and considerations in the field of
virtual reality and human/robotic interface studies. Considerations regarding reliability
and design also emerged from interviews and Ocean Studies Board (2011) portfolio-level
recommendations. Three factors within the Tether category: maneuverability, time on
site, and connectivity, emerged as significant during this investigation, and are therefore
captured as separate factors for the quadrant map below.

3.1.1 MANEUVERABILITY
The ability to navigate complex topographic features, operate in certain
environmental conditions, remain stationary, and traverse horizontal distances on the
bottom, and determine precise position are all influenced by the existence of the tether.
The operating method and degree of impact differs with depth. Small, shallow-water
ROVs operate directly from the support vessel, whereas deep-water ROV operations
typically employ an intermediate tether management system (TMS) or camera sled that
decouples the motion of the ship from that of the ROV. Industry tether management
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systems typically deploy a spool of cable via a ‘top-hat’ (a spool located above the ROV),
or a ‘cage’ or ‘garage’, which also houses the vehicle during descent and ascent (Forum
Energy Technologies, n.d.; Oceaneering International, 2015). Several deep research
operations (NOAA Ocean Exploration, WHOI and the Ocean Exploration Trust) use an
intermediate ‘camera sled’ which is connected to the ROV via a 40–50 m tether. These
camera sleds are equipped with lights and cameras, providing a ‘bird’s-eye’ view of the
working scene (Figure 3-2) (Nautilus Live, n.d.; NOAA Ocean Exploration, n.d.-c;
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, 2016b).

Figure 3-2 NOAA Ship Okeanos Explorer with camera sled and ROV (Randy Canfield and NOAA).
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These vehicles and the use of shipboard dynamic positioning (DP) navigation and
thruster systems that help keep the surface vessel in a stationary position, have alleviated
the restrictions on ROV maneuverability somewhat, but have not completely overcome
the dependence of the ROV on its surface platform. In the words of one scientist familiar
with both HOV and ROV operations: “Imagine walking a dog on a leash while you’re
being towed by a helicopter” (Scientist M).
The degree of impact often depends on environment and mission; high currents
and steep topography are typically the most challenging for a tethered vehicle. Strong
currents create drag on the umbilical, impacting the ability of a vehicle to descend to the
bottom, and to maintain control while on site. Several scientists also noted the advantages
of a free-swimming vehicle in topography that included overhangs and tangling hazards,
around structures such as oil platforms, and for research along steep atolls, where the
ROV support ship is unable to station close enough to the dive site to provide access and
avoid grounding (Scientist M).
Another maneuverability impact of the tether is the horizontal area that the
undersea vehicle can cover underwater. This characteristic is of course strongly impacted
by mission: the style of operation—whether transect or a more specific, on-site
investigation—and the influence of currents. For shallower operations, the surface vessel
supporting an ROV may purposefully motor or drift long distances with the ROV below.
For deep work, the difference can be 4-5 times less area for an ROV than an HOV during
the same submerged time frame (Scientist M); more movement can be logistically
challenging. “[In a] perfect situation, we’ll call up to the command center and say please
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move 10 feet—probably more like 10 m, but not a large distance. The ship will drag the
[intermediate ROV system], it’s a hopscotch game” (Scientist D).
ROV systems that are designed for deep-water operations also experience
overheating of the umbilical at shallow depths, limiting the minimum depth that the
equipment can work to approximately 300 m (Engineers B, M). Another quality related
to the tether and maneuverability is that of positioning accuracy. “It does seem like
tracking on the subs is less accurate and less precise than tracking on the ROVs. I think
having the tether and tracking on the surface improves your digital throughput…with an
ROV, you get [navigation updates] every 2 seconds” (Scientist D).
Human skill level was also cited as a maneuverability factor, both for HOV pilots,
with a number of pilots specifically named for their experience and dexterity, and for
ROV pilots and crew, including the ship captains. “[During ROV operations], we could
tell when [the ship crew] changed shifts—we’d be getting off track or going the wrong
way. Even if someone would go to the bathroom, you could end up off reef pretty
quickly” (Scientist D).

3.1.2 TIME ON SITE
A commonly cited advantage of ROVs over HOVs is the ability of ROVs to
remain submerged for longer periods of time than HOVs. HOV time on station varies
from 3 to about 10 hours depending on the depth and submersible capabilities. An ROV
can theoretically remain on site indefinitely, but actual time on bottom is typically a
tradeoff between mission, personnel cost, and shipboard logistical and environmental
considerations. An example of this influence of Operational (quadrant B) and Functional
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(quadrant C) factors is the difference between NDSF’s Jason science dives, which
average one to two days (Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, 2016c), and NOAA’s
Deep Discoverer’s exploration dives, which are typically performed within a workday,
and supplemented with mapping activities in evenings (NOAA Ocean Exploration, n.d.b).
An engineering solution from the human-occupied aspect is the use of a
submarine that provides life support for a manned crew for long periods of time
underwater, combined with the data collection capabilities of viewports and
manipulators. The Navy’s NR-1 nuclear submarine provided this capability on a part-time
basis in the 1990s, before its retirement in 1997, but the economic drivers for a
replacement were beyond the need for its scientific capability (Vyborny & Davis, 2004).

3.1.3 CONNECTIVITY
Another frequently cited advantage that the tether of the ROV allows over HOVs
is the ability to communicate in real-time with the surface, enabling more participants to
be included in the real-time mission activity. Typical ROV operations are conducted from
a shipboard self-contained laboratory that allows for a number of scientists to view onsite video and provide input on mission activities. ‘Telepresence,’ a combination of
technologies that allow a person to participate in an event when not physically present,
has enabled an innovative method of science that allows scientists in shore command
center facilities across the country to participate in real-time ROV dives, providing
scientific information on unknown species and at times directing the movements of the
vehicle itself (Nautilus Live, 2015; NOAA Ocean Exploration, n.d.-d).
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The impact of this capability is largely cited as positive, although some have
begun to “wonder what the tradeoffs are [for more involvement] and how much it
distracts you from doing the best and most science with limited time out at sea” (Scientist
M). This value of being “completely focused and immersed—pun intended” (Scientist A)
while relatively alone underwater in an HOV emerged during discussions on the factor of
‘Being There’, discussed later, and was a point that had not been highlighted in earlier
published studies.
The Director of the NDSF has stated:
There’s no question that the strong suit for robotics is that you can engage
a larger number of people in the process of exploration and discovery. But taking
in all the undersea factors—currents, sounds, land forms, interactions between
animals and their environment—humans are still far better at synthesizing what’s
going on in the deep sea. We hear that all the time from researchers who have
looked at the video monitors and data screens from Jason, but then also gone
down in Alvin. It’s stunning how different their perception of the environment is.
(Dixon, 2015)
The ability of a real time communication link to bring science to a larger audience
was noted as crucial impact by several HOV scientists who had become familiar with
telepresence missions:
One of the failures of [the submersible community] was that there was no
one witnessing the dives. How cool would that be to watch real people in a
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submersible doing real research in real time? I think that was the nail in the coffin
[for manned submersibles]. (Scientist K)
NURP [NOAA Undersea Research Program]’s problem was that it gave
money to researchers, and researchers went off and they published it, and it
wasn’t really seen by the public. Now they’ve moved it to the opposite model.
(Scientist T).
Today, engineers are testing optical and acoustic communication links that can
replace the tether between an ROV and a nearby (within 100 m) control module located
on the seafloor, providing real-time control of the system from the surface, but these
systems are not yet in common use (Farr, 2013). The use of fiber optics for similar
communication capability with HOVs has been initiated for several submersible
operations, but has not yet become operational (Engineer B, Scientist M).

3.1.4 STRUCTURE
3.1.4.1 Stability
HOVs employ a variety of buoyancy and trim systems that enable them to
descend, ascend, “(run) hither and yon…follow a sloping bottom, handle additional
weight in the form of…samples, and surface with sufficient freeboard for safe transfer of
personnel and equipment” (Busby, 1976, p. 279). These systems must be power-efficient,
and include main and variable ballast tanks, compressed air and pumps, syntactic foam,
and lead or steel ballast. They can be further classified as ‘Reversible’, or “capable of
providing at least one positive and negative cycle during a dive” and ‘Irreversible’, or
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able to “provide only a one-time, one-way function” (Busby, 1976, p. 285). The worksite
stability and agility of HOVs will vary somewhat depending on these systems. As a rule,
ROVs are positively buoyant and must operate their thrusters continuously to remain
submerged. Some designs do employ variable ballast systems that enable the ROV to
maintain neutral buoyancy underwater, or provide additional payload capability (Busby,
1979).
The use of a variable ballast system increases platform stability, and enables
HOVs to hover without use of thrusters, which “minimizes sediment or flow field
disturbance; enables fine manipulation of fragile equipment, samples, or experiments
even in regions of rough topography; and allows quantification of objects on the bottom
…and in the water column…” (Ocean Studies Board, 2004, p. 71). The Johnson Sea Link
submersibles, for example, were renowned for their ability to conduct mid-water
sampling and research. Several scientists attributed this stability, and the HOV pilots’
skill in taking advantage of this feature, to a superior ability to collect small, elusive,
and/or fragile marine samples (Scientists K, L, P, S).
3.1.4.2 Payload and manipulators
In past literature, HOVs were noted for superior robotic arms, or manipulators,
and ability to transport large amounts of samples to the surface (UNOLS, 1990). In large
part these capabilities have converged, as deep ROVs are able to support the same
manipulators as HOVs, and ‘elevators’ have been developed to bring ROV samples to the
surface (Ocean Studies Board, 2004, p. 69, 2015).
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3.1.4.3 Noise
Electric and hydraulic systems that control thrust, trim (via air ballast or movable
weights), and manipulators on both HOVs and ROVs emit noise into the ocean
environment (MTS ROV Committee, 2016a). The amount of noise will depend on the
system design, and on how frequently the system(s) must be used given the buoyancy of
the vehicle and environmental situation. One scientist noted that “the (ROV) hydraulics
actually scream” (Scientist P), whereas HOVs, which are better able to remain neutrally
buoyant without use of thrusters, are typically quieter. The impact of this noise varies
depending on the task, and is an especially important and active field of research for
fisheries science (Laidig, Krigsman, & Yoklavich, 2013; O’Connell & Carlile, 1994;
Rountree, Juanes, & Blue, 2002; M. M. Yoklavich, Reynolds, & Rosen, 2015).
3.1.4.4 Ruggedness
The value of physical indestructability, or toughness, of HOVs was cited by users
of the small Delta submersible, which was built for geological studies, and “ruggedized
to…have access to more complicated terrain” (Scientist O). This factor is similar to but
not equivalent to that of reliability (Section 3.2.6).

3.1.5 VISION
All men by nature desire to know. An indication of this is the delight we take in
our senses; for even apart from their usefulness they are loved for themselves; and
above all others the sense of sight. For not only with a view to action, but even
when we are not going to do anything, we prefer seeing (one might say) to
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everything else. The reason is that this ‘seeing,’ most of all the senses, makes us
know and brings to light many differences between things. (Aristotle, 350AD)
The human eye is a complex instrument; it provides high definition, fast focusing,
color discernment, depth of field, three-dimensional awareness, and peripheral vision.
Although comparisons between the human eye and cameras are not straightforward
because of the complications of eye anatomy, central and peripheral vision, and the
involvement of the brain in what we actually ‘see’ (Cambridge in Colour, n.d.; Cicala,
2012; Weitz, 2016), video and camera technology in use today can closely replicate many
of the capabilities of the human eye (Ward, 2015).
A few research circumstances do still exist in which the human eye detects
anomalies that are difficult if not impossible to see via video, such as heat-shimmer of
water over a vent system (Engineer I) but additional capabilities of cameras, such as low
light and multispectral technologies, are providing research advantages. The zoom
capability of cameras has led some HOV scientists to rely more on the view on an
internal video screen than the view out a submersible window (Scientists N, U), and
brings undersea life ‘up close’ to unlimited viewers via telepresence (NOAA Ocean
Exploration, n.d.-a). One scientist using NOAA’s Deep Discoverer ROV noted, “One
thing that was excellent about the ROV was…the ability to zoom the camera in on targets
in the distance and get a better sense of what it looked like that was better then our own
eye” (Scientist T).
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Infrared and sonar technologies are providing increased visioning capabilities in
low visibility situations (Brahim, Gueriot, Daniel, & Solaiman, 2011; Chidami, Guénard,
& Amyot, 2007; Dragland, 2016) and detection of bioluminescence (Jabr, 2010).
Until extremely recently there was nothing out there that was as good as the
human eye for actually seeing bioluminescence. We actually have now camera
systems that are able to record a little bit more than what the human eye can see.
(Scientist P)
3.1.5.1 Stereo
“The strongest argument for HOVs is that there is no replacement for in situ
human three-dimensional visualization and situation awareness” (Ocean Studies Board,
2004, p.100).
Stereoscopic, or 3D, video movies and headsets for entertainment, gaming, and
military use have come a long way since Sir Charles Wheatstone’s 1833 reflecting mirror
stereoscope (The Turing Institute, 1996). Like regular video, stereo capability can be
used for both post-recording analysis and real-time observation. The use of stereo and
panoramic video technology is also not new to the underwater world (Klevebrant &
Svensson, 1983). In the past decade, use of stereo for marine research post-recording
analysis has become an operational capability for fisheries science (Boutros, Shortis, &
Harvey, 2015; Letessier et al., 2013; Mallet & Pelletier, 2014; Murphy & Jenkins, 2010;
Williams, Rooper, & Towler, 2010) and coral research.
Currently with ROVs or with subs, the video we have is our data, and the scale is
the laser in the video. I can measure one colony at a time…with 3D cameras I can
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measure a half dozen colonies, whatever is in the frame, because I can triangulate.
I get better areal and size estimates with stereo cameras. (Scientist D).
3D capability has been used extensively for marine archaeology (Henderson,
Pizarro, Johnson-Roberson, & Mahon, 2013; Hilts, 2014; Lange, 2015; Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution, 2015c). This 3D work includes post-expedition modeling,
which, with 3D printers, can produce a physical replica of an object that can remain
undisturbed on the ocean floor (Fox, 2014).
Stereo vision for real-time control of remote vehicles has been in development for
decades (Corke, 1996; Hightower, Smith, & Wiker, 1986; Ishibashi, 2009). Scientists
who have used earlier iterations have reported mixed results, in one case saying that
“…believe it or not, (3D) became very distracting to us. We were sitting there in the
control room, and a fish would come flying out of the screen at you, and you would duck.
[We] ended up taking it off…” (Scientist E). Visual system engineers who have tested 3D
systems with a number of ROV pilots report that, “There’s somewhat of an age bracket
where the older long-time pilots don’t really want it, younger are more interested in it”
(Engineer G) and have observed that “most of the seasoned ROV operators have learned
how to do 3D to 2D conversion in their head, where 3D helps less experienced people
more than the very experienced people” (Engineer I).
Although stereo capability has been integrated in some research areas, the cost
and availability of 3D systems still restrict their use in many marine research venues
(Engineers B, H).
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3.1.5.2 Panorama
The free-swimming diver comes closest to exercising directly his senses in the
ocean (primarily seeing, touching, and hearing). The man in the manned
submersible, however, is sensing his environment remotely, except for one sense:
that of sight…Therefore, the primary reason for placing man at the scene is to
make use of his active, interpretive ability to see…Where man’s presence at the
work site is essential, he should be given panoramic visibility to enable him to use
his sight freely. Manned submersibles with large viewports or transparent
pressure hulls are preferable. (Talkington, 1976, p. 1,9)
Engineering and the physics of the high pressure deep-sea environment have
limited the use of transparent pressure hulls to relatively shallow depths—deep
submersibles use thick acrylic cones as viewports (Winner, 2014). Although the
argument for panoramic vision ostensibly then applies primarily to shallow submersibles
that offer the increased visibility of glass or acrylic spheres, users of Alvin and Pisces
report that the ‘corner of the eye’ and actual range of visibility through the 4–7”
viewports are still an asset of HOV use (Scientists G, M).
If one asks for the single attribute which links the use of manned submersibles
with good science, the most often heard answer is the confidence one has in
knowing the orientation and spatial relationships of the object that is being
measured or sampled. (UNOLS, 1982, p.5)
One submersible engineer described the advantage of this wide range of vision by using
the analogy of walking to the front of a classroom to retrieve a piece of chalk from a
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chalkboard: as you navigate between the desks, your brain characterizes the room so that
even before turning to leave, you know what the possible exit routes are (Nuytten, 2012).
More specific advantages of panoramic awareness are discoveries that have been made
because of that peripheral vision (Scientists D, L, O, Q), and an overall ecosystem
awareness:
For example, sitting on a seamount in a submarine (where it is) shallow enough to
have ambient light; you can see a whole ecosystem at work, can put together the
pieces because you’re there witnessing it yourself. Machines don’t do that very
well. They can do what you tell them, [they] can find limited patterns. (Engineer
B)
Most agreed, though, that the benefit is difficult to quantify:
I remember particularly in the Gulf of Alaska, diving with Alvin—you look at the
video you see, here’s a coral, a couple meters later, you’d see here’s another coral,
it was a low density habitat. But when you look out the side view, you could see
that it went on forever, so it gave me a lot better understanding of the habitat...but
I can’t put that in a science paper, except maybe in the discussion. I could say,
and, by the way this habitat seemed to continue in all directions. But unless I
could measure it, I wouldn’t be able to report it in a scientific paper. (Scientist D)
Panoramic still and video cameras are now widely available and increasingly
being used in the marine environment (GoPro, n.d.; Kodak, 2016; Leonard, 2016;
OceanGate, 2014). The Woods Hole Advanced Imaging and Visualization Laboratory
has developed a real-time visualization system that mimics human vision with 3D on a
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forward screen, and HD views on two side screens, providing a 150-degree field of view.
Engineers noted that the combined system “surprisingly was very, very warmly received”
and “a win-win with experienced (ROV pilots) in that it was something they hadn’t had
before” (Engineer H). As with stereo capability, cost and availability were cited as factors
that challenge more extended use of this capability (Engineers B, H).

3.1.6 BEING THERE
The chief advantage and glory of manned submersibles is clearly the human
intelligence onboard. Allyn Vine, who championed the idea of submersibles in the
1950s, viewed this human presence—constantly sensing, probing, adjusting,
guiding—as irreplaceable…The best possible instrument aboard the Beagle?
Charles Darwin, of course.” (Ballard & Hively, 2000, p. 227)
The capabilities provided by ‘being there’ are classified within the technical
rather than functional quadrant because, although they are a result of human presence, the
impact is due to the physical aspect of that presence more so than a behavioral decision.
These factors are perhaps the most elusive to quantify in the discussion of human versus
robotic capabilities, but perhaps the most discussed. Specific advantages of ‘being there’
that are cited include: contextual awareness, which encompasses not only the use of
peripheral vision as described above, but also the more subtle sound and motion cues that
are experienced on site; the ability to react and adjust; and the improved efficiency that
comes with the mental focus of full ‘immersion,’ if you will, in the task. A NASA
operational exploration research team has coined the term ‘Real-Time Intellectual
Resolution’, “i.e., the ability to perceive and react to the environment in a meaningful
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manner” (Lim, 2015) to describe the advantage of the manned aspect of coordinated
manned and unmanned exploration systems, ascribing superior decision-making,
responsiveness, and discovery abilities to this ability (Trembanis et al., 2012).
Submersible designer and entrepreneur Phil Nuytten asserts:
Why do we have men in the space station, why not just machines? In the end it’s
all about getting man with his wonderful computer up on the top of his shoulders
and his hands, and his hand-eye skills, and his coordination, his imagination and
all of his senses to that place so he can do what man does, or she for that matter.
(Nuytten, 2005)
The qualities of human presence are cited as being particularly advantageous for
activities beyond routine and predictable ‘dull, dirty, and dangerous’ tasks (General
Electric, n.d.; Takayama & Ju, 2008) such as exploration, where contextual awareness
allows for the development of hypotheses and identification of anomalies; and scientific
field work that, much like surface geology, requires an understanding of the geographic
context to understand processes.
The space community lends insight and experience to the manned exploration
discussion, as John Glenn wrote in response to an ocean exploration inquiry:
In short, man’s ability to rapidly perceive, analyze, and relate an experience
provides the most beneficial results from such an exploration. ‘Serendipity’ is the
word for it—the encountering of good things unforeseen at the outset…I believe it
is safe to assume that with man’s on-the-spot curiosity, adaptability and
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reliability, this manned space exploration will eventually result in the greatest
possible information and rewards. (Terry, 1966, p. 223)
A thought-experiment analogy emphasizes the capability aspect of the discussion:
“How does a robot replace a team of scientists searching for new species in a tropical
forest?” (Manager A) With respect to scientific discovery, NASA’s most recent Human
Space Committee report concluded that:
The particular skill of humans in noticing anomalous or emergent features and
events and rapidly scanning an environment for sought features is what continues
to give humans an edge over robots in the context of exploratory science. (Space
Studies Board, 2014, p. 62)
The importance of in situ fieldwork for ocean sciences has long been recognized,
here by one of the first two men to descend to the deepest point in the ocean, Dr. Don
Walsh:
Without rehashing the standard arguments about ‘why man?’ the idea of placing
the trained mind and eyes at the site of investigation is certainly not novel. In
general, the scientist depends on in situ examination of the object of his studies. It
is not enough to have some third party take samples from their natural
environment and bring them back to the scientist’s laboratory. He must study the
context from which the samples came and their relationship to their natural
environment. (Geyer, 1977)
Or, in the words of a marine geologist: “This [in situ work] is why skilled crime scene
investigators walk around crime scenes and don't just take photos” (Scientist Q). The case
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studies in Geyer’s “Submersibles and Their Use in Oceanography and Ocean
Engineering” (1977) provide thorough discussion and examples of this in situ research
value of manned presence (Geyer, 1977, Forward, p.X).
One advantage of human presence that emerged more often in interviews than in
older literature is the ability to be focused while in a submersible. Given that the
increased number of ROV and telepresence missions in the past 10 years has provided
more of a contrasting experience, this relatively recent recognition is perhaps not
surprising.
Scientists working in Alvin consistently describe themselves as focused and
conscious of every sensation throughout their dives. To engage the human
consciousness at this level requires nothing short of complete physical
presence…a fully engaged researcher making observations an sampling on the
seafloor using an HOV is more effective and accomplishes much more than the
equivalent hours spend observing and sampling using current ROVs. (Fryer et al.,
2002, p. 533)
Another scientist suggested that this focus results in more comprehensive reports:
If you put a scientist in front of a flat screen and said ‘look and tell me what you
see and write it up when you come back’, and do the same thing in a submersible,
I’ll guarantee you that… scientist will be more detailed in his description of the
seafloor and what’s happening after being down there first hand, in situ looking at
it than he would looking at it [from] behind a screen. (Scientist E)
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From a visual system engineer: “In the submarine…your senses are all attuned to what’s
going on there. That’s as important as being able to replicate the view out of the porthole
of the submarine, we know we can do that” (Engineer H).
These observations can be compared to the mentally focused state of ‘flow,’
described by psychologist Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi (1990, p.4) as “the state in which
people are so involved in an activity that nothing else seems to matter.” Although
developed to explain happiness and contentment, the concept of flow is also attributed to
enhanced performance (Nakamura & Csikszentmihalyi, 2014). Research into the
measurement and effects of flow offers an opportunity to gain further insight into the
impact of ‘being there’ (Nakamura & Csikszentmihalyi, 2014; Schweinle & Bjornestad,
2009).
The disadvantages of ‘being there,’ including physical discomfort (Figure 3-3)
and reduced efficiency, are also well discussed.
At a certain point you transition from wanting the experience, wanting to be there,
to just being a boring old scientist and you just want the data and the samples—
you don’t care. It’s important to have that singular experience…but I think once
somebody’s done it and they’ve dealt with some of the issues like ‘where do I go
to the bathroom’ and ‘where do I stretch out my legs,’ then after they see some of
the drawbacks of being packed in a small space for a while, they get interested in
other things. (Scientist D)
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Figure 3-3 Cartoon depicting life onboard Alvin (by Conrad Neumann, from Kaharl 1990 p.212).

Dr. Robert Ballard states that physical limitations and efficiency considerations
contributed to his efforts to move away from HOVs and towards remotely operated
vehicles, and connected capabilities:
The human race has evolved itself into a corner, like the koala bear that can only
eat eucalyptus or the panda that can only eat bamboo shoots. The point is that we
can only live on a fraction of the planet, and we’d better get used to that. I began
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to think that telepresence was the way to go because I was tired of being in an
elevator; what percentage of my dive time was spent getting to and from the job?
[Telepresence] came more from efficiency, and because we don’t get much
money - how do we maximize our bottom time?” (R. Ballard, personal
communication, November 20, 2015).
3.1.6.1 Virtual reality
As with visual systems, remote conceptual capabilities are converging as robotic
technologies improve. As predicted more than two decades ago:
Manned or Unmanned? Eventually, it won’t matter...Manned subs still give us
better stereo and peripheral vision, more operational flexibility, and the
immediacy of being there; ROVs have greater endurance and lower operating
costs but can suffer from tunnel-vision, clumsy maneuvering, and a sense of
detachment. However…further advances in robotic control systems, stereoscopic
and high definition video, low-light and acoustic imaging will bring a time when
robot technology is so ‘transparent’ that a human observer on a ship or in an
office cannot tell by any objective sense that he is not in the ocean, directly
controlling his actions (i.e. ‘telepresence’). … With the further development of
technology in imaging, control and artificial intelligence, not only will the
contrasts between manned and robotic approaches to in situ oceanography
diminish, but our formerly ‘blind’ samplers can be equipped with enough realtime and real-place information to erase the in situ distinction altogether. (Madin,
1990, p. 21)
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The Committee on Human Spaceflight recently concluded that:
The relative benefits of robotic versus human efforts in space science are
constantly shifting as a result of changes in technology, cost, and risk. The current
capabilities of robotic planetary explorers…are such that although they can go
farther, go sooner, and be much less expensive than human missions to the same
locations, they cannot match the flexibility of humans to function in complex
environments, to improvise, and to respond quickly to new discoveries. Such
constraints may change some day. (Space Studies Board, 2014, p. 2)
The emerging technology just over the horizon that best addresses ‘being there’ is
that of virtual reality (or full 360 degree), 3D immersion in a digital environment. The
capability has made stumbling advances in the past, and is admittedly still ‘in its infancy,’
but recent industry attention—within gaming, travel and real estate industry—indicates
that its commercial availability is accelerating (Bajarin, 2016).
3.1.6.2 Human-robot interactions
The rapid advances in autonomous technology have also led to evolving
perspectives on the role of man-in-the-loop. Marine robotics engineer David Mindell
(2015) identifies three ‘mythologies of twentieth century robotics and automation’: the
myth of linear progress, the myth of replacement, and the myth of full autonomy.
Through an examination of case studies of robotics and autonomy in his book Sea, Air,
War, and Space, Mindell concludes that “it is not ‘manned versus ‘unmanned’ that
matters, but rather, where are the people? Which people? What are they doing? And
when?” (2015, p.15).
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This realization is not new; in 1983 John Craven, former chief scientist of the
Navy’s Special Projects Office (Craven, 2002; Hoffman, 2005; Schudel, 2015), noted in a
conference keynote speech that:
There should be no debate that all our underwater systems are man-machine
systems extending or amplifying human performance in the sea in its most costeffective configuration for a specified mission… such a concept neither requires
nor eliminates the need for humans to be located in or under the sea, but …with
advanced technology, we may indeed find the human in the sea far more
frequently than one might first imagine. (Craven, 1983, p. 2)
This perspective has largely evolved into the formal research field of human-robot
interaction (HRI), which has been the topic of an international conference since 2006,
and a dedicated journal since 2012 (Human-Robot Interaction Conference, 2006; Journal
of Human-Robot Interaction, n.d.). NASA in particular has sponsored significant research
in the field (Google Scholar, 2016).

3.1.7 FACTORS AND COMMENTS
The factors that emerged from this discussion for use in case studies are presented
in Table 3.1 below, with a notation of influence from other quadrant factors. There is an
inherent dependence of the value of a capability on the particular type of research activity
(quadrant C) being conducted; this dynamic will be reflected during case study
evaluations.
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Table 3.1 Quadrant A Technical Impact Factors, related quadrants, and comments

Factor
Maneuverability
Time on Site
Connectivity
Structure
Vision
Being There

CrossQuadrant
Impact
B, C

Comments
Environment and mission can influence value of
tethered and untethered operations
ROV bottom time strongly influenced by
mission (i.e. research or exploration) and/or
operating costs
Real-time shipboard and telepresence
participation
Stability, payload and manipulators, noise,
ruggedness
Human eye comparison, stereo, panorama
‘Real-time intellectual resolution’, pattern
recognition, immersion, virtual reality and
human-robot interaction

3.2 QUADRANT B: OPERATIONAL FACTORS
Operational impacts of factors directly related to system sustainment that
originate from beyond the specific mission activity are addressed in quadrant B. These
are often business-enterprise level concerns, and include cost and business model
considerations, regulatory and safety (legal) guidelines, local availability of a particular
piece of infrastructure, and behavioral factors that directly affect physical operation, i.e.,
operating team expertise, safety performance and equipment reliability. Financial
considerations are equipment and operation-specific (reflecting capital costs, personnel
requirements and launch methods), and differ from the external funding factors discussed
under quadrant D. These factors all contribute to answering the question: ‘What forces
influence the business-level sustainment of the system?’
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3.2.1 FINANCIAL FACTORS
Cost is widely recognized as a primary driver for marine infrastructure selection
(Ocean Studies Board, 2011, 2015; M. M. Yoklavich et al., 2015). The most recent
analysis of NSF ocean research infrastructure includes a conceptual diagram of cost
versus relevance to research goals of those assets (Figure 3-4).

Figure 3-4 Relative cost versus relevance conceptual diagram of NSF OCE research assets. (* Cost of support
vessel was not included) (Ocean Studies Board, 2015).

Financial and economic factors for use of undersea systems include capital and
operating costs, as well as consideration of the business model; i.e., ownership versus
leasing, and public versus private or industry versus academic host. Capital costs vary by
depth rating and equipment complexity, whereas operating costs are typically driven by
surface support and personnel time.
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3.2.1.1 Capital costs
The cost of constructing a deep HOV today can range from the $10 million
contribution reportedly spent by James Cameron on his 11,000 m-rated Deepsea
Challenger (Broad, 2013) to the $74 million cost of the 7000 m-rated Chinese Jiaolong
(Xinhua, 2012). Upgrades to Alvin in 2012–2014, including a new personnel sphere and
other 6500 m-rated hardware, cost $40.9 million (Ocean Studies Board, 2015). The
private submersible company Triton has advertised a $25 million price tag for a 36,000
foot-capable vehicle under development (Davis, 2014). Deep research ROVs, by contrast,
cost on the order of $6 million for 3000 m capability, and $2–5 million for 1000 m- to
3000 m-rated vehicles (D. Michel, personal communication, August 24, 2016; B.
Midson, personal communication, April 5, 2016).
The capital cost of a shallow submersibles (< 1000 m) is typically between $1 to
$5 million (Spence, 2013); the emergence of the private yacht submersible market has
increased the availability of these vehicles. Similar depth-rated ROVs usually range
between $250,000 to $500,000 (Engineer R). Small, very shallow (<100m) systems area
available for less than $6000 (Video Ray, 2016).
For the purposes of this assessment, capital cost for submersibles is usually a
‘sunk cost’, i.e., the submersible has already been purchased, and so capital cost factors
will become impactful when considering upgrades and alternatives.
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3.2.1.2 Operating costs
Operating expenses depend primarily on the support vessel and number of
personnel required for safe operations. Costs for deep research HOVs and ROVs are
typically similar: both require large vessels, robust handling systems, and similar
numbers of personnel. The NDSF’s operation of Alvin and Jason provides a comparison
mechanism; over the past decade, the day rates and annual operating costs (through some
variance due to overhaul and repair requirements, shipping fees, and additional temporary
personnel) have on balance been within about 5% (Midson, 2016; National Deep
Submergence Facility, 2016); the 2014 day rate for Alvin ($16,000) was less than that for
Jason ($23,000) (Ocean Studies Board, 2015).
Shallow-system operational costs vary depending on launch mechanism, vehicle
size and distance from shore. HOVs typically require larger and more expensive launch
mechanisms than ROVs; the smallest shallow ROVs can be operated by hand from a
small boat. Operating cost differences between public and private operations will also
vary because of insurance requirements: government-sponsored activities are selfinsured, whereas private enterprises must invest in liability protection.
3.2.1.2.1 Launch alternatives
Submersible designers and operators have employed a variety of alternative
launch mechanisms that reduce or eliminate the dependence on a large, expensive support
vessel. For near-shore operations, submersibles can be launched from a towed platform
(Kerby, 1991; OceanGate, 2016), or self-propel to nearby dive-sites (Stanley, 2016;
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Substation Curacao, 2016). The Delta’s lightweight design enabled it to be lifted by
smaller cranes, and therefore smaller vessels. Its launch and recovery procedure involved
using the crane to lift the unoccupied sub into a secure position alongside the support
vessel, where passengers embarked and disembarked. (Section 3.2.2.3 discusses
considerations with respect to requirements for human-rated lifting systems). The use of a
catamaran-style design for the support ship, in which the submersible is cradled within
the ship’s structure, was used for the early Moray ‘manned torpedo’ (Forman, 1999,
p.262), and is seen today in the submersible yachting industry (U-Boat Worx, n.d.).
3.2.1.2.2 Telepresence
The advancement of telepresence has offered the opportunity for increased
shipboard personnel efficiency through remote scientific and even maintenance
participation; although this has not yet revolutionized shipboard costs, it is the subject of
continued attention (Scientist C).
3.2.1.3 Unit cost per observation
Another aspect of cost, which was recommended by the Ocean Studies Board
(2011), is consideration of cost in relation to data collected, i.e.: “What is the unit cost of
observation (cost per unique observation) provided by this infrastructure, and how does
the cost compare to that of other forms of measurement for the same information?” (p.
55). This approach combines factors from Functional Quadrant (C); whereas
determination of unit cost of observation is a complex undertaking that is beyond the
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scope of this study, identification of it as a factor is instructive as a component of the
model.

3.2.2 BUSINESS MODEL
The business model factor considers a range of circumstances including the
ownership of the system (i.e., public or private), the nature and capabilities of the
operating organization (i.e., industry or academic), and the funding mechanism (i.e. lease,
contract, or grant). Organizations that operate government-owned equipment enjoy a
relative security of consistent support, but may be subject to limitations regarding use.
Ownership provides control over the operational agenda, but also requires significant
administrative and shore support, including the need to maintain a qualified personnel
cadre. During times of constrained funding, different institutions are more and less able
to retain these subject matter experts within the organization so that they are not lost to
the operation if and once funding is restored. Business model-related considerations that
enabled the Texas A&M university-sponsored Diaphus submersible program viable
submersible operation during the 1970s included:
(1) The submersible is totally paid for.
(2) The pilots do not depend on the submersible program for their basic salaries,
insofar as they devote only part-time to submersible operations.
(3) The system is relatively simple and easily maintained.
(4) Operating expenses are low.
(5) No profit motive exists (Geyer, 1977, p. 105)
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The NDSF response to the Sea Change report (2015) noted that the ability to draw
from a multi-skilled team of technicians contributes to the success of the NDSF: “The
facility model (characterized as ‘subsidized use’ in the [Sea Change] report), is one of the
key mechanisms to enhance personnel. The larger group produces collaboration, skills
enhancements, and a dynamic environment that attracts personnel” (Soule, 2015, p. 9).
The leasing model supported Delta Oceanographics (who operated the Delta
submersible) and its research partners for several decades. The use of industry ROVs
leased for research has had mixed reviews: a project that has sponsored valuable marine
research with ROVs near offshore oil rigs (SERPENT, 2016) has been a success, but
NOAA programs have reported challenges in navigating differences between scientific
and industry equipment and operating cultures (Managers G, N). In response to an Ocean
Studies Board (2015) suggestion to include consideration of funding wider range of
private and international ROV and AUV systems for research, the Chief Scientist of
NDSF noted:
The cost of commercial ROVs and AUVs are generally higher than day rates for
[the ROV] Jason & [the AUV] Sentry; commercial ROVs and AUVs are not
designed to respond to the needs of science users as purpose-built ROVs like
Jason & Sentry in terms of incorporating new sensors, operating in unusual
environments, and providing (quality controlled) data; and commercial pilots and
operators are not as skilled in the types and diversity of tasks required by the
science community. (Soule, 2015, p. 12)
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The market for submersible research is also a primary business consideration for a
privately supported initiative: “Why didn’t anyone copy [Delta]? The thing is a supply
and demand issue—[there is] only so much demand. We can’t use a dozen of them”
(Scientist O); and: “With these different vehicles, the issue becomes you have to keep
everybody busy enough so where they’re still there when you need them” (Scientist A).
Business model considerations are inherently linked to enterprise-level support
factors discussed in quadrant D.

3.2.3 SAFETY PERFORMANCE
Safety is one of the most important and frequent concerns noted in evaluation of
HOVs. The aspect of safety encompasses a number of elements, including design
elements and construction of a particular vehicle; the organization’s safety processes and
procedures; the expertise of the system operators; the safety performance record; the
certification and classification regulations and inspections (system-enterprise concerns);
and the perception of risk by clients (a client-enterprise factor).
Appraisal of the ‘safeness’ of the physical design and construction of a vehicle
may be subject to individual views (i.e., inherent safety of single-person submersibles)
but official assessment of this construction is through the certification/classification
process, described below. The behavioral use of a vehicle is an important impact on
assessment of safety. Busby (1976) describes 37 submersible incidents that occurred in
the early days of submersible activity, categorized under causes of: buoys (surface buoys
that used to be used to track submersibles), entanglement, separation from support craft,
loss of electrical power, environmental hazards (natural and manmade), launch/retrieval
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incidents, and operational incidents. His work and that of the Chairman of the Marine
Technology Society’s Undersea Vehicle Safety Standards Committee, who analyzed 20
submersible incidents for his committee’s study, resulted in the conclusion that “good
seamanship and maritime sense paralleled that of sound submersible design” (Busby,
1976, p. 695; Pritzlaff, 1972).
Safety records are compared officially through the use of a standard incident rate
established by the U.S. Bureau of Labor, which is based on 100 employees working 40
hours per week, 50 weeks per year (200,000 hours) (OSHA, n.d.). The U.S. Research
Vessel Operators Committee (RVOC) safety subcommittee (of the academic
oceanographic coordinating body, the University National Oceanographic Laboratory
System (UNOLS)), tracks UNOLS shipboard safety incidents on quarterly and annual
bases, recording between 15 and 25 at sea incidents per year since 2004. Statistical
incident rates for individual HOV operations can be calculated from records that are
required to maintain certification.
The primary safety concern for HOVs, however, is the risk of fatality. The
research submersible community has experienced one fatal incident, in 1973, when the
Johnson Sea Link I submersible was trapped by underwater debris. The dive had been
planned as a short excursion, and two occupants of the separately pressurized diving
chamber of the submersible perished before the sub could be recovered, 32 hours after
becoming trapped (Forman, 1999).
An additional behavioral consideration with respect to safety is a tendency for
accidents to occur to operators at the ends of the experience spectrum. “The fatalities and
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serious incidents occur to the newbies and the oldsters” (Manager A). The concept of
‘normalization of deviance’, or “the gradual process through which unacceptable practice
or standards become acceptable” (Boe, 2013), which was developed by Diane Vaughan
during her analysis of the 1986 Challenger explosion (Vaughan, 1997; Whitehead, 2009),
offers scholarship to further address this issue.

3.2.4 CERTIFICATION
Certification and classification are methods by which the safety of vessels is
evaluated and maintained. A short review of classification and certification of marine
vessels provides background of considerations faced by users and sponsors of
submersible support vessels, translated then to issues regarding the submersibles
themselves.
3.2.2.1 Oceanographic research ships
Marine vessel classification is “a system for the independent technical
assessment” of ships that is intended to “verify the structural strength and integrity of
essential parts of the ship’s hull and its appendages...” (International Association of
Classification Societies, 2011, p. 4). A vessel is issued a certificate when it meets the
rules of a classification society as verified by relevant surveys; compliance is typically
referred to as being ‘in’ or ‘out’ of class (early classifications used letters and numbers to
indicate the condition of hulls and equipment, giving rise to the expression ‘A1’ for
‘highest class’). The International Association of Classification Societies consists of
twelve classification societies (International Association of Classification Societies,
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2011). U.S. vessels are typically, but not required to be, classified by the U.S. member of
IACS, the American Bureau of Shipping (ABS).
Within the U.S., marine research vessels are subject to U.S. Coast Guard (USCG)
regulation and inspection requirements as oceanographic research vessels (ORV or R/V)
(Designation of Oceanographic Research Vessels, 2012). This research vessel
designation, originally established by the Research Vessel Act (RVA) of 1965, provides
relief from passenger and cargo vessel standards that are inappropriate for research
activities (D. Nixon, 1987; D. W. Nixon, 2000; Sacks, 1995). The U.S. stakeholder group
responsible for initiating and supporting the RVA, the Research Vessel Operators
Council (RVOC), organized in 1962 for that purpose and which remained active after
passage of the Act. In 1970, the RVOC was incorporated into the newly established
University National Oceanographic Laboratory System (UNOLS) organization
(Dinsmore, 1996).
The RVOC created the first Research Vessel Safety Standards (RVSS), published
in 1976 (Dinsmore, 1996), in response to loss of a small, 48-foot R/V, the Gulf Stream,
with all 5 hands off the U.S. northeast coast in 1975 (Bogorff & Jacobs, 2006).
Compliance with these standards is required for an institution to maintain membership in
the UNOLS organization. The tenth edition of the RVSS was released in 2015 (UNOLS,
2015b), and includes guidance for HOV operations.
3.2.2.2 Submersibles
Submersibles are also subject to classification requirements; the American Bureau
of Shipping (ABS) has issued specific guidelines for classification of human-occupied
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submersibles, and other hyperbaric facilities, since 1968. The American Society of
Mechanical Engineers’ (ASME) Pressure Vessel for Human Occupancy (PVHO)
standard, initially developed in 1974, provides design and fabrication guidelines that are
used by many classification societies (American Society of Mechanical Engineers, 2007;
Nuytten, 2013; Workman & Maison, 1998).
U.S. federal oversight of submersible operation, however, has been less
straightforward than that for research ships. In 1968, the U.S. Coast Guard established the
Underwater Safety Project (USP) to address the then-growing demand for underwater
vehicles, and an anticipated need for U.S. Coast Guard jurisdiction over this industry, but
it was terminated when expectations for broader use of submersibles waned (Marine
Board Commission on Engineering and Technical Systems, 1990; U.S. Coast Guard,
1993). The Marine Technology Society, a non-profit professional organization, published
three sets of non-binding submersible safety guidelines during this time (MTS Undersea
Vehicle Committee, 1968, 1974, 1979). When the Atlantis Submarine company proposed
operations from St. Thomas, U.S. Virgin Islands, in the mid-1980s, the U.S. Coast Guard
reengaged, providing certification for the submersible Atlantis III in 1987, and in 1993
publishing “Guidance for Certification of Passenger Carrying Submersibles” (U.S. Coast
Guard, 1993) which provides guidance for submersibles or submarines carrying more
than six passengers. Small submersibles carrying fewer than six passengers, however,
must meet “Uninspected Vessel” requirements (Uninspected Vessels, 2015; U.S. Coast
Guard, 2016), but do not receive validation, through certification, by the U.S. Coast
Guard. Recreational submersibles are subject to the “Boating Safety” requirements for
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pleasure boats (Boating Safety, 2015), although the USCG acknowledges that: “the
guidelines of this circular generally do not apply” (U.S. Coast Guard, 1993, p.4).
Lately, this absence of an official certification has been detrimental enough to an
emerging private submersible industry that the chairman of the Marine Technology
Society’s Manned Underwater Vehicle committee convened a subcommittee under the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers Pressure Vessels for Human Occupancy
(ASME PVHO) to revisit these private and industry submersible operational certification
issues (Kohnen, 2016b).
Research submersible certification issues within UNOLS have been historically
focused on Alvin. As a Navy-owned system, DSV Alvin had always been certified under
U.S. Navy deep submergence system certification requirements (Naval Sea Systems
Command, 1998; U.S. Coast Guard, 1993; Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution,
2015b) and as such did not require RVSS-like guidance. In mid-2000, however,
consideration of certification of an upgraded Alvin by the American Bureau of Shipping
(ABS), and a proposed use of the Delta submersible from a UNOLS vessel, called for a
need to clarify submersible launching support (man-rated crane) requirements (Managers
C, E, G). The Alvin ultimately remained under Naval Sea Systems Command certification
authority, but the committee that was established to address this need published a
UNOLS Human Occupied Vehicle Safety Standard and an RVSS chapter dedicated to
HOVs in 2009 (UNOLS, 2009b, 2009a). Like the RVSS, the UNOLS HOV standards are
provided as voluntary guidelines for member institutions, and are used in evaluating
federal funding support.
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3.2.2.3 Launch and recovery
“It is generally agreed that the most dangerous part of operating a deep
submersible occurs at the air/sea interface” (MTS Undersea Vehicle Committee, 1974, p.
G-5). Most modern research submersibles are launched from their support vessels while
operators are inside, requiring the lifting mechanism to meet Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA) 'Hoisting Personnel” standards (Cranes and Derricks in
Construction, 1979). The Delta and Nekton-class submersibles were designed with an
entry turret that provides a high freeboard, allowing operators to enter and exit the
submersible while it is secured alongside the support vessel. The UNOLS HOV guidance
(2009) states: “If the handling system will ever be utilized while the HOV is occupied in
the lift/launch/recovery/deck-transfer modes, it must be rated for such service by ABS,
NAVSEA, or another appropriate classification society” (OSHA, 1979). The
consideration of the possibility for use of a non-certified crane in emergency situations,
as well as, in the case of Delta, the hoisting of the submersible above the water’s surface
while loading and unloading, limits federal sponsorship of such submersible operations
(Managers C, P, Q).

3.2.5 OPERATING TEAM
An impact on success that is not well documented in literature, but that emerged
strongly during this study, is the value of the expertise of the team of personnel who
operate a submersible system. Although this factor may be considered a behavioral
impact, it is included here because the influence of team expertise directly influences the
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physical performance of a system. Comments similar to this from a Johnson Sea Link
scientist—“I don’t think enough has been said about the team and the personnel that
surrounded those submersibles which is what really made them hugely, hugely
productive” (Scientist P)—were received from users of all systems studied here.

3.2.6 RELIABILITY AND DESIGN
Reliability, or “the ability of an item to perform a required function under stated
conditions for a stated period of time” (IEEE, 1995, p.33) for submersible operations
depends on the physical construction of the equipment, but is also strongly impacted by
external factors such as personnel experience, expertise and training, and program
support, and is closely related to the ‘operational team’ factor of quadrant D.
A related factor is equipment deterioration, which is a more straightforward
technical factor. For HOVs, Pressure Vessel for Human Occupancy (PVHO)
requirements for sphere and viewport life and pressure cycle must be considered
(American Society of Mechanical Engineers, 2007; Stachiw, 2004).
Considerations regarding technological maturity, which influences reliability, and
design flexibility were raised by the Ocean Studies Board (2011) with respect to
“affordability, efficiency and longevity” of research infrastructure: “Is the infrastructure
technologically mature, or are there limiting technological (or other) challenges?” and
“Does the infrastructure have design flexibility to take advantage of future trends in
technology (e.g., through upgrades, component swap-out)?” (p. 55).
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3.2.7 AVAILABILITY
One of the recommendations of the Ocean Studies Board (2011) Critical
Infrastructure Study was consideration of the question: “Is the infrastructure broadly
accessible to the ocean research community? Does it promote or leverage community
talents or capabilities?” (p. 55).
Availability of infrastructure is more typically the result of regional and historical
choices by oceanographic institution leaders and scientists than top-down portfolio
decisions. These regional investments often lead to the conduct of increased research
operations with a specific piece of equipment in areas close to the host institution. Texas
A&M’s Diaphus in the 1970s (Geyer, 1977, p. 98); and the Monterey Bay Aquarium
Research Institute’s ROVs (MBARI, 1997, n.d.-b) are examples of this tendency. The
Centers of NOAA’s Undersea Research Program (NURP) each sponsored different
research capabilities, so that scientists within each region were more likely to become
familiar with and use the technology offered by the regional Center. Alvin operators and
users experience what has been termed a ‘yo-yo’ syndrome, as NSF projects send it and
its support vessel back and forth to Atlantic and Pacific dive sites (Ocean Studies Board,
2004).
A deep sea coral manager noted correlations between prevalence of certain data
collection methods and geographic location—ROV data collected off the U.S. West
Coast by MBARI ROVs, submersible data collected in the Pacific region by HURL’s
Pisces submersibles, and towed sled and dredge data collected around New Zealand and
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Norway (Manager D)—this observation is confirmed for U.S. activity through
examination of NOAA’s Deep Sea Coral Data Portal (NOAA, 2016).
Although availability is initially influenced by cross-quadrant behavioral factors
such as preferences of the sponsors (quadrant D), it is essentially an extrinsic, physical
factor when evaluated as a factor of system choice.

3.2.8 FACTORS AND COMMENTS
The factors that emerged from this discussion for use in case studies are presented
in Table 3-2, with a notation of influence from other quadrant factors.

Table 3.2 Quadrant B Operational Impact Factors, related quadrants and comments

Factor
Cost
Business Model
Safety Performance
Certification
Operating Team
Reliability
Availability

CrossQuadrant
Impact

Comments
Capital and operating costs
Strongly dependent on sponsorship
An ingredient of risk perception (D)
An ingredient of risk perception (D)
Impacts safety performance, reliability
Some technical basis (A), strong
operating team dependence
Location is often determined by
preference of program sponsor

D

D

3.3 QUADRANT C: FUNCTIONAL FACTORS
Factors that are of interest to users of a system with respect to a specific mission
activity are considered under quadrant C, and are referred to as ‘Functional impacts.’ For
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the question of UMRI, the primary consideration of functional impact is with respect to
its role in supporting marine research, i.e. in situ marine data collection. This line of
investigation may also be used to explore the value of alternative functions (e.g.,
industry, education, tourism) that may support the availability of the equipment for
research purposes, and answers the questions: ‘How is the system used, and how well
does it meet these uses?’

3.3.1 RESEARCH FACTORS
Determining the components for the research-based functional factors entailed
assessment of the interactions between the complex system of factors pictured in Figure
1-1. For purposes of this assessment, this conceptual diagram was simplified to consider
a relatively linear representation of the infrastructure, research activities, data, and
research questions of a particular science discipline (Figure 3-5).
Determining the relationships between each of these four categories remains a
complex undertaking. NOAA’s Observing System Information Assessment (NOSIA)
provides a qualitative system to capture this effort, but the program has not yet addressed
the level of detail of identifying the linkages between research questions and particular
data requirements for the in-situ marine research that is being examined here. The most
recent National Academy of Science ocean research and infrastructure study, “Sea
Change: 2015-2025 Decadal Survey of Ocean Sciences” employs a rigorous qualitative
technique to assess infrastructure in comparison to research topic, but does not parse the
question to the level of data or activities (Ocean Studies Board, 2015). Given that the
Functional quadrant C represents the use of the infrastructure, the most representative and
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obtainable component of this diagram to use as a factor was the ‘Research Activities’
element.

Research
Answers

Data

Research
Activities

Infrastructure
Figure 3-5 Conceptual representation of a simplified research-to-infrastructure logic chain.

Research activity categories were developed by first examining the research
disciplines in which submersible systems have contributed to develop a deeper
understanding of the range of study, and to seek a categorization that might lead to
common activities. This analysis involved both a top-down assessment of past
community submersible science studies, and a bottom-up examination of submersible
system-specific logs and records.
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3.3.1.1 Comparison of submersible science goals
Submersible science needs have been addressed within a variety of national ocean
science reports, including overall ocean priority, ocean observatory, exploration, and
discipline-specific studies (DeSSC, 2016d). For this aspect of the model development,
studies that have specifically addressed submersible vehicle infrastructure needs since
1982 were selected. These include eight studies and workshops (DeSSC, 1994, 1999,
2016c; Hanson, 1986; Marine Board, 1996; Ocean Studies Board, 2004; UNOLS, 1982,
1990); and two recent National Academy Ocean Studies Board studies that included
submersible vehicles in comprehensive (Ocean Studies Board, 2011) and unique (Ocean
Studies Board, 2015) ways. The primary research goals identified in each report were
captured and the goals were placed into categories.
The common categories that emerged from these reports are: geology, biology,
chemistry, physical and air-ocean system, polar and coastal, and other. Within the
‘geology’ category, the goal of mid-ocean ridge/tectonic processes appeared in all ten
reports. ‘Biological’ studies appeared in all reports, most frequently titled as benthic and
water column/open ocean goals, with a growing emphasis on ecosystem and biodiversity
aspects. Six reports included specific ‘chemical’ goals, most frequently related to
geochemistry or biogeochemistry studies of hydrothermal systems. ‘Physical’
oceanographic research begins to appear more prominently in the most recent three
reports with the rise of climate change science goals. ‘Polar and coastal’ regional goals
appear in five of the studies; the ‘other’ category captures a few applied goals such as
resource extraction and national security.
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3.3.1.2 Analysis of submersible activity logs
Submersible activity logs (Delta Oceanographics, 2015; HBOI, 2009; HURL,
2014; Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, 2016) submersible-specific summary
records (Hawai’i Undersea Research Laboratory, 2012; Kaharl, 1990; J. K. Reed,
Shepard, Koenig, Scanlon, & Gilmore, 2005; M. M. Yoklavich & O’Connell, 2008), and
interviews of scientists and pilots were used to develop a submersible-based
categorization of activity. Submersible activity logs characterize dive activities in
different ways. The WHOI logs use relatively consistent terminology that describes the
discipline of the scientific study, e.g., biology, geology, and geochemistry. The Delta
logs use short summary terms, e.g. “transect, recon, scallop” to describe the activity.
HBOI and HURL logs contain more descriptive mission and project entries. Each log
also notes location, depth, and chief scientist names—information that can be used to
help determine the nature of the research activity. Although the data are normalized by
use of percentages, records after 1985 were used in order to capture a common time
frame for all four submersible groups. This quantitative approach is used for illustrative,
not statistical, purposes; the exact numbers may vary by a few percentage points given
the multi-disciplinary nature of many missions and interpretive nature of the task. The
categories that emerged that best capture the nature of the submersible activity for future
study are presented in Table 3.3.
The percentages of the primary topic activities for each of the four U.S.
submersible operations were calculated using operational log data, and by confirming
activity with HOV users, and is illustrated in Figure 3-6.
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Table 3.3 Submersible activity categories

Topic
Biology

Subtopic

Biology

Biomedical

Biology

Deep Sea Coral

Geology
Deep
Hydrothermal
Vents
Shallow
Seeps
Mid-water
studies
Mid-water
studies
Transects
Archaeology
Other

Platform

Description
Dives that collect visual and physical data to
support hypothesis-driven research on marine
biological systems
Dives that are conducted for the purpose of
collecting samples of organisms for biomedical
assay
Dives conducted to explore, sample and research
deep sea coral and deep sea coral ecosystems
Dives that collect visual and physical data to
support hypothesis-driven research about the
marine geological environment
Dives that research and explore biogeochemical
characteristics of seafloor hydrothermal activity
and ecosystems at greater than 1000m depth
Dives that research and explore biogeochemical
characteristics of methane hydrate and seafloor
hydrothermal activity and ecosystems at less than
1000 m depth
Dives that collect information from the water
column, typically regarding biological and
chemical characteristics
Dives conducted in mid-water on and around an
underwater structure (i.e. oil platform)
Dives that traverse a defined pattern to conduct a
quantitative survey of the geology, habitat, fauna
and/or flora of an ecosystem or region
Dives conducted to explore and research remains
of human activity in the sea
Dives include test, training and certification;
outreach (filming and demonstration),
maintenance of undersea structures, and
commercial salvage or surveys
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Geology
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Transect
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Other
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Figure 3-6 Percentages of dive activity by discipline for four U.S. submersible operations (derived from
organizational logs for dives since 1985).

3.3.1.3 Activity categories
The classifications from the above effort emerged as a combination of research
discipline (e.g., biology, geology), site-specific (e.g., vent, seep), and method-based (e.g.,
transect) factors, a variation that inhibits a consistent assessment of ‘how well does the
equipment meet these uses.’ The categories were therefore simplified to provide a basis
from which to test the Functional quadrant of the model. The activity categories that were
selected to be representative of the variety of research functions are: macro-ecosystem
understanding; micro-ecosystem understanding; transect; mid-water; and other missions
(Table 3.4).
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Table 3.4 Functional categories and descriptions

Category
Macro Ecosystem
Understanding
Micro Ecosystem
Understanding
Transect
Midwater
Other

Description
Overall characterization of an underwater ecosystem, exploration;
emphasis on visual data sampling
Detailed characterization and study of small-scale undersea
ecosystem components; physical specimen sampling
Controlled, measured ecosystem assessment
Investigation of the pelagic environment
Other activities such as outreach, industry, testing and training

The activity of ‘sampling’ was considered as a separate factor for this analysis,
but instead was integrated into the general descriptions of macro- and micro-ecosystem
understanding categories. Samples include both physical specimens and visual
observations (Hourigan et al., 2015); the requirement for or sufficiency of one or the
other depends on the goal of the research project. Determination of the species of an
organism, for example, often requires a physical sample versus a photograph or video
(Scientists A, D). The increasing capability of technology also affects the sufficiency of
the sampling method: high definition video, stereo images, advanced manipulator arm
capabilities, and new sampling techniques such as multi-spectral and genetic analysis all
change the sufficiency of the sampling method. When further developing the research
factors of the model, the description of sampling methods will provide a key element.

3.3.2 OTHER MISSIONS
Neither manned nor unmanned submersible technology is used solely for marine
research: military, industrial and tourism interest and investment have played a large role
in developing and maintaining the availability of submersible tools. The ability of a
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research operation to leverage non-research activity or opportunity—for technological or
financial advantage—can impact its obsolescence and sustainment.
Education has been identified as a value that also results from undersea research
activity, whether directly or indirectly. This has become even more prevalent with the
emergence of telepresence technology, which brings real-time undersea exploration and
research activity to a wide range of viewers. The impact that educational value brings to a
submersible operation varies both by technical communication capabilities and by the
societal emphasis and effort that a sponsoring organization applies to this activity. It will
be considered here within the category of other missions.

3.3.3 ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS
Environmental conditions such as currents, sea state, and bottom topography can
affect the on-site performance of undersea systems on a mission-centric basis. This factor
can occur on a small scale (i.e., a particular dive day), or can affect an entire discipline of
study (e.g., deep sea corals under Gulf Stream currents, ground fisheries in areas of rough
habitat). Physical characteristics of a system, such as existence of a tether, or overall
propulsion power, will influence the degree of environmental impact.

3.3.4 PERSONAL PREFERENCE AND CONTINUITY
Personal preference expressed by users, whether to continue with a known
system, or engage the use of various types of systems, also influences infrastructure
selection. Although not cited as a major impact, several researchers expressed that they
found a comfort level with a particular system once they became familiar with its
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capabilities, and would actively choose to continue using it. Others noted that they
preferred to employ a variety of systems, or were more amenable to using the system that
was most available. One scientist likened a researcher’s willingness and resolve to use
alternate tools to losing an arm: “you start feeding yourself with your left arm…we’re not
out of business—we wouldn’t be good scientists if we were out of business by losing a
tool—but it’s more difficult, not as efficient” (Scientist E).
For some marine research, especially fisheries science and monitoring, the
uniformity of using the same data collection method is an important aspect of the work
(Kilduff, Carmichael, & Latour, 2009). In these cases, the adoption of alternate
technologies often requires deliberate consideration, and thorough comparative analysis,
prior to use. Although initiating from the behavioral use of a system, this is also an
extrinsic consideration (quadrant B) influenced by legislative and scientific method
considerations.

3.3.5 FACTORS AND COMMENTS
The factors that emerged from this discussion for use in case studies are presented
below (Table 3.5). Whereas the societal priority of the activity is a consistent impact for
each factor, that aspect is captured in quadrant D; otherwise, the only other crossquadrant impact was that of legal requirements and scientific practices (quadrant B, an
extrinsic concern that relates to a particular system) on selection for purposes of data
continuity.
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Table 3.5 Quadrant C: Operational Impact Factors, related quadrants and comments

Factor
Macro Ecosystem

Related
Quadrant(s)

Micro Ecosystem
Transect
Mid-water
Other
Data Continuity

B

Personal Preference
Environment

A

Comments
Overall characterization of an
underwater ecosystem, exploration
Detailed characterization and study of
small-scale undersea ecosystem
components
Controlled, measured ecosystem
assessment
Investigation of the pelagic
environment
Other activities such as outreach,
industry, testing and training
Influenced by legal and scientific
practices
Preferences can arise for reasons
beyond the science mission
Equipment capabilities may be more
or less suited for certain
environmental conditions

3.4 QUADRANT D: SOCIETAL FACTORS
Factors of interest to sponsors of undersea marine research activity who are
concerned with organizational or national-level performance are termed ‘Societal
impact,’ and are assessed within quadrant D. These factors include societal value of
research goals, organizational dynamics of particular groups, and individual charismatic
influences. For HOVs, inspirational considerations of human nature’s desire for
adventure are included here. These considerations address aspects of the question: ‘What
factors influence sponsorship for the research system?’
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3.4.1 SCIENCE PRIORITIES
The quadrant model allows separation of the consideration of the quality of a
system’s data collection activity from the importance of the research that that activity
supports. This factor allows for deliberation of the contribution that research priorities,
stated or otherwise, makes on infrastructure sustainment. These priorities can be found at
a variety of organizational scales, from national research priority memoranda and reports
(Donovan & Holdren, 2015; Joint Subcommittee on Ocean Science and Technology,
2007), to agency-specific science goals (NOAA, 2013b; Office of Naval Research, 2015),
to discipline-specific research strategies such as ocean acidification or deep-sea coral
plans (Interagency Working Group on Ocean Acidification, 2014; NOAA, 2010a).
The degree to which these research priorities actually impact system health is not
straightforward. In an effort to simplify the question, one research sponsor offered that:
A system may be essential for collecting a certain type of data, but if that data
does not contribute to science that is of interest to research sponsors, the data
collection, and therefore the system, should not be supported. (Manager A)
Another sponsor however, noted that:
The reports are all done around this [science]…but it’s not much of a driving
factor, unless it happens to be the science of the day, like climate change. The
longer-term science, the understanding piece, doesn’t get attention. It’s not
marketable. (Manager G)
Eventually, this factor can be developed to include consideration of other
perspectives that were introduced in the recent Ocean Studies Board report, “Critical
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Infrastructure for Ocean Research and Societal Needs” (2011): “How dependent is an
area of research on the specific infrastructure? Does the infrastructure serve multiple
science questions or applications that yield multiple benefits, especially across more than
one domain or discipline?” and “What is the potential for serving applications or
missions in multiple agencies?” (p. 55)

3.4.2 GOVERNMENT SPONSORS
The Navy, National Science Foundation (NSF), National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), and other federal, state and local organizations
have all provided funding for U.S. undersea research operations and undersea research
vehicle development. Organizational dynamics, internal procedures and interagency
cooperative mechanisms—such as the University National Oceanographic Laboratory
System (UNOLS) and DEep Submergence Science Committee (DESSC)—have exerted
significant impact on this investment.
The issues related to public support for ‘big science,’ or “large-scale scientific
research consisting of projects funded usually by a national government or group of
governments” (Merriam-Webster Dictionary, n.d.) and ‘little science,’ or “scientific
research that does not require much in the way of resources or personnel” (Oxford
English Dictionary, n.d.-a) have been well discussed (de Solla Price, 1963; Space Studies
Board, 1994; Stein & Good, 1986). The field of oceanographic research experiences
similar dynamics. The International Geophysical Year (IGY), International Decade of
Ocean Exploration (IDOE), and Ocean Drilling (now Discovery) Program (ODP) all
provided ‘big science’ impetus for oceanography, whereas the “fundamental research
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mission” of the NSF is “the support of individual investigators (i.e. small science)”
(Clark, 2000; Reeve, 2000; Toye, 2000). NSF ocean program managers have recognized
that “Dealing with cooperative field programs and shared-use instrumentation was a
particular problem in the life sciences” (Toye, 2000, p.99); a problem exacerbated by the
multidisciplinary challenges inherent in the field of oceanography.
Additionally, the collection of marine research data requires marine research
systems that fall within a ‘mid-size infrastructure’ (defined roughly as including
infrastructure that cost less than $25 million to build) oversight gap, as identified by
NSF’s National Science Board (2003): “While there are special NSF programs for
addressing ‘small’ and ‘large’ infrastructure needs, none exist for infrastructure projects
costing between millions and tens of millions of dollars” (p.3). A follow on report
addressed this midsize infrastructure, termed ARIF, or Advanced Research
Instrumentation and Facilities, of which marine submersibles were included as an
example (Committee on Advanced Research Instrumentation, 2006). The study found
that equipment falling under this category was not handled by the NSF infrastructure
programs (Major Research Instrumentation program nor Major Research Equipment and
Facilities Construction account) nor were there any general ARIF programs at the other
federal funding agencies. Agencies have dealt with these challenges to oceanographic
research facilities in different ways.
3.4.2.1 National Science Foundation
The National Science Foundation’s Division of Ocean Sciences (OCE) evolved
from various programs. The first ‘Oceanography Program’ was established separately
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from the ‘Geology,’ ‘Geophysics,’ and ‘Geochemistry’ programs within an ‘Earth
Sciences Section’ in 1962. By 1967 ‘Oceanography’ became its own section, with subcomponents of ‘Physical Oceanography,’ ‘Submarine Geology,’ ‘Geophysics,’ and
Oceanographic Facilities’ programs. ‘Biological Oceanography’ emerged from the NSF
‘Biological and Medical Science’ organization, and was transferred to the ‘Oceanography
Section’ in 1970, while marine chemistry was established within the ‘Oceanography
Section’ in 1974 (Reeve, 2000).
Early in its history, the NSF separated funding for oceanographic research and
facilities, which differed from the Navy’s (Office of Naval Research) practice of funding
projects inclusively (Clark, 2000). Research vessel and oceanographic technology
support at NSF have evolved organizationally so that today, oceanographic research
infrastructure is managed within the Integrated Programs Section (IPS) of the Division of
Ocean Sciences (OCE) as ‘Oceanographic Facilities Equipment and Support,’ which
includes: ship operations (Ship Ops); ship acquisition and upgrade (SAU); shipboard
scientific support equipment (SSSE);oceanographic technical services (OTS);
oceanographic instrumentation (OI); and other facility activities (OFA), which includes
deep submergence and UNOLS activity support (National Science Foundation, 2016a).
The deep submergence infrastructure support under OFA is provided via a grant
to the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (WHOI) for the National Deep
Submergence Facility (NDSF). The NDSF has evolved from a deep submergence
laboratory (that initially supported the Navy-purchased Alvin submersible) into a facility
that operates the Alvin, a deep ROV, Jason, and an autonomous underwater vehicle,
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Sentry. In light of National Academy of Sciences recommendations regarding ARIF,
OCE established a mid-size infrastructure fund in 2003 (Yoder, 2002). The fund was
ultimately used to support improvements to the Alvin submersible as recommended by
the Ocean Studies Board report, “Future Needs for Deep Submergence Science” (Ocean
Studies Board, 2004).
3.4.2.1.1 Impacts: process
The separation of infrastructure and research funding has been beneficial for the
NSF-supported infrastructure included within NDSF, but results in a disadvantage for
scientists whose proposals include use of non-NSF supported equipment. NSF science
proposals that request use of the NDSF vehicles need only request scientific support; the
expense of the infrastructure is not included for reviewer evaluation. Scientists wishing to
use non-NDSF equipment, however, are required to include the additional cost of this
equipment in their proposals. This has been noted as an advantage for users of NDSF
equipment, but a significant disadvantage for investigators who may wish to use
commercially available equipment or systems provided by a non-NSF supported
academic institution (Ocean Studies Board, 2015; UNOLS, 1990). An Ocean Studies
Board (2004) recommendation that “a small pool of additional funds…be targeted
specifically to support the use of non-NDSF vehicles…” (Ocean Studies Board, 2004, p.
4) was not implemented because of this proposal-based award process at NSF (Managers
B, C, F, J).
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3.4.2.1.2 Impacts: leadership.
A unique aspect of NSF leadership, the practice of employing program directors
and managers who are ‘rotators,’ is worthy of note. Rotators, or scientists who remain
attached to their academic institution while serving one to four year assignments at NSF
(Mueller-Parker, 2007; National Science Foundation, 2016b), provide a different core of
expertise, and allegiance, than agencies staffed primarily with government employees
(Managers C, F, G). Within a multi-disciplinary study area such as oceanography, this
also introduces a consideration of the familiarity with a particular aspect of the science;
scientists with backgrounds in marine geology and geophysics led the
Oceanography/Ocean Sciences division between 1973 and 2000 (Ocean Studies Board,
2000b). Detailed analysis into the contribution of each of these factors is beyond the
scope of this study, but they are noted here as ingredients of overall agency impact.
3.4.2.2 NOAA’s Undersea Research Program
The National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)’s
National Undersea Research Program (NURP) supported in situ marine research between
1980 and 2013. The program consisted of a small headquarters staff and a network of
four to seven competitively established, regionally distributed academic centers whose
mission was to:
Provide scientists with the tools and expertise they need to investigate the
undersea environment, including submersibles, remotely operated vehicles,
autonomous underwater vehicles, mixed gas diving gear, underwater laboratories
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and observatories, and other cutting edge technologies…while assisting scientists
in acquiring data and observations that provide the information necessary to
address a variety of NOAA's priority goals. (NOAA, 2010b)
The Centers were encouraged to employ their choice of undersea technology, and
competitively select their own marine research projects within guidelines provided by the
NURP office. Funding was provided via grants and cooperative agreements.
NURP was established as the result of an initiative by NOAA’s Manned Undersea
Research and Technology (MUST) office to develop and operate a new piece of ocean
mid-size infrastructure: a research submarine with a laboratory and saturation diving
capability called Oceanlab When the expense of the project was deemed excessive,
NOAA requested that the Ocean Studies Board conduct a study to: “(1) identify scientific
needs and ocean research topics requiring undersea research activities, and (2) define the
types of facilities and techniques needed to support scientific requirements” (NOAA,
1980, p. 2). Noting that Oceanlab’s “lack of strong support by any major segment of the
ocean scientist community seemed to stem from the narrow range of important problems
in which this technique (saturation diving) plays an essential role”, OSB and NOAA
broadened the study so that “Oceanlab would represent a program to improve the
capabilities of the U.S. scientists to carry out ocean research requiring complex
observational or manipulative activities throughout the ocean” (Ocean Sciences Board,
1980, p. 10).
Based on this study and other assessment activities, NOAA (1980) concluded
that:
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(1) Facilities capable of performing undersea research projects should be
supported by NOAA;
(2) Support for undersea facilities should be determined by the scientific research
needs and priorities that these facilities can satisfy;
(3) Responsibility for operational management of these facilities should be in
universities or oceanographic institutions rather than in NOAA;
(4) Funding support for scientific research proposals would be integrated with
funding support for the facilities necessary to perform the research; and
(5) An ongoing interactive process with experts in ocean engineering would be
established to insure new facilities employing the best available technology will
be considered to satisfy research requirements. (pp. 3–4)
An initial competitive process to establish regional Centers, conducted in 1980,
resulted in awards for three new university programs at the University of Hawaii;
University of Southern California (USC); and a consortium headed by the University of
North Carolina, Wilmington (UNCW). Support was continued for an undersea research
laboratory (a stationary, ambient pressure habitat that uses the principle of saturation
diving to allow divers to live and work on the seafloor), Hydrolab, located off St. Croix
and operated by Farleigh Dickinson University (FDU) (Finkle, 1985). USC and FDU
both left the program shortly thereafter. A combination of program competition, and
community and Congressional influence, added the University of Connecticut, Avery
Point, in 1983 (Finkle, 1985); the University of Alaska, Fairbanks in 1990 (Youngbluth,
1993); Rutgers University in 1992 (Rutgers University, 2008); and a consortium headed
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by the University of Mississippi, the National Institute of Undersea Science and
Technology, in 2002 (NOAA NURP, 2009a). The Hydrolab was succeeded by the
Aquarius undersea saturation laboratory, which operated off St. Croix (between1985–
1989), and then moved to Key Largo, Florida, where it was operated by UNCW from
1993 until 2012 (Kohanowich & Potts, 2010; Potts, 2016). Ownership of the Aquarius
was transferred to Florida International University (FIU) in 2014 (Potts, 2016).
NURP funding directly supported the infrastructure required to operate a research
program with the Pisces submersibles of the Hawaii Undersea Research Lab, and
provided funding for competitively awarded research operations conducted with the
Delta and Harbor Branch Johnson Sea Link submersibles through regional center
proposals. From its establishment, until it experienced funding restrictions in mid-2000,
NURP also contributed to the NDSF under the terms of a tri-agency memorandum of
understanding (MOU) to support use of the NDSF’s vehicles, primarily Alvin, for NOAA
research (Manager G). Use of the vehicles of the NOAA vessel fleet was acquired
thorough a competitive, proposal-based process (Managers E, G). NURP officially
merged with NOAA’s newly formed Office of Ocean Exploration in 2007 (NOAA
NURP, 2009b), and was discontinued as a funded program in 2014 (NOAA, 2012,
2013a; NOAA Office of Oceanic and Atmospheric Research, 2014).
Other NOAA offices also funded marine in-situ research activities on a mission
basis. NOAA’s Office of Ocean Exploration, established in 2001, funded a number of
HOV exploration missions using HBOI’s Johnson Sea Link submersibles through a
competitive proposal process, between 2001 and 2009 (NOAA Ocean Exploration,
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2016). NOAA’s Ocean Exploration and National Marine Sanctuary Programs (NMSP)
supported and participated in a shallow one-man submersible initiative, the “Sustainable
Seas Expedition,” between 1999 and 2003 (National Geographic, 2000; NOAA, 1999;
NOAA Ocean Exploration, 2002). The National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) used
the Delta submersible for groundfish surveys for more than 20 years, often with NURP
support (M. M. Yoklavich & O’Connell, 2008).
3.4.2.2.1 Impacts: business model
The 1980 NOAA decision that “funding support for scientific research proposals
would be integrated with funding support for the facilities necessary to perform the
research” contrasts with the NSF determination to separate marine research infrastructure
support from scientific awards. The resulting funding models at each NURP Center
varied (i.e., HURL funds supported Pisces infrastructure, but not research; the West
Coast and Pacific Region Center funded projects that combined research with innovative
use of a variety of undersea systems; and UNCW supported both research projects and
Aquarius undersea laboratory infrastructure). The impact of these different models varied
with each Center.
3.4.2.2.2 Impacts: budget process
The selection and funding of NURP Centers was subject to a high degree of
Congressional direction throughout its tenure, with appropriation language specifying
percentages and amounts of the budget to be directed to particular programs and regions
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(Manager G). The NOAA administrative budget submission did not include NURP
between 1983 and 1997 (Managers G, E). This led to a dynamic in which:
Individuals made a big difference. And it was strong individuals in a couple of
those centers who kept things going for a long time because of their personal
commitment and working the system in their universities and on the hill.
(Manager G)
As with the description of NSF factors above, these considerations will be
incorporated into the impact assignment during case study assessments.
3.4.2.3 Other public sponsors
The U.S. Navy has been a principal sponsor for U.S. oceanographic research
investment since before World War II, and was largely responsible for early development
of HOVs, including the Alvin (Busby, 1976; W. Forman, 1999; Pinsel, 1982; Sapolsky,
1990). The Navy remains a significant investor in the UNOLS research fleet and in
unmanned undersea vehicle technology (for research and other purposes), but has not
sponsored marine research missions using the Alvin submersible since the mid-1990s
(Alvin LOG). The Office of Naval Research (ONR) and Naval Sea Systems Command
(NAVSEA) continue to provide certification support for the submersible under a
memorandum of agreement and with funding from NSF (Manager T).
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) sponsors a robust
oceanography program that focuses primarily on remote sensing applications (NASA,
n.d.). In situ marine data collection techniques are used for calibration and validation of
satellite measurements, but NASA does not typically sponsor traditional marine research
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conducted with submersibles. Submersible systems are used, however, for analog mission
and human-robot interface applications. These include training and testing missions at
the Aquarius underwater saturation laboratory, under the NASA Extreme Environment
Mission Operations (NEEMO) program, and missions using a Deep Worker submersible
and an autonomous underwater vehicle (AUVs) at Aquarius and in Canada’s Pavilion
Lake (Forrest et al., 2010; Loff, 2016; Trembanis et al., 2012).
Other programs within the Department of the Interior (the Bureau of Ocean
Energy Management (BOEM), and U.S. Geological Survey (USGS)), the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA), and various state and local agencies also conduct in situ
marine research, monitoring and observation activities using undersea vehicles and
divers. With respect to HOVs, the Delta was the most affected by this source, with
sponsorship by California, Alaska, and Washington state fisheries programs (M. M.
Yoklavich & O’Connell, 2008). BOEM and USGS have partnered with NOAA Ocean
Exploration on ROV exploratory missions, and State and local organizations have been
active users of small ROVs (Video Ray et al., 2013).
3.4.2.4 Interagency mechanisms
Unlike exploration and research of outer space, which is under the federal
purview of a single agency, NASA, oceanography in the U.S. falls within the realm of
numerous federal agencies with a wide range of missions that include basic science,
conservation, national security, and management of resource extraction. Oceanography
itself is a multi-disciplinary research field composed of a spectrum of biological,
geological, physical, and chemical science disciplines. The need for expensive, often
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common research infrastructure to address this multi-disciplinary research field has led to
the establishment of both public and academic cooperative organizations.
Within the federal realm, a research vessel Federal Oceanographic Fleet
Coordinating Council (FOFCC), now the Interagency Working Group on Infrastructure
and Facilities (IWG-FI), has operated since 1981, focusing primarily on oceanographic
ships (Interagency Working Group on Facilities and Infrastructure, 2013; Office of
Technology Assessment, 1981). Whereas this group has begun to include consideration
of remote and autonomous systems, it has not significantly impacted management of
undersea marine research infrastructure to date. The academic UNOLS cooperative
structure, however, has provided decades of guidance for in situ submersible marine data
collection systems.

3.4.3 UNIVERSITY NATIONAL OCEANOGRAPHIC LABORATORY SYSTEM
The academic ocean facility coordinating organization, UNOLS, has played a
consistent and vital role in coordination of the nation’s oceanographic assets since its
establishment in 1970 (Ocean Studies Board, 2000a, p. 117). Composed of “institutions
that use, or operate and use, seagoing facilities and maintain an academic program in
marine science,” UNOLS facilitates inter-academic coordination, and provides
recommendations to Federal supporting agencies regarding ocean infrastructure matters
(UNOLS, 2013).
The UNOLS’ DEep Submergence Science Committee (DESSC), which
superseded the original Alvin Review Committee (ARC) in the early 1990’s, operates
under the mandate to oversee use of the suite of undersea vehicles at WHOI’s National
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Deep Submergence Facility (NDSF), as well as to provide an interagency forum for other
submersible research coordination and discussion (DeSSC, 1993). A Shallow
Submergence Committee was established within DESSC in 2001 to focus on alternate,
non-NDSF technologies (DESSC 2001), but disbanded in 2005 because “Access to nonNDSF issues is being addressed. Safety concerns regarding use of non-Navy inspected
HOVs will be addressed by (the HOV Safety Committee)” (DeSSC, 2005). Differences
in recommendations and results between NDSF (deep) and non-NDSF (typically shallow)
undersea infrastructure are apparent throughout the history of this organization (DeSSC,
1994, 1999; Ocean Studies Board, 2004; UNOLS, 1982, 1990).

3.4.4 PRIVATE SPONSORSHIP
Private funding for HOVs has consisted of a rich intertwining of industrial
investment, individual entrepreneurs, and wealthy patrons. As large business investment
in HOVs for military and oil field use waned in the 1980’s, small private organizations
(such as Delta Oceanographics, Perry Oceanographics, Nuytco and Hawkes Ocean
Technologies) arose to provide HOV services as well as innovations and sales. Wealthy
entrepreneurs and partnerships between submersible inventors and wealthy patrons have
played an important role in U.S. submersible history: Beebe and Barton’s Bathysphere;
Edwin Link and Seward Johnson’s Johnson Sea Link submersibles, John Perry’s line of
submersibles, Graham Hawkes and Steve Fosset’s Deep Flight and James Cameron’s
Deepsea Challenger are all examples of this model (Beebe, 1934; Cameron, n.d.; Fecht,
2011; Link, 1973; Perry, 1996; van Hoek & Link, 1993). Today, Nuytco continues with a
focus on one-man atmospheric suits, and has been joined by a growing private
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submersible market targeted at the yachting community, with SEAmagine (established in
1999), Triton and UBoat Worx all manufacturing small submersibles (Kohnen, 2013,
2016b).

3.4.5 ACADEMIC
The ‘academic’ factor includes consideration of two aspects of academic
influence: any particular advantage or disadvantage provided by a specific university
sponsor/operator of a system(s), and any notable impact exerted by the academic
community in an informal manner. This latter collective impact of scientific users of
submersible science infrastructure on its sustainment is in some measure captured within
the UNOLS considerations, but this factor provides an opportunity to note when other
factions of the academic community may be particularly influential in the chronicle of a
system. Hanson (1989) describes this ad-hoc activity:
The scientific (and technological) funding agencies are responsive to demands
and requests made by their constituents…There are many ways in which to gather
people together to influence a process. They can include: proposals (many
individual or one large joint proposal), public discussions of the issue in question,
reports by working groups established for this issue particularly or for advice in
general on the area of concern, establishment of a newsletter, etc. The point is to
develop a community of individuals who have more influence collectively than
any of them would have individually. (p. 138)
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3.4.6 CHAMPIONS
The contribution of a ‘champion,’ or a “Person who voluntarily takes
extraordinary interest in the adoption, implementation, and success of a cause, policy,
program, project, or product” (Business Dictionary, n.d.-a) has long been recognized as
an ingredient for success in the fields of technology and product innovation and
management (Carnell & Shank, 2016; Frey, 1991; Markham & Aiman-Smith, 2001;
Schon, 1963; Thompson, Estabrooks, & Degner, 2006).
No ordinary involvement with a new idea provides the energy required to cope
with the indifference and resistance that major technical change provokes. It is
characteristic of champions of new developments that they identify with the idea
as their own…to a degree that goes far beyond the requirements of their job.
(Schon, 1963, p. 84)
Champions have also been recognized as a necessary, but not sufficient, factor for
success: “…we now know that a champion moves projects along, while projects with no
champion struggle—but having a champion does not guarantee market success”
(Markham & Aiman-Smith, 2001, p. 44).
Most of this literature examines the role of a champion in product innovation and
change management, rather than for continued sustained use of a product, although Frey
(1991) defined champions as “people who believe in new products and also understand
the gritty tasks of actually building them” (p. 46). Within the oceanographic technology
community, many systems are linked with individual commitment and perseverance:
Argo profiling floats and Dr. Stan Wilson (Various, 2012); satellite ocean observations
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and Carl Wunsch (Matthews, 2016; Wunsch, 2016); the Ocean Observatory Initiative and
Dr. John Delaney (Delaney, 2010); telepresence and Dr. Bob Ballard (Ballard & Hively,
2000); and the Eye in the Sea bioluminescence sensor and Dr. Edie Widder (Jabr, 2010)
are only a few of many examples. For the purposes of this study, the existence of a
champion or champion-like figure is noted as a potential factor for social impact
consideration.

3.4.7 RISK PERCEPTION
An important ingredient in the calculation of the impact of safety on undersea
marine research infrastructure selection lies within the field of risk perception. Risk
perception is particularly significant when assessing an activity that puts humans in
harm’s way, and in which the result of a mistake can be fatal.
The tendency of program managers to fund, and researchers to use, HOVs will in
part rely on their perception of the ‘riskiness’ of the venture. Paul Slovic (1987) related in
a classic article on risk perception that: “In short, ‘riskiness’ means more to people than
‘expected number of fatalities’” (p. 285). Risk perception studies have shown that many
factors, such as “voluntariness of exposure…familiarity, control, catastrophic potential,
equity, and level of knowledge” also “seem to influence the relation between perceived
risk, perceived benefit, and risk acceptance” (Slovic, 1987, p. 283). In his evaluation of
hazards as to degrees of awareness and controllability of risk, “underwater
construction”—the hazard most similar to HOV use—ranked closely with “sport
parachutes” and “general aviation” (Slovic, Fischhoff, & Lichtenstein, 1985; Slovic et al.,
1985).
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A National Safety Council model of risk perception categorized factors that affect
risk tolerance as macro-level (sanctions and enforcement); meso-level (peer and
community pressure); and micro-level (perceived knowledge, optimism bias) (Campbell
Institute, 2014). Whereas this study did not attempt to further assign these factors with
respect to HOV use, interviews did reveal differences in safety approaches and attitudes
between the funders and the users of submersible equipment. Although all interviewees
stressed the importance of safety, the staff of organizations that were responsible for
financing the operations expressed more reliance on documented procedures, while the
users—both operators and scientists—tended to assess the risk of submersible operations
in a broader sense, and related personal experiences with safety of operations.
“[I think] the risk management side of things with institutions and such is a bigger
issue now probably than it was back then. Safety records are good but [there is a] societal
perception of risk” (Scientist O).
“Navy inspected the ALVIN, they were rigorous about it…NSF was very nervous
about getting into funding facilities [for which] they didn’t know the inspection process
better” (Manager C).
“I think the Funding agencies are the ones saying no, we prefer to see ROVs used
because it’s safer, nobody’s down there” (Scientist D).
“DELTA was such a simple machine, a safe machine. I liked the submersible
because (I) felt comfortable, safe. I knew if something happened I could get up….”
(Scientist E).
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An additional factor observed in risk perception research, that “Risk concerns
may provide a rationale for actions taken on other grounds or they may be a surrogate for
other social or ideological concerns” (Slovic, 1987, p. 285), was not investigated for this
study.
Risk perception is an extrinsic, behavioral factor, but that perception typically
draws strongly on information from Operational (quadrant B) factors: safety incidents
and certification status, and depends on the Technical (quadrant A) structure of a vehicle.

3.4.8 INSPIRATIONAL
First, we must be honest with ourselves about ourselves. Man has the desire to
see, to know, to be there. He has an ego and he wishes to leave his personal mark,
he wants others to acknowledge that achievement, then pushes on…That man is a
searching, conquering, proud being must be taken into account. It is not being said
here that this conviction is good or bad. But only that it exists and must be
recognized. (Talkington, 1976, p. 9)
The ‘inspiration,’ or “process of being mentally stimulated to do or feel
something, especially something creative” (Sangeeta, 2013) provided by the ability to
personally visit the sea floor often leads to ‘aspiration,’ or “hope or ambition of achieving
something” (Sangeeta, 2013), that goes beyond personal pleasure to include marine
scientific and/or conservation activity. This phenomenon is widely acknowledged, but
difficult to quantify. The appeal of adventure has been a powerful force for HOV
development and exploration. Frank Busby (1976), who wrote the classic, comprehensive
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submersible reference “Manned Submersibles” (Busby, 1976) described how this
motivation reached beyond individuals to organizations:
There was yet another factor impossible to assess: the magnetic attraction of man
to the deep ocean. The opportunity to be on the very frontiers of abyssal
exploration is powerful tonic… When scientists and engineers, who spent years
on rolling, pitching ships trying to piece together what lay beneath their decks,
sense the opportunity to see this realm with their very eyes, decisions can be made
which transcend profit-and-loss statements. Whether large or small, corporations
are groups of individuals, the attraction of the deep ocean is no less to the
engineers or vice presidents of General Motors or North American Rockwell than
it is to a Piccard or Perry. (Busby, 1976, p. 51)
One of the ‘rationales for human spaceflight’ identified by the NASA Human
Space Exploration study (2014) was:
Shared destiny and aspiration to explore. The urge to explore and to reach
challenging goals is a common human characteristic. Space is today a major
physical frontier for such exploration and aspiration. Some say that it is human
destiny to continue to explore space. While not all share this view, for those who
do it is an important reason to engage in human spaceflight. (Space Studies
Board, 2014, p. 2)
In this study, ‘Satisfying a basic human drive to explore new frontiers’ was cited most
often (22%) as the ‘most important’ reason for human spaceflight. It was considered
‘very important’ by 45% of the respondents, second to ‘Inspiring young people to pursue
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careers in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics’ (47%), and was the
second-most frequently mentioned justification for human spaceflight (30%), just behind
‘humans can accomplish more than robots’ (32%) (Space Studies Board, 2014, pp. 98–
101).
During targeted interviews, responses to questions about inspiration were varied;
almost all respondents admitted to being drawn by the ‘cool factor’—the promise of a
journey to the ocean floor. During the latest DESSC-sponsored submersible science
workshop in January 2016, DESCEND2, participants engaged in a spirited conversation
about the advantages and disadvantages of telepresence, with a small, but strong
contingent still in support of the excitement of the opportunity to personally visit the
seafloor (Scientist U). However, many also acknowledged a greater impact of physical
discomfort, a need for increased efficiency, and an appreciation for the draw of new
virtual technology.
The maturation of virtual reality, avatars and social media have introduced a
rapidly evolving, and increasing, ‘inspirational value’ of virtual experience (Kim, 2015).
A student in a University of Hawaii Cyberpsychology class concluded a Second Life
analysis project with the observation that: “The advancement of virtual technology is
more than computer games or new methods of communication, but a revolutionary
development in history that has very real and mostly positive implications for the social
interactions of human beings” (McGrath, 2010). The intrinsic human drive to explore and
experience may be coming to be matched by this pull of escapism. University of
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California, Santa Barbara psychology professor Jim Blascovich and Stanford University
Virtual Human Interaction Lab’s Jeremy Bailensen (2011) write:
Driven by imaginations that have long sought to defy the sensory and physical
constraints of physical reality, humans continuously search for new varieties and
modes of existence, only this time we’re doing it via the supposedly cold
machinery of digital space. (Blascovich & Bailenson, 2011, p. 8)
Film director James Cameron might best encompass and represent this tension.
Blascovich and Bailenson (2011) introduce their book, “Infinite Reality: Avatars, Eternal
Life, New Worlds, and the Dawn of the Virtual Revolution” with a description of
Cameron’s futuristic tale, “Avatar,” in which a genetically engineered body is controlled
by a remote human mind. On March 26, 2012, Cameron became only the third human to
reach the deepest depths of the ocean, in person, in a small HOV (Cameron, n.d.). With
respect to the inspirational rationales of manned exploration, he has stated: “No kid ever
dreamed of growing up to be a robot” (Cameron, 2013; Walsh, 2014).
Assessment of the impact of inspirational factors for this study includes a sense of
each submersible community’s local experience of the role of the ‘excitement’ factor in
their work, as well as consideration of recruiting and national pride impacts described
below.
3.4.8.1 Recruitment
One avenue of study that attempts to value the inspirational factor is recruitment.
Does the promise of personal exploration, adventure and excitement attract new scientists
to these—and other—important research fields? The need for long-term studies to
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robustly address this question has precluded definitive answers, but the NASA literature
provides informed insight. NASA’s “Pathways to Exploration: Rationales and
Approaches for a U.S. Program of Human Space Exploration” report (Space Studies
Board, 2014) found that ‘inspiring young people to pursue careers in science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics’ and ‘satisfying a basic human drive to explore new
frontiers’ were both ‘very important’ reasons for human space exploration for nearly half
of stakeholders (47% and 45%, respectively). When asked an open-ended question about
reasons for human space exploration, however, only 6% of the responses mentioned
‘careers in science, technology, engineering and mathematics.’ The NASA panel
concluded that, “although the effect on students can be used as a rationale for some
spending on … the human spaceflight program, few in the education realm would view
this effect itself as a rationale for funding the human spaceflight program” (Space Studies
Board, 2014, p.61). Their conclusion also recognizes that the space program is not unique
in motivating students, and that a successful path to becoming a scientist depends on
many factors other than initial inspiration.
Determination of the role of manned research opportunities in inspiring marine
scientists faces similar challenges to those described by the Space Studies Board,
including the need for long-term longitudinal studies. The Ocean Project (Meyer,
Isakower, & Mott, 2014), a non-profit partnership of more than 2000 aquariums and
natural history museums, has conducted national public opinion research on ocean
conservation issues since 1998, and may provide a potential venue for such investigation
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3.4.8.2 National pride
Another of the rationales that NASA (2014) identified to support manned space
exploration was:
National stature and international relations. Being a leader in human space
exploration enhances international stature and national pride. Because the work is
complex and expensive, it can benefit from international cooperative efforts. Such
cooperation has important geopolitical benefits. (Space Studies Board, 2014, p. 2)
The Ocean Studies Board (2011) also identified national stature as a guiding
consideration for infrastructure value: “Does the infrastructure serve other issues of
national strategic importance (e.g., leadership in ocean science and technology, resource
development, national security, education?)” (p.55).
International cooperation was certainly an integral aspect to manned research
submersible activity during the 1970’s International Decade of Ocean Exploration
(IDOE) activities, particularly ‘Project FAMOUS’ (French-American Mid-Ocean
Undersea Study), which included cooperative programming and dives by the Alvin and
French submersibles Cyana and Archimede (Heirtzler & Andel, 1977; National Science
Foundation, 1982). In 1990, ocean scientist and marine lawyer Dr. John P. Craven
described ocean salvage, Law of the Sea, and Exclusive Economic Zone rationales for
manned submersible capability and concluded:
Thus we see that the practical uses of a manned deep ocean capability are so vital
to the security of the world and to the establishment of responsible jurisdictions in
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the seabeds of the world that hortatory appeals to occupy the seabed ‘because it is
there’ are not necessary. (John P. Craven, 1990, p.13)
Today, however, international HOV capabilities, such as China’s 7000 m capable
Jiaolong submersible, are noted but not necessarily pursued on a U.S. national scale
(Monastersky, 2012). For assessment purposes, this factor can reflect not only national
but state or other local ‘pride of ownership’ forces that may impact the sustainment of
equipment.

3.4.9 FACTORS AND COMMENTS
Whereas societal factors can be influenced by particular technical, operational, or
functional features, they more typically exert impact on aspects of other quadrants. The
science priorities are closely related to the functional activities, and form an inherent
dynamic that interweaves with Functional (quadrant C) considerations. A summary of
societal factors is presented in Table 3.6.

Table 3.6 Quadrant D Societal Impact Factors, related quadrants and comments

Related
Quadrant(s)

Factor
Science Priority
Public
UNOLS
Private
Academic
Champions
Risk Perception

Comments

C

Reflects research activities

A, B

Influenced by safety record
information, structural matters

Inspirational
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3.5 SUBMERSIBLE MODEL FACTORS SUMMARY
3.5.1 CASE STUDY TEMPLATE
The undersea systems model template, Figure 3-7, displays the identification of
the factors described above.

UMRI Quadrant Model Impact Map Template
AcCvity Scope

Mission

Quadrant A:
Technical

Maneuverability

Being
There

System

Enterprise
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Cost

Vision
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Availability

Non-science
missions

Environment
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Personal
Preference

Quadrant C:
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Water
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Notable

CHARACTER
of Impact

Both
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Cross-quadrant
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Private

Macro
Ecosystem

DEGREE of Impact
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Risk
PercepCon

Micro
Ecosystem
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Signiﬁcant
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Transect

Client

OperaCng
Team
Reliability

Time
on Site

ConnecCvity

Quadrant B:
Opera5onal

InspiraConal

Quadrant D:
Societal

Figure 3-7 Template for undersea marine research infrastructure (UMRI) quadrant model impact factors for
HOVs, with size and color key for use during analysis.
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3.5.2 OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
Two aspects of research infrastructure consideration arose during this study that
are worthwhile to be aware of and recall at the end of the process: a portfolio
management approach, and recognition of the value of a suite of equipment, or ‘toolbox.’
3.5.2.1 Portfolio approach
Specific portfolio management approaches, such as those utilized by NSF’s
Ocean Sciences Division (Ocean Studies Board, 2015) and the fisheries research
community’s visual survey tool efforts (M. M. Yoklavich et al., 2015) offered valuable
information for completion of various aspects of the quadrant model. Ultimately, use of
the quadrant model is intended to inform future portfolio-level analyses. The Ocean
Studies Board (2011)’s recommendations regarding considerations to address when
determining “affordability, efficiency, and longevity” of ocean research infrastructure
includes factors that can be addressed within the quadrant analysis, or supplied by a
variety of analyses of systems within the infrastructure portfolio:


Is there an appropriate infrastructure portfolio to manage uncertainty?



Does the infrastructure portfolio avoid redundancy with investments by nonocean industries or agencies?



What is the balance between risk and potential benefits? Is risk managed
appropriately (e.g., by spreading investment in technology development over
several competing groups)?
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Does the infrastructure leverage other sources of support (e.g., from states,
international partnerships, public-private partnerships, or the private sector)?



Is there an appropriate infrastructure portfolio to manage a combination of
sustained, episodic, and event-driven requirements? (p. 55)

3.5.2.2 The ‘Toolbox’
An observation that occurred frequently in the literature of the manned and
unmanned submersible discussion, and appeared often during interviews, is that, rather
than an ‘either-or’ decision, a combination of technologies is both necessary and
complementary for marine research support (Bowen & Walden, 1992; Liberatore,
Askew, Tusting, & Olson, 1997; Madin, 1990). This includes the use of separate vehicles
for individual projects, as well as a ‘nested approach’ using multiple vehicles, such as the
use of autonomous vehicles to conduct bathymetric site surveys that are used to plan
ROV and HOV dives (Bowen & Walden, 1992). A scientist experienced in the use of a
variety of systems noted the challenge of maintaining the ability to choose:
I always think about these sub issues as not an either or as a general class, it’s
having all the tools available for the job you need to do. And you’ve just got this
toolbox that has all these different things in it that you can draw from. (Scientist
A).
Another researcher noted the emerging prevalence of ROV and telepresence-capable
platforms and noted:
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That [ROV activity] is great, I just hope that’s everything we need, because we’re
killing our submarines at the same time…if everyone brings potato salad to a
potluck, it’s not a true potluck. (Scientist T)
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CHAPTER FOUR : CASE STUDIES
Previous chapters developed a quadrant model for assessing the sustainment of
undersea marine research infrastructure (UMRI), and established common impact factors
using the case of U.S. manned research submersibles. This chapter tests the model with
case studies of four major U.S. research submersible operations (Alvin, Pisces IV/V, JSL
I/II and Delta) and a unique saturation-diving undersea research laboratory (Aquarius),
examined during a time period from the mid-1980s to present. The analysis assigns quasiquantitative values to the magnitude and degree (positive/negative) of significant impacts
for each case based on analysis of existing literature and interview data; as such it
represents an estimate of value for the purpose of illustrating the capabilities of the
model.
The first case presented examines the most persistent of the four submersible
operations, the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (WHOI) National Deep
Submergence Facility (NDSF)’s Alvin program, which has been in operation since 1964,
and identifies factors that have contributed to its sustainment. The University of Hawaii’s
Hawaii Undersea Research Laboratory (HURL) has operated the Pisces V and IV
submersibles since 1987 and 2000, respectively; the submersibles remain in operation at
a reduced pace. The Harbor Branch Oceanographic Institution (HBOI), now a part of
Florida Atlantic University (FAU), operated the Johnson Sea Link (JSL) I and II
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submersibles from 1971 and 1975, respectively (Dove, 2011), until 2009. Delta
Oceanographics, a private company, operated the Delta submersible from 1985 until
2009. The Aquarius undersea saturation diving habitat, added as a unique test for the
model, was sponsored by NOAA’s Undersea Research Program (NURP) from 1986 until
2012, and is now owned and operated by Florida International University (FIU).
Although it is a stationary versus mobile research asset, it is a manned undersea research
facility that faces sustainment considerations that are similar to the factors identified for
this HOV investigation.
The dive frequency of each of the submersible operations through the years is
illustrated in Figure 4-1. The data are normalized by dive day (Delta would conduct 3–5
dives/day, JSL I/II often conducted 2 dives/day, and Alvin and Pisces operated 1
dive/day). For HBOI and HURL, the frequency represents the activity of both sister
submersibles.

4.1 ALVIN: THE NATIONAL DEEP SUBMERGENCE FACILITY
The Alvin has been in continuous operation, notwithstanding periodic
maintenance periods, by the National Deep Submergence Facility (NDSF) at Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution (WHOI), since its launch in 1964 (to be more exact, there are
no pieces of hardware on the present Alvin that were part of the 1964 submersible, but the
operation has provided continuous marine research services throughout this time
(Engineer B)). Despite questions of its replacement with the maturing Jason ROV in the
early 1990s (Travis, 1993), Alvin has continued to work alongside the ROV, and other
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undersea technologies within the NDSF. A 2004 national study recommended the
addition of a second ROV and a more capable HOV (Ocean Studies Board, 2004), and
helped lead to improvements to the Alvin—a new sphere and other upgrades—that were
completed in 2014. Although Alvin is currently still rated to 4500 m, the improvements
are intended to enable an eventual 6500 m capability (Manager F, Engineer B).
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Figure 4-1 U.S. Submersible operation dive days 1980–2012 (derived from operational records). Numbers for
HURL and HBOI include activity of both sister submersibles Pisces IV/V and JSL I/II respectively.
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The history, scientific activity, and considerations of the value of the Alvin
submersible are well documented (Ballard & Emery, 1970; Ballard & Hively, 2000;
Busby, 1976; Forman, 1999; Geyer, 1977; Kaharl, 1990; Terry, 1966). Dive logs that
include numerous variables such as location, mission, personnel and comments are
available on line for all years of operation (Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution,
2016e). Annual and semi-annual community discussions of Alvin and NDSF assets are
documented in DESSC meeting minutes (https://www.unols.org/committee/deepsubmergence-science-committee-dessc). A 2004 Ocean Studies Board report gathered
significant user input on the value of the submersible, and the submersible was recently
included in an OSB examination of infrastructure value for the NSF Division of Ocean
Sciences (DSOS). Sixteen engineers, scientists, and managers contributed information
about Alvin and NDSF during targeted interviews.

4.1.1 QUADRANT A: TECHNICAL FACTORS
In response to the Ocean Studies Board Decadal Survey of Ocean Sciences
(2015), the chief scientist of the NDSF commented that: “Alvin & ROVs … have largely
converged in terms of capabilities with the distinction being bottom time, mobility, and
quality of observation” (Soule, 2015, p. 5).
‘Bottom time,’ or time on-site, is negative here for Alvin, as it refers to a 10 hour
endurance for Alvin as compared to a typical 1–2 day mission length for the NDSF ROV
Jason (Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, 2016a, 2016c). ‘Mobility’ refers to the
positive freedom of movement of the Alvin compared to the tethered Jason, and is still
cited as a primary advantage of Alvin by senior NDSF personnel (Engineers C, J).
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‘Quality of observation’ translates to both positive and negative factors. The new Alvin
configuration provides overlapping views that give better peripheral and overall
awareness, as well as the ability to detect elusive temperature ‘shimmers’ and small
movements (Engineer I), but other scientists assert that the ability to zoom to make small
scale observations, provided by new cameras, has been a more valuable capability
(Scientists D, N).
The deep-depth capability of Alvin is reflected as a positive asset with respect to
the impact of ‘environment.’ The aspect of ‘being there’ remains an elusively positive
commodity for Alvin, lauded as “the cognitive ability of humans to put things in context,
make connections between natural phenomena” (Engineer B). NDSF has recognized the
limitations of connectivity of Alvin as compared with Jason, and is investing in fiber
optic and through-water communication alternatives (Engineers A, B, H, J).

4.1.2 QUADRANT B: OPERATIONAL FACTORS
Despite an operational day rate that is similar to comparable technologies (2014
rates were $16,000 for Alvin, $23,000 for the ROV Jason and $14,000 for the AUV
SENTRY (Ocean Studies Board, 2015)), cost remains a factor for Alvin operations. The
Ocean Studies Board (2015) identified “concern about the importance of and costs
associated with ALVIN, including its need to use Atlantis as a dedicated tender at a time
when more general-purpose Global class ships are needed,” as well as the need to
critically consider the “planned Phase 2 upgrade to increase Alvin’s depth capability to
6,500 m, which needs to be framed in the context of both its alignment to the decadal
science priorities and overall OCE infrastructure costs” (Ocean Studies Board, 2015, p.
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54). The NSF responded that it “anticipates no changes in the NSF-NDSF relationship”
and “currently has no specific plans to implement the Phase 2 Alvin upgrade and will
likely work with the NDSF at the appropriate time to potentially increase Alvin’s
capabilities during scheduled overhauls” (NSF Ocean Sciences, 2015, p. 5).
With respect to safety, the rigor of the U.S. Navy classification and inspection
process, and dedication of the operational crew, has provided positive safety impact for
the submersible (Managers B, C, G, J). The one serious incident that Alvin suffered
(when it was lost at sea with only minor injuries to the crew while being recovered
onboard its support ship LULU in 1968), is known now more for the scientific discovery
that was made upon its recovery a year later. A baloney sandwich that had been left by
one of the scientists in the vehicle was soggy but edible, leading to new deep sea in-situ
experiments on bacterial decomposition “and a blossoming of deep-sea microbiology that
has yielded unfathomed biochemical discoveries…” (Madin & Lipsett, 2014).
The impact of location availability on Alvin operations is driven more by research
needs than by its home base location, leading to positive impact for those sites, but
negative impact for other missions, as described by the Ocean Studies Board (2004):
Over the past two decades the ridge-crest time-series studies at particular
locations (Juan de Fuca Ridge, the East Pacific Rise north of the equator, and the
northern Mid-Atlantic Ridge) have dominated the use of Alvin… The strong
pressure to revisit these sites on an annual or biannual basis has been the major
factor limiting access of Alvin to other geographic locations in the oceans. This
has been termed the ‘yo-yo’ effect as Atlantis and Alvin have been pulled back
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and forth through the Panama Canal… the net result has been a geographic
limitation on HOV use elsewhere in the oceans. ( p. 63)
The business model is effective both because of the funding model used by its
primary supporter, NSF (as described further in sections 3.4.2.1 and 4.1.4), and the
facility model of operational support provided by its host institution, WHOI, as
recognized by a recent Ocean Studies Board (2015) report:
An advantage of the NDSF facility structure is that it enables diverse groups of
scientists to have access to, and OCE funding for, NDSF assets, using a formal
request process. In much the same way that UNOLS ship time is not included as
an expense in NSF proposals, scientists requesting use of NDSF vehicles do not
have to include vehicle operations expenses in their proposal budgets. This is an
incentive for use of the NDSF vehicles and, conversely, a disincentive for use of
other, non-NDSF deep submergence assets that have to be included in NSF
science program budgets. (p. 54)
The deep submergence vehicles are then also available to non-NSF agencies at an
annually calculated day rate.
A second aspect of the business model that enhances success is an NDSF
organizational policy that allows for and encourages staff to participate in work on a
variety of deep submergence systems within NDSF and Woods Hole (Soule, 2015,
Engineers B, C, J). The NDSF Chief Scientist states:
NDSF’s value to the science community lies in both its advanced and adaptable
vehicles, but equally importantly in the personnel and their collective engineering
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and operational abilities and knowledge. The facility model (characterized as
‘subsidized use’ in the [“Sea Change”] report) is one of the key mechanisms to
enhance personnel. The larger group produces collaboration, skills enhancements,
and a dynamic environment that attracts personnel. (Soule, 2015, p. 9)
Also related to this policy is the resulting long-term expertise and commitment of the
operational team.

4.1.3 QUADRANT C: FUNCTIONAL FACTORS
The Alvin has filled a niche for deep, small ecosystem study of hydrothermal vent
and ridge systems since the discovery of the vents by scientists diving in Alvin at the
Atlantic Mid-Ocean Ridge in 1977 (Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, 2002).
Although it has been used for salvage, archaeology, and other research tasks (Ballard &
Emery, 1970; Ballard & Hively, 2000; Ballard & McConnell, 1995; Forman, 1999;
Kaharl, 1990; WHOI, 2015a), since 1985 the submersible has spent almost half of its
dive time exploring and researching these unique vent ecosystems, with more than 90%
of these dives conducted in ocean depths greater than 2000 m of water (Alvin records
analysis, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, 2016). This unique niche has exerted a
positive impact on Alvin continuity, and is closely related to positive academic
community (D) and scientific priority (D) forces.

4.1.4 QUADRANT D: SOCIETAL FACTORS
Many client-driven, enterprise level factors have worked together to provide
sustainment for Alvin operations. Early Navy and WHOI cooperation established an
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operational base, and NSF developed and fostered what has become a strong partnership
with the NDSF. Within NSF, funding allocations for facilities are decided internally from
a broader congressional appropriation (Managers C, F, J). Historically, division
managers often came from geological and geophysical backgrounds (Reeve, 2000), and
as such were largely supportive of the deep marine geological Alvin work. The Navy and
NOAA have also supported Alvin activity; between 1974 and 2010, a memorandum of
understanding (MOU) between NSF, Navy, and NOAA provided intent for annual
financial commitment at an accepted ratio (60/20/20). Since the elimination of the NURP
program in 2013 and the 2012–2014 renovation of Alvin, this funding model has shifted
to a day rate, so that each agency funds on a mission basis (Ocean Studies Board, 2015).
UNOLS, DESSC, and the original Alvin Review Committee have all provided
proactive, positive, and constructively critical support for Alvin operations throughout its
tenure. Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution has also provided a supportive home and
sponsor for Alvin (Managers C, F, J).
The scientific priority of deep-sea geological and hydrothermal vent studies
provided significant impact with respect to scientific support for much of Alvin’s career,
although lately this support has not been as apparent. The final report of the latest DEep
Submergence Science DESCEND2 workshop Benthic Work Group (2016) reflects much
broader research priorities, and does not include consideration of HOVs, instead
endorsing ‘Full-Ocean Depth ROV/AUV’ as one of a number of ‘Technical
Enhancements’ recommended for future deep ocean research (DeSSC, 2016a). The
Ocean Studies Board (2015) assessment of NSF OCE infrastructure notes that:
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Although the committee recognizes the value of HOVs to conduct real-time
observations and sampling, manned vehicles are limited in their alignment to the
decadal science priorities. HOVs are important for studying the sub-seafloor
ocean environment, marine food webs, and biodiversity and marine ecosystems,
but ALVIN is not critical to any priority (Table 1.1). This is due to the greatly
increased capabilities and availability of ROVs, AUVs, and gliders… ( p. 54)
The impact of champions on the success of Alvin is noteworthy. Although the
submersible’s development was the result of the work of several champions—Harold
(Bud) Froelisch of General Mills, Trieste ‘Officer in Charge’ then-Lieutenant Don
Walsh, and Chief of the Office of Naval Research Captain “Swede” Momsen, and
WHOI’s Dr. Allyn Vine, after whom who the submersible is named (Forman, 1999)—
one of its most ardent early proponents, Dr. Robert Ballard, became a detractor, and an
early champion of ROVs and telepresence for marine exploration and research (Ballard &
Hively, 2000; Ballard & McConnell, 1995; Nautilus Live, 2015). Despite this relatively
public shift, a long history of program managers, scientists, engineers and pilots have
played important roles in maintaining Alvin capability.
Although national prestige in undersea infrastructure considerations is typically
not as much of a factor as it is for manned space exploration (Space Studies Board, 2014)
the Alvin, as the deepest diving U.S. submersible, is typically the submersible cited when
comparisons of national capability are discussed (Ocean Studies Board, 2004). University
and national prestige were included as positive factors to some degree during WHOI
leadership considerations for support for the recent Alvin renovation (Managers J, R).
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Continued certification support from the U.S. Navy is in part due to legacy practice, and
in part due to the Alvin’s status as the nation’s only deep diving submersible (Manager
T).
Many anecdotes exist as to the advantage of the inspirational draw of the Alvin
and its attraction for future marine scientists; even relatively senior scientists expressed
this excitement at a recent Deep Submergence Science Meeting (Scientists U, X). A
crewmember from the Alvin support ship R/V Atlantis provided particularly enthusiastic
input for the 2004 “Future Needs” study (Ocean Studies Board, 2004):
Plants termed Entheogenic have the capacity to awaken our spirit. You will notice
it shares a root with the word 'enthusiasm.' Alvin is an Entheogen. You see it on
the face of everyone who climbs out of that sub; you see it in the eyes of the men
and women standing on the fantail applauding the divers as they emerge. Why are
these people clapping? Because they're happy. Why? BECAUSE Alvin MAKES
PEOPLE HAPPY. Alvin EXCITES PEOPLE. (Capitalization original) (Kevin
Threadgold, 2003)

4.1.5 ALVIN ANALYSIS AND IMPACT MAP
The Alvin has been successful primarily due to Societal (D) and Functional (C)
factors. Federal and academic individual and organizational support, singularity of
investment, and historically noteworthy science activity (hydrothermal vents, deep
geology), have all contributed to this success. The Alvin may be subject to technological
replacement, but to this point, it has continued to serve its role alongside the
development, and maturation of the similarly capable Jason ROV.
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The model could describe each factor that arose during research. An illustration
of the degree and character of the impacts described above is presented in Figure 4-2.
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Figure 4-2 Alvin Impact Map.

4.2 PISCES IV AND V: THE HAWAII UNDERSEA RESEARCH
LABORATORY
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The Hawaii Undersea Research Laboratory (HURL) was as one of four original
National Undersea Research Program (NURP) research centers competitively established
by NOAA in 1980, and conducted marine research with HOVs throughout its tenure. The
Pisces IV and V submersibles are numbered consecutively as per their original
construction by the Canadian HYCO company in 1971 and 1973, respectively (Busby,
1976), although they were acquired by HURL in the opposite order: Pisces V in 1986,
and Pisces IV in 2000.
The program that was originally proposed to NOAA included operation of an
undersea saturation habitat, the Aegir, and the Star II (later renamed the Makali’i)
submersible (Ocean Sciences Board, 1980, p. 8, Appendix C). The AEGIR habitat proved
too expensive to recertify (Manager E), but HURL operated the Makali’i, providing
access to depths of 400 m (1200 ft.), visibility for a pilot and one observer through six 5inch viewports, and 4–6 hour dive times—between 1981 and 1987. The Makali’i launch
system was a unique ‘Launch, Recovery, Transport Platform’ (LRT), which was a
towable, submersible barge that avoided ship-based launch difficulties at the rougher
air/sea interface (In-Depth Images Kwajalein, 1981) (Figure 4-3).
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Figure 4-3 Makali’i submersible on Launch, Recovery, Transport platform (www.underwaterkwaj.com).

In 1986, HURL acquired the Pisces V, a Canadian HYCO submersible built in
1973, and began conducting research dives with her (from the LRT) in 1987 (Dixon,
2015; Kerby, 1991). The Pisces submersibles were built for undersea ‘intervention’ (oil
field maintenance, undersea cable installation, inspection of underwater structures), have
a depth capability of 2000 m, visibility for a pilot and two passengers through three 6-in
viewports, and an 8–10 hour dive duration. In order to enable HOV operations beyond
the towing capability of the LRT, HURL purchased and refitted a dedicated support ship,
the R/V Ka’imikai-o-Kanaloa (KOK), which began operations with the Pisces V in 1993.
HURL acquired a sister submersible in 2000, the Pisces IV, from the Canadian Ministry
of Defense, ostensibly for parts but ultimately as an operational HOV that provided self163

rescue and additional research and outreach capabilities (Engineer N). By 2012, HURL
had recorded more than 1900 dives with the 3 HOVs (Hawai’i Undersea Research
Laboratory, 2012). HURL also used a small 914 m (3000’) ROV, the RCV-150, between
1998 and 2011, primarily for video surveys. In 2013, HURL acquired a 6000 m workclass ROV, named the Lu’ukai, built by Deep Ocean Exploration and Research (Hawai’i
Undersea Research Laboratory, 2016; UH Marine Operations, 2013).
The discontinuation of funding from NURP, in 2013, resulted in a period of
inactivity for the HOVs, during which the LRT was renovated, and HURL actively
sought alternative mission activity. A potential expedition in partnership with Chinese
scientists led to support from the University of Hawaii to bring the Pisces IV and V back
to operational status. The Chinese expedition was cancelled, but HURL took advantage
of the readiness of the subs to conduct NOAA missions from the LRT, and a few dives
sponsored by National Geographic and Conservation International (Scientists Q, M,
Engineer N). The HURL and University of Hawaii scientists who had used the Pisces
submersibles have been engaging in ROV initiatives and operations, including testing of
the new Lu’ukai ROV, and participation in NOAA Ocean Exploration missions with the
6000 m-capable ROV Deep Discoverer (D2) (Scientists G, M, Q).
Information about HURL is available publicly on the HURL website and in
DESSC and other conference reports; additional data was acquired from grant records,
and interviews and communications with eleven managers, scientists and engineers
familiar with Pisces operations.
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4.2.1 QUADRANT A: TECHNICAL FACTORS
Maneuverability was the most frequently cited technical advantage of the Pisces
submersibles. Work at sites frequented by the submersibles—the Lo’ihi volcano and
along vertical coral walls—requires fine dexterity among overhangs and strong currents:
The Pisces subs are particularly effective on atoll wall environments where there
are steep (even vertical or overhung) walls with caves and karst features like
stalactites waiting to snatch tethers. Also, since the walls are so steep, that
requires the support ship for an ROV to be right off the fringing reef and breakers.
With the subs, they can be launched and recovered in deeper water farther off by
driving themselves in and out. (Scientist M)
After comparing deep ROV capabilities with Pisces, a pilot noted that
It’s a good thing ROVs can stay down longer, because it takes 3 or 4 times longer
to do something as it does with the Pisces…if you’re looking for something and
you miss it, you can’t just spin on a dime and go back. You’ve got all this gear in
the water. (Engineer N)
The ability of the HOV to sit quietly on site to observe marine life also led to
discoveries about fish and endangered monk seal behavior (Scientists Q, T). This
capability was described by a Pisces pilot: “Human-operated submarines such as the
Pisces are ‘like this really graceful hot air balloon that can just hang there perfectly,’
(pilot Terry Kerby) said. ‘You can get in irregular, unstable terrain and hang inches away
from it’” (Wong, 2014).
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The prevalence of steep coral atolls in the Pacific region, which suited the
maneuverability advantage of the Pisces submersibles, has been a positive impact for
operations. The depth rating of the subs has been largely positive; although NOAA’s D2
ROV was selected for recent deep exploration activity, the HOVs’ 2000 m capability
addressed a particular niche (Smith, 2005). “In some cases (D2) avoided ranges we dove
Pisces to so as not to duplicate the exploration. D2 can go much deeper, but they do not
like to dive nearly as shallow as we are willing to go with Pisces” (Scientist M). (This
resistance to shallow diving is due to overheating of the non-deployed umbilical cable on
the deck of the surface ship when working at depths shallower than about 300 m
(Engineer M)).
The reliability of the Pisces operation has always been positive, primarily due to
the diligence of the crew. The Pisces V required end-of-life replacement of viewports in
2016 (Engineer N), but overall the HOVs have exhibited high dependability, especially
when compared with early-system integration challenges of the new HURL ROV
(Scientist M, Engineer N). The absence of connectivity to the surface has, also recently,
been highlighted as a negative impact in comparison with recent NOAA ocean
exploration telepresence missions in the Pacific region that were conducted with the D2
ROV (NOAA Ocean Exploration, 2016).

4.2.2 QUADRANT B: OPERATIONAL FACTORS
The cost to maintain and operate the Pisces submersibles emerged as the most
impactful of operational factors. Capital costs for the HOVs were low: HURL paid
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$500,000 for the Pisces V in 1985 and $80,000 for Pisces IV in 2000; “(Pisces V) cost $4

million to build in 1972…and would cost $50 million to build today” (Dixon, 2015).
The operation is run efficiently with a small, capable staff, but dedicated ship costs and
leased pier space increases the university’s funding requirement. The LRT platform has
been renovated for service, but remains limited to local operations (Scientist M, Engineer
N, PBS UnderH2Oshow, 2013).
The HURL business model relied primarily on NURP funding (discussed in
Section 4.2.4), and has faced challenges expanding beyond that support source. HURL
managers have made numerous efforts to broaden the base of support for the Pisces
program, including the traditional NOAA, NSF and Navy contacts, as well as “private
sector, deep sea mining, ‘National Geo[graphic]s of the world,’ National Energy Lab,
wind energy, deep water cable routes, Australia and New Zealand [partners], and
munitions disposal…irons in the fire, if you will, all of which got quenched” (Manager
Q). University of Hawaii (UH) leadership has been supportive with respect to
maintaining the R/V KOK and acquiring the new ROV, but faces difficult decisions in the
face of funding limitations (Manager Q). HURL has maintained a productive interuniversity partnership with UH’s Hawaii Mapping Research Group (HMRG), but the
opportunity to cross-employ Pisces engineers and pilots with other university initiatives
has been less practical than at WHOI (likely due to the smaller number of ocean
engineers, and possibly the off-campus location of the Pisces support facility at Makai
Research Pier).
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The relatively remote location of HURL has proven both positive and negative; it
provides ready access to Pacific research sites, but increases the cost of activity beyond
the reach of its support ship and reduces the number of potential partners. In 2005, HURL
successfully conducted a South Pacific cruise that involved international partnerships, but
other initiatives to reach eastward did not come to fruition (Manager G, Scientists Q, W).
With respect to expanding the HURL business model, one manager noted, “we’re a little
island out in the Pacific, and we have a limited dragnet of where we can go” (Manager
Q).
The environmental characteristics of the Hawaiian research sites—especially
steep, complex topography—have increased the value of the maneuverability of the
HOVs. HURL has maintained ABS certification and an unblemished safety record.

4.2.3 QUADRANT C: FUNCTIONAL FACTORS
Although funding for the Pisces operations, including an annual number of R/V
KOK sea days, was provided by NURP, research missions themselves were funded by
other organizations including other NOAA offices, NSF, state, cultural, and industry
partners. HURL conducted proposal reviews to select the missions that were to receive
support; priority research topics for these missions were provided by NURP in an annual
research guidance memorandum for all the Centers (Manager G). These missions were
primarily biological studies in the Hawaiian Islands region, and included research and
installation of instrumentation on the emerging Lo’ihi seamount. Studies consisted
predominantly of small ecosystem examinations (Figure 4-4).
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Figure 4-4 Percentage of Pisces IV and V dive activity by discipline (902 dives) 1985–2012.

The HURL funding model allowed for participation in other non-research
activities, including archeological and salvage investigations, outreach activities, and
identification of local chemical weapons sites under the “Hawai’i Undersea Military
Munitions Assessment” (HUMMA) Project (Edwards, n.d.) (Scientist Q).
With the loss of NURP funding, the researchers lost data collection access to
their worksites. Since there were limited alternatives for infrastructure with similar
capabilities, “in general [that] work is just no longer being done” (Scientist M). “I don’t
see putting instruments out this year because I don’t see getting them back. So that’s
stopping me from doing the kind of work I’m trying to move forward with” (Scientist T).
Others shifted focus of their work: a potential series of regional dives to study growth,
life history and environmental correlations of deep sea corals was considered using the
Pisces submersibles from the LRT platform but—in large part because the HOVs weren’t
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operationally ready—NOAA’s Deep Sea Coral program funded deeper exploration ROV
dives onboard the NOAA Ship Okeanos Explorer (Scientists M, T). A deep-sea coral
scientist familiar with the region discussed considerations between the deep and shallow
operational applications:
We’re definitely getting something out of [the deep ROV work]…but we go to
[other U.S. Pacific territories] and talk to local communities about where to dive
with Okeanos, and by and large almost all of the requests we get are for depths
well within 2000 m: they want to look at bottom fisheries, deep corals, things that
are of economic relevance to their agencies. (Scientist T)

4.2.4 QUADRANT D: SOCIETAL FACTORS
The termination of NURP funding, absence of support from the larger UNOLS
community, and a relatively isolated and unfulfilled business model emerged as
negatively impactful factors for Pisces operations. NURP provided infrastructure and
research funding that was fairly stable despite congressional direction (Manager G), but
once that funding disappeared, other support has been challenging to obtain.
NSF mission funding that included Pisces submersible infrastructure faced the
obstacles previously noted—those costs would be included in the science proposals, and
were not available from the NSF infrastructure fund—but HURL faced the additional
challenge that the Pisces support ship R/V KOK was never accepted into the UNOLS
program. The reasons for this exclusion emerged as funding limitations regarding support
of existing UNOLS ships, uncertainty with respect to ship safety (risk perception),
personal friction/differences, the absence of high-level incentives for interagency
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collaboration, and a degree of resource protectionism (Managers A, B, C, E, G, J,
Scientists M, T, Q). The latter is illustrated by an interviewee’s statement: “I think
people defend their cookies very, very tightly, and what they don’t realize is that by
competing, they’re in bad shape…What these subs should be doing is closing ranks and
building a strong story for themselves” (Scientist T).
The science priorities presented in the initial HURL NURP Center proposal
included
…research (on) the areas of food from the sea, ocean energy, marine resource
management, human performance in the sea, development of more effective work
and habitation systems, marine environment management and, finally, basic
research with potential long-term payoffs. (Ocean Sciences Board, 1980, p. 8,
Appendix C)
Neither these goals nor the later work that was frequently cited as significant HURL
research accomplishments—biological investigations in support of fisheries studies and
examinations of the Lo’ihi volcano (Riley, 2016)—significantly influenced funding,
however. A scientist who investigated environmental effects on corals surmised that the
discontinuation of the NURP program was an indication that that ecosystem work was no
longer a top priority (Scientist T), but in reality, the design of NURP as a provider of
undersea infrastructure rather than as a discipline-specific program whose goal was to
address particular marine research problems (such as the NOAA’s Ocean Acidification or
Deep Sea Coral program) makes it challenging to substantiate the contribution of
research priorities to the overall funding of the program.
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Personal championship has played a large role in the history of HURL. The
Director of HURL from shortly after its establishment in 1980 until 2002, Dr. Alexander
Malahoff, provided the personal energy and attention that was behind acquisition of the
HOVs and the R/V KOK support ship (Scientist Q, Managers E, G). His influence was
also described as a ‘double-edged sword,’ however, with positive results locally and
congressionally and less positive results with NOAA and NSF (Scientists M, Q, T,
Managers C, E, G). The leader of the Pisces operating team since 1981, pilot Terry
Kerby, has provided steady operational expertise and leadership (Managers G, E,
Scientists G, M, Q, T) to the point that the Director of the National Deep Submergence
Facility has been quoted as saying: “You can’t replace a Terry Kerby with a robot”
(Dixon, 2015).
Much of the persistence of the HURL operation could be traced to the
commitment of the State of Hawaii, primarily in the form of Congressional support. As
described by a HURL scientist, the inspirational aspect of the HOVs was a driver for this
support:
The [Congressional] delegation saw Hawaii as a leading place for this marine
technology: a new world with offshore energy and fish farms and mining and
floating hotels and tourist submersibles, and we [HURL] were going to be a part
of that. (Scientist Q)
The recent efforts to continue HOV operations in the face of financial difficulties has also
brought positive media attention (Braun, 2016; Dixon, 2015; Wong, 2014).
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Pisces scientists remain motivated about the human perspective and excitement of
conducting research in an HOV, while recognizing the advantages of unmanned tools and
the changing technological times (ThinkTech Hawaii, 2014), for example:
I was kind of wondering how much [being there] matters to kids these days or the
public even in general. If you’d have told me when I was a kid that ‘oh, someday
you’ll grow up and you can sit in front of a computer screen and watch,’ I don’t
know that I would have been inspired to go. I was watching Jacques Cousteau out
on the ship and diving and stuff. But things are different now and I don’t know if
it has the same impression. (Scientist M)

4.2.5 PISCES ANALYSIS AND IMPACT MAP
The Pisces’ story displays characteristics of Technical replaceability (quadrant
A), in that its activities have been and are largely being replaced by ROV technology, but
strong Social (quadrant D) and Operational (quadrant B) factors have also had an impact.
With respect to its primary funding supporter, New York Times reporter Chris Dixon
(2015) observed that “[NURP] was phased out in favor of an unpiloted, internetconnected virtual model that includes on-call scientists around the world,” and quotes
NOAA leadership: “We realized we can’t afford to do it all…so we had to ask, what are
we doing and how can we have it be inclusive? So scientists who can’t dive—they have a
presence through telepresence” (Dixon, 2015, pp. 6–7). An illustration of the degree and
character of the impact of factors as described above is presented in Figure 4-5.
The HURL business model suffered from exclusion from UNOLS, and from its
geographical isolation (quadrant B) from other potential sponsors. The UNOLS exclusion
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can be attributed to financial considerations, but it was also widely acknowledged that
personal-level conflicts also contributed to this rejection (Scientist Q, Managers B, C).
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Figure 4-5 Pisces IV/V Impact Map.

Each of the impact factors that emerged during research could be captured within
the model framework. Investigation into the quadrant factors has provided insight into
causality. The new 6000 m ROV was not initially purchased with the intent of replacing
the Pisces submersibles, but of replacing the older RC-150 ROV, taking advantage of a
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potential emerging deep sea mining market, and, in the long run, shifting from an ROVaugmented HOV operation to an HOV-augmented ROV program (Manager Q). The
opportunistic activity indicates a situation of infrastructure push rather than scientific
pull, but also illustrates the challenge of balancing the need for expensive equipment for
relatively limited research activity.

4.3 JOHNSON SEA LINK I AND II: HARBOR BRANCH
OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTITUTE
In 1971, J. Seward Johnson Sr., of Johnson & Johnson corporation, established
the Harbor Branch Foundation, Inc. “for research in the marine sciences and for the
development of tools and systems for underwater oceanographic research” (Harbor
Branch Foundation, 1978). Edwin Link, inventor of the Link flight simulator and
designer of the Johnson Sea Link (JSL) submersibles, was Vice President, trustee, and
active participant in the Foundation’s research and development activities.
The Foundation constructed and operated a marine research facility, originally the
Johnson Science Laboratory and ultimately Harbor Branch Oceanographic Institute,
located on Link Port channel near Ft Pierce, Florida. Harbor Branch scientists conducted
Foundation-supported work in marine science, ecology and engineering, aquaculture,
biomedical collection and assay, and outreach and education (Scientist L, S). After
Johnson Sr.’s death in 1983, the Foundation received a $20 million endowment, and
Johnsons’ son, J. Seward Johnson Jr., a sculptor, became director of the Foundation (J. D.
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Reed, 2002; Weber, 2013). Financial difficulties ensued, and scientists were required to
begin competing for external research grants (Scientists K, S).
Harbor Branch Oceanographic Institute has since received grant research funding
from NOAA, NSF, and ONR, and in 2007 became part of Florida Atlantic University
(Harbor Branch, n.d.). In 2009, HBOI led a consortium that became a new NOAA
Cooperative Institute for Ocean Exploration, Research and Technology (CIOERT), which
was established in part as a transition of the NURP program (Manager G). Infrastructure
casualties of the financial struggles included the sale of three research vessels and
mothballing of three submersibles: the 2 JSLs and a Perry submersible, the Clelia
(Scientist K, L, Engineer L). Although the submersibles remain in storage at Link Port,
they are no longer maintained. These HOVs conducted 9407 dives between 1971 and
2011 (Reed & Frank, 2011).
In the absence of the JSL submersibles, scientists have turned to primarily to
ROVs to conduct deep-sea coral and ocean exploration work (Scientists K, L). Much of
the biomedical collection work that was accomplished by the JSL, however, has not been
resumed (Scientist K).
Activity summaries of the JSL submersibles can be found in Forman (1999),
Liberatore et al. (1997), and Reed and Frank (2011). Other case study information was
gathered from interviews and personal communication with JSL scientists, engineers and
managers, and from personal experience.
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4.3.1 QUADRANT A: TECHNICAL FACTORS
The JSL submersibles provided unique technical capabilities with respect to the
panoramic visibility provided by the acrylic sphere, and the ability to hover and conduct
work in mid-water (Liberatore et al., 1997). The subs also included a separate pressurized
sphere that enabled lock-out saturation diving, which requires lengthy decompression
times that increase with mission depth. Saturation diving was discontinued in the mid-late
1980s due to a combination of factors, including changes in leadership and in-house
science users, sale of a specialized support vessel, and increase of depth capability of the
HOVs to 3000 ft. (Alistair Dove, 2011; Liberatore, personal communication, September
4, 2016). The capabilities that emerged as most missed by JSL scientists were the ability
to access and maneuver in high current environments, and to conduct mid-water studies
(Scientists K, L, P, S).
Deep-sea coral researchers face one of the more challenging marine research
environments in and near the Gulf Stream and around the coast of Florida. In conditions
of 4–5 knot surface currents, even the large research ROVs have been unable to descend
through the current to the worksite (Scientist L). At the bottom, currents are typically
slight, so HOVs—once through the interface and at the worksite—are no longer
influenced by the stronger surface and mid-water column currents. As described by one
scientists familiar with these operations:
The main problem with the ROV [is that you’re] typically drifting along,
hopefully not too fast, getting photo and video, but if you want to stop to get a
sample…you at most have 30 seconds to work while the catenary is being pulled
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out, while the ship is trying to station keep; even with good [shipboard dynamic
positioning capability] it’s hard for ship to station keep in 3 knot current. You
don’t go wherever you want…you go south to north. If I see a pot of gold 500 feet
away, it’s bye-bye. (Scientist L)
The unique ballast system of the JSL submersibles—which were designed with
the ability to adjust to the variable weight demands of lock-out divers—allowed pilots to
hover in mid-water, giving scientists who study pelagic organisms access to that
ecosystem that was otherwise unavailable. This dexterity also provided other benefits:
A good pilot could actually use the currents around the sub to fold a siphonophore
before he tucked it into the detritus sampler on the front of the sub. We’re talking
about things that were unbelievably fragile and you would never be able to handle
them any other way. (Scientist P)
Although the acrylic sphere also provides a unique capability for panoramic
vision, this value was not emphasized as much for research purposes as might have been
expected. One JSL scientist suggested that this might be because “we took that for
granted. Once you compare JSL with Alvin or Mir, you realize the limitation of looking
through the portholes” (Scientist K). During missions sponsored by NOAA’s Office of
Ocean Exploration, two separate mission comments regarding the submersibles relayed
that although the HOVs provided a “first-hand look” or “fish-eye’s view”, “equally
important were the sampling activities that took place” (Sedberry, 2004; Wyanski, 2003).
The JSL submersibles were also noted as being more comfortable than the deeper HOVs:
“sitting up for several hours is way more comfortable than lying prone” (Scientist K).
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HBOI scientists have embraced the connectivity provided by ROVs. Those who
have transitioned to using an ROV for habitat research found that the real-time ability for
surface-based personnel to annotate the video for species and habitat characteristics has
become an immensely valuable asset:
For the data we’re collecting the ROV is wonderful because we have all this input
immediately after the cruise; in a week [we] can have a 300-page report
documenting everything we saw…I couldn’t do that from a sub dive, get that
level of detail. I’ve got all these people collecting data at once. (Scientist L)
The HBOI organization has also embraced the capability of telepresence with the
installation of a NOAA-linked Exploration Command Center on campus, and active
participation in NOAA’s Office of Ocean Exploration missions (Scientist K).

4.3.2 QUADRANT B: OPERATIONAL FACTORS
The negative impact of cost in the case of the JSL submersibles was closely
related to the reliance of the HOVs on a dedicated support vessel, which was
decommissioned as part of an overall reduction of ships and infrastructure that occurred
during Harbor Branch’s transition to Florida Atlantic University (Scientist K).
The location of HBOI proved beneficial due to its proximity to marine habitats of
interest off the coast of the southeastern United States and around Florida. More than
three-fourths of Johnson Sea Link submersible dives were conducted in the Caribbean,
Gulf of Mexico, and off the southeastern U.S. coast (JSL Diving Logs). The ability to
focus on these areas was in fact instrumental to discovery and research (and subsequent
implementation of management protocols) of the Lophelia deep-sea coral banks along the
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southeastern U.S. coast (Reed & Franks, 2010). Environmentally, the prevalence of high
currents in these areas increased the value of the HOVs’ maneuverability (Scientist L).
Assessment of the business model reveals a longitudinal change from positive
private support to a challenging public/private transition period to a more stable, multisource partnership model. Although established after the loss of the HOVs, the CIOERT
HBOI partnership has included participation from more than five different NOAA offices
and 11 universities (NOAA Ocean Exploration, 2015). Like HURL, HBOI is relatively
limited in the size of a local engineering staff, although the FAU partnership provides
access to additional expertise in the Miami region, approximately 2 hours south of the
HBOI campus.
After the 1973 fatal accident (Forman, 1999), lessons learned were incorporated
into community HOV safety guidance (MTS Undersea Vehicle Committee, 1974), and
the JSL operation became a leader in HOV safety, experiencing no further serious
incidents (Engineer L). Nevertheless, the impact of the accident was still cited by a
program manager decades later: “the problem they had at Harbor Branch…it took years
to get over that” (Manager C). With respect to reliability and operating team expertise,
[The JSL subs] were just amazing, amazing workhorses. I don’t think enough has
been said about the team and the personnel that surrounded those submersibles—
which is what really made them hugely productive—and that skill set is gone.
(Scientist P)
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4.3.3 QUADRANT C: FUNCTIONAL FACTORS
The JSL submersibles specialized in mid-water studies and small ecosystem
examinations (Figure 4-6).
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Figure 4-6 Percentage of Johnson Sea Link I and II dive activity by discipline (5667 dives 1985–2009).

Between 1985 and 2010, HBOI submersible activity was focused primarily on
biological research, including collection of biological samples for biomedical assay
(~12% overall), deep-sea coral habitat investigations, and mid-water studies (Harbor
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Branch, 2009). NOAA’s Office of Ocean Exploration supported 13 missions that used the
JSL submersibles between 2001–2009; eight of these conducted exploration and sampling
in the Gulf Stream high-current regime off the southeastern U.S. coast and three focused
on mid-water bioluminescence (NOAA Ocean Exploration, 2016). Work was conducted
in response to a combination of interests from HBOI, NSF, NOAA and other scientists.

4.3.4 QUADRANT D: SOCIETAL FACTORS
The most notable factor of the support for Harbor Branch Oceanographic
Institution and JSL operations is the wide range of sponsorship sources. Champions
Seward Johnson and Edwin Link were responsible for the establishment and early
success of HBOI, but the personal decisions of later institution leaders led to a series of
shifts away from HOV and marine infrastructure support (Reed, 2002). Dr. Shirley
Pomponi championed use of the HOVs on the national stage, and at one point led a
Shallow Submergence Committee within DESSC (DeSSC, 2002). As private support
waned, public support arose from federal sources in the form of competitive project
awards from NOAA, NSF, and other state sponsors. The 2007 incorporation of HBOI
into Florida Atlantic University (FAU) has enabled the Institution to continue its work,
although investment has been in shore-based rather than ship-based research
infrastructure (Harbor Branch, 2010). This investment decision is represented as a
‘significant negative academic’ impact because it directly resulted in the sale of the JSL
support ship, and retirement of the submersibles (Scientist K).
The amount of support from NOAA was influenced by program dynamics within
the two primary funders, NURP and the Office of Ocean Exploration. NURP support was
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available only from the regionally distributed Center funds, and faced competition with
other Center-sponsored infrastructure priorities (Manager G). After five years of active
use of the JSL submersibles for ocean exploration, the Office of Ocean Exploration’s
budget shifted from competitive awards to support for in-house infrastructure in the mid2000s (Manager G, N).
The Harbor Branch vessels were members of UNOLS, but obtaining research
funding from NSF for JSL submersible work faced the challenges previously described
regarding increased cost of non-NSF sponsored infrastructure (Scientist K, Manager C).
Despite the impact of deep-sea coral habitat discovery and characterization on
fisheries management, the research priority of JSL work did not in the end appear to exert
much impact on the decision to retire the HOVs (Scientists K, L). Although research
conducted using the JSL submersibles initially addressed the needs of primarily HBOI
scientists, by 2011 more than 100 scientists from more than 75 organizations had
conducted work from Harbor Branch vessels, with two dozen ‘recent major users’ of the
JSL cited in 2011 (Reed & Frank, 2011).
The panoramic view provided by the JSL submersibles was an asset with respect
to the inspirational draw of the vehicles. The HOVs were sought after for underwater
video footage, and made appearances in numerous documentaries and anchored an active
educational and public outreach program (Reed & Frank, 2011).

4.3.5 JOHNSON SEA LINK ANALYSIS AND IMPACT MAP
Like the HURL operation, both Technological (quadrant A) and Societal
(quadrant D) factors influenced JSL sustainment. Private events and personal decisions
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during the second generation of Johnson leadership led to financial challenges; new
leadership responded to these financial challenges with decisions to divest of sea-going
infrastructure that were a mix of financial analysis and personal preference. Public
support was impacted by NOAA and NSF policies as described above. An illustration of
the degree and character of the impacts described above is presented in Figure 4-7.
Each of the impact factors mentioned in research was captured within the model
framework. Research activity (quadrant C) was influenced by location (quadrant B) and
funding source (quadrant D). Causality between Technological and Societal factors is
difficult to determine. Technological replacement of JSL activity with ROVs was
primarily a result of adaptation by scientists to the loss of the HOVs rather than a
conscious decision to by researchers choose an alternate technology, while Societal
influence in the form of an individual in a program leadership position exerted more
proactive, tangible impact in replacing the HOVs with remote technology.
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Figure 4-7 JSL I/II Impact Map.

4.4 DELTA OCEANOGRAPHICS
Entrepreneur Doug Privitt of Torrance, CA, began building submersibles in the
1950s; between 1970 and 1990, his Nekton series (Alpha, Beta, Gamma) were
workhorses for underwater survey and science (Forman, 1999). Cylindrical in design and
rated to 1000 ft. depth, these HOVs were designed “to break off fragments of rock, have
good visibility for seafloor mapping, be able to dive off many kinds of support vessels,
and be economical to use” (Slater, 2015, p. 62). Privitt replaced his Nekton series with the
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improved Delta submersible and established Delta Oceanographics, which used Delta to
conduct more than 7500 marine science and other dives between 1982 and 2009 (Delta
Oceanographics, 2015; M. M. Yoklavich & O’Connell, 2008). The Delta provided an
increase in depth to 1200 ft. (365m), faster speed, and better visibility than its
predecessors.
Activity of the Delta is well documented in Yoklavich & O’Connell (2008),
Slater (2015), and Forman (1999). The HOV was an important resource for fisheries
survey efforts off Alaska and the U.S. West Coast, and also conducted archaeological
expeditions to Lusitania, Sampson and other wrecks. The Delta has also been included in
more than a decade of analysis of the value of video tools for marine and fisheries science
(Green, Lowry, & Yamanaka, 2014; Harvey & Cappo, 2000, p. Appendix 1; NOAA,
2014; Reynolds, Greene, Woodby, Kurland, & Allee, 2008; Somerton & Glendhill, 2005;
M. M. Yoklavich et al., 2015), including specific comparisons with ROVs (Laidig et al.,
2013; Laidig & Yoklavich, 2016; O’Connell & Carlile, 1994). Other case study
information is derived from interviews and personal communications with 12 scientists,
managers, and engineers familiar with the Delta system. The Delta website remains
accessible (www.deltaoceanographics.com).
Delta Oceanographics discontinued operations in 2009. Since then, several
fisheries researchers have been actively engaged in evaluating the suitability of other
HOVs (Yoklavich et al., 2013; Scientist R, Manager S), and in obtaining a replacement
HOV with similar features to those of Delta (Scientists H, I, R). One fisheries monitoring
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survey group that previously relied on Delta has fully transitioned to ROV use (Green,
Stahl, & Kallenberger, 2013).

4.4.1 QUADRANT A: TECHNICAL FACTORS
The technical characteristics of the Delta that were cited as most valuable during
interviews were the view provided by the flat side-looking viewports, maneuverability,
and ruggedness.
The value of the view was directly related to the task of identification and
quantification of fish. Advantages include the ability to:
…distinguish a cryptic fish from the background…measure many small species
that otherwise would have been difficult to detect in video footage alone…look in
multiple directions in contrast to the single, fixed direction of a video camera
[which] creates greater opportunity to detect and identify fishes within the
transect area, (Laidig & Yoklavich, 2016, p. 393)
and “to count yelloweye rockfish with an extremely low probability of counting the same
fish multiple times” (O’Connell & Carlile, 1994, p. 200). Based on these observations,
groundfish scientists have suggested that:
Consequently, an ROV may not be the vehicle of choice to assess the importance
of nursery grounds, predator-prey interactions, or ecosystem functions, all of
which require an ability to detect and identify small fish species. (Laidig &
Yoklavich, 2016, p. 394).
The value of improved stereo still and video cameras, however, has been noted as
a significant capability for estimating fish length (Laidig & Yoklavich, 2016). A scientist
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who has transitioned to use of ROVs for groundfish surveys noted that, despite being able
to see farther horizontally from the Delta submersible than from an ROV, the use of
stereo cameras on the ROV had the advantage of “taking away the error of human
measurement” (Scientist F).
Maneuverability, whether the ability to stay close to the bottom on a constant
transect or maneuver freely around underwater objects, was also a quality of Delta that its
users valued. During a comparison study between Delta and a Benthos Undersea Systems
Technology MiniROVER MKI ROV, “The sub… allowed transects to be run in a
relatively straight line. [It] was also much more maneuverable than the ROV [which
failed to operate] in the rough terrain” (O’Connell & Carlile, 1994, p. 200). ROV work
around an oil platform that was performed when visibility was too poor for Delta use
resulted in data that was used for a report, but not considered academically publishable
(Scientist H), in large part due to uncertainty of the ROV location: “It’s hard to estimate
the area being surveyed by an ROV…[it] gets yanked away, 25 minutes later, you’re
back on site” (Scientist H).
Geologists were particularly appreciative of the ruggedness of the HOV:
The senses that you get, the sounds that you hear through the submersible…I use
all of this stuff. If I want to find out what the seafloor is made of, I’ll have the
submersible dive to the bottom and scrape across it, and I can hear whether it’s
sand, gravel, mud or what have you. (Scientist E)
This scientist also expressed a desire to use the Delta for a unique study that required
prolonged presence on the bottom in a sediment wave field in order to view the intertidal
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behavior of sand lances, a task he did not feel any other system was capable of
accomplishing (Scientist E).
The rugged environment that was targeted by Delta’s fisheries scientist and
geologist increased the value of Delta’s structural and maneuverability characteristics.
The submersible was also relatively robust with respect to sea state limitations,
depending on the size of the support vessel and other factors:
DELTA typically can be used up to a Beaufort Sea State of 4–5, but this is
difficult to quantify because its use also depends on periodicity and direction of
the sea swells, wind direction relative to swell direction, and atmospheric
visibility coupled with the experience of a particular support crew. (M.M.
Yoklavich & O’Connell, 2008)

4.4.2 QUADRANT B: OPERATIONAL FACTORS
Cost was identified as “the biggest issue when selecting a survey tool for future
projects,” by members of the fisheries survey community, including researchers, who
used the Delta submersible (Yoklavich et al., 2015, p. 21). This report cited a $6,000–
$10,000/day cost for leasing an HOV, $10,000–$15,000/day to lease an ROV, and $500–
$6000/day to operate an ROV that is owned by the user (Yoklavich et al., 2015). A
scientist faced with replacing fisheries assessment work formerly conducted using Delta
noted that other HOV options were more expensive (@$30,000/day with support vessel),
while an alternative small ROV with vessel solution was a more affordable $4,000/day
(Scientist F). A small ROV also “requires less specialized vessel support than the
submersible” (O’Connell & Carlile, 1994, p. 200).
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The leasing business model was effective in sustaining the Delta Oceanographics
operation during its tenure. Further discussion of the funding sources is included in the
section on Societal impact (Section 4.4.4).
The Delta maintained ABS certification, and included safety features such as the
use of compressed air for ballast tanks, which precluded the need for electrical power to
ascend; and detachable tail section and external weights, which allowed for escape if
fouled underwater (Forman, 1999; Slater, 2015). Delta was free of major safety incidents
throughout its tenure (Delta Oceanographics; 2016, Engineer D). An overall sense of
safety with respect to the submersible was credited to its simplicity:
Delta was such a simple machine, a safe machine. I liked the submersible because
[I] felt comfortable, safe. I knew if something happened I could get up; (Scientist
E)
“Delta (was) a very, very simple tool, it’s really difficult to get yourself in trouble”
(Scientist J); and
In my humble opinion, the simplicity of that made it safe. The batteries, the tail
would come off if you got caught in a net. You know, they wanted to live as much
as anybody. (Manager E)
The small size and ruggedness of Delta allowed its operators to use a launch
practice that did not require the submersible to be lifted over the side while occupied,
enabling use of a wide range of small vessels of opportunity that were equipped with
dynamic, load-tested, cranes (Slater, 2015; M. M. Yoklavich & O’Connell, 2008).
UNOLS safety guideline requirements, however, require that “If the handling system will
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ever be utilized while the HOV is occupied in the lift/launch/recovery/deck-transfer
modes, it must be rated for such service by ABS, NAVSEA, or another appropriate
classification society” (UNOLS, 2009b, p. 13, 2009a). Cranes thus certified are typically
available on larger, more expensive vessels. One Delta operation was cancelled in 2005
because of this policy (Manager C, Engineer D).
The Delta was easily shipped from its home base in Torrance, CA to operational
locations around the world, with ease of shipping being “no different than having a
generator that you’re going to use” (Scientist J). Dive location was therefore driven more
by the mission demand than by convenience of the home location: prior to 1995, almost
half of its dives were in locations other than off the U.S. West Coast and Alaska; after
1995 and the rise of usage by the west coast groundfish community, 91% of dives were
offshore of either Alaska, California, or the northwestern United States (Figure 4-8,
derived from Delta dive logs).

4.4.3 QUADRANT C: FUNCTIONAL FACTORS
Quantitative transects for fisheries research and assessment were by far the most
impactful and frequent activity conducted by researchers using the Delta (Figure 4-9). As
expressed by one fisheries scientist:
[Delta] drove the continental shelf fisheries in situ studies for several decades.
[At] western ground fish conferences, talk after talk after talk from Alaska to
southern California, even British Columbia would have pictures of the Delta in
their talks. It got so it was almost humorous. Its loss was a huge impact; it was a
standardized piece of equipment that we were using coast-wide. (Scientist O)
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In a 2015 “Visual Survey Tools” report, HOVs were marked ‘high’ in capabilities
that supported species-habitat association studies (Yoklavich et al., 2015, p. 31). One
scientist also noted the value of Delta’s capability to characterize the broader ecosystem:
“What we’ve lost with Delta and these smaller submersibles is the sort of shallow,
continental shelf, upper slope exploration capability” (Scientist E). Non-science missions
were more important in early years of Delta use, when the submersible conducted
industrial surveys and salvage operations. Requirements for continuity of survey method
also play a positive role in the use of Delta, both in the past and for current studies that
must establish comparative factors for technologies that have replaced it (for example,
comparing fish densities estimated from surveys conducted with an ROV and Delta
(Laidig & Yoklavich, 2016)).
A scientist who has implemented ROV’s for groundfish surveys noted that the
nature of the mission contributed to the success of the transition:
I asked myself, why aren’t people using this [ROV technology] more actively?
Part of it is that we already had a methodology established, so we were just
swapping out vehicles. We had a really clear goal going into it—a responsibility
to provide a stock assessment to the federal government, it’s pretty cut and dry—I
don’t know if others were tasked the same. (Scientist F)
More information on this transition is presented in Green, Stahl, & Kallenberger (2013).

4.4.4 QUADRANT D: SOCIETAL FACTORS
“As John Holland was to submarines in the late 1890s, so Doug Privitt is to
submersibles in the 1990s” (Forman, 1999).
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Two societal forces exercised primary impact on the success and decline of Delta:
the support and then relinquishment of the submersible by the builder and owner, and the
multi-disciplinary community of scientists that developed around its use. Although Mr.
Privitt was responsible for the development and success of his submersibles, each Delta
user interviewed asserted that the company discontinued operations as a result of matters
regarding internal business disagreements and Mr. Privitt’s personal situation (Scientists
D, E, H, J, O, R, Engineers D, O). These matters resulted in the sale of the Delta in 2011;
as of this writing it has not reemerged as an operational asset (Engineer D, O).
The importance of the community of scientists that formed around use of the
Delta was described in literature (M. M. Yoklavich & O’Connell, 2008), and apparent in
the variety of multi-authored publications based on Delta-collected data, passenger
information in the logs, and in direct quotes and frequent cross-referral to each other that
occurred during interviews:
All the time we were doing—a number of us have talked about this—a grass roots
collegial thing that happened where groups of fisheries scientists off Alaska,
Oregon, and California started to work together to explore and quantify habitat for
demersal fish. (Scientist O).
As a geologist described:
In order to be able to participate in their [fisheries scientists’] projects, I needed to
go down and run line transects myself and count fish…sort of pay my dues, then I
would have time available to explore and pick up rocks and look at my geology
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and various features and things that didn’t need the rigor of counting fish.
(Scientist E)
Federally, NOAA funding from the West Coast NURP center, which supported a
significant portion of Delta operations, was reduced in 2006 and ultimately eliminated
with the discontinuation of NOAA’s Undersea Research Program (NURP) in 2014
(Manager G). Funding was not received from NSF due to the crane certification issue
described previously. Most Delta operations during its last 10+ years of operation were
sponsored by State (Alaska, California, Washington, Oregon) and other agency
organizations such as NOAA NMFS and the Packard Foundation (Scientist R, Engineer
D; Delta logs).
Inspirationally, whereas Delta users reported that they were attracted by the
adventurous aspect of diving in Delta, and appreciated the opportunity for non-scientists
to visit the marine environment, they overall expressed more practical preferences for the
submersible. Several scientists recalled the positive impact of a series of demonstration
dives on the area fishermen, journalists and family members who participated (Scientists
D, E, H, W, R), for example: “The fishermen especially came back and said it wasn’t at
all what they thought it was like [on the bottom]” (Scientist R). A scientist who had
adapted fisheries surveys to ROV use acknowledged that:
I think that there’s just always something more sexy about doing submersible
research, and you do have that human observation aspect. I’ve been in a
submersible, and there’s nothing like seeing what’s underwater at 1000 feet; the
human wonder factor, that’s pretty hard to beat. Would I rather go in a
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submersible and see that than sit in an office, absolutely. But from a practical
standpoint, the ROV has been a very good resource for us. Objectively, there are
definitely advantages and disadvantages to both; I think you make the best
decision with what you can do. (Scientist F)

4.4.5 DELTA ANALYSIS AND IMPACT MAP
The Delta demonstrates a case of societal (D) obsolescence, notably personal
factors that led to the sale of the HOV, with secondary impacts from the increased use of
technological (A) replacements and an extrinsic, physical (B) impact, i.e. the crane
certification requirement. Portfolio-style assessments in the field of visual survey tools
continue to mature and provide relative value information on Delta-like submersible
capability (Yoklavich et al., 2015), Manager S, Scientist R). Each factor that arose was
captured within the quadrant construct.
Although technological replacements (ROVs) are being used to conduct former
Delta activities, (quadrant A) it was evident that this use came about as a response to the
absence of the submersible; ROVs were not proactively selected as a preferred alternative
by HOV users:
Under most circumstances, a manned submersible is far superior to an ROV,
certainly an ROV that is in a reasonable price range…The one time I used an
ROV, circumstances dictated that I absolutely had to, and it was adequate.
(Scientist H)
Scientists also expressed a sense of academic resilience with respect to infrastructure
choice:
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I’ve sort of gone backwards. [Losing Delta was] sort of like losing your right
arm—you go to your left arm…you learn, but it isn’t as efficient as having both.
So basically we’re handicapped. We’re not out of business, we wouldn’t be good
scientists if we were out of business by losing a tool, but nevertheless, it’s more
difficult…we’re losing things on this. (Scientist E)
An illustration of the degree and character of the impact of factors as described
above is presented in Figure 4-10.
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4.5 AQUARIUS UNDERSEA LABORATORY
As a further test of the model’s ability to capture factors of sustainment, the
Aquarius Undersea Laboratory was also examined. The Aquarius is a saturation diving
habitat, which allows divers to remain underwater for extended periods of time (typically
7–14 days), sleeping and eating in a dry habitat secured to the ocean floor (Kohanowich
& Potts, 2010; Shepard, Dinsmore, Miller, Cooper, & Wicklund, 1996) (Figure 4-11).

Figure 4-11 Aquarius undersea laboratory drawing (Yancey Labat, © Scholastic, Inc.).
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Resembling a large Air Stream © trailer, Aquarius is located in 60 feet of water in
a reef environment off Key Largo, Florida. For a full description and video of the facility
see https://Aquarius.fiu.edu/about/facilities/). The Aquarius (originally intended to be
christened the George F. Bond after the leader of the Navy’s Sealab program), replaced
NOAA’s Hydrolab habitat, and was the post-1980 NURP program’s first and only
operating saturation habitat (S. L. Miller & Cooper, 2000). It was owned by NOAA and
operated by the University of North Carolina, Wilmington (UNCW) until the expiration
of its NOAA grant in 2012. Florida International University (FIU) began operating the
facility for NOAA in 2013, and requested and received ownership from NOAA in 2014
(Potts, 2016). Whereas the factors developed for the undersea system model in Chapter 3
do not strictly apply to the Aquarius, they do provide a guideline for a first order
evaluation.
This analysis of Aquarius was derived from numerous online newspaper and
magazine articles, summary publications (Kohanowich & Potts, 2010; Miller & Cooper,
2000; Potts, 2016; Shepard et al., 1996), information available online at
https://Aquarius.fiu.edu/ and https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/NEEMO, program
grant records, and personal experience.

4.5.1 QUADRANT A: TECHNICAL FACTORS
The primary advantage of the Aquarius laboratory is the ability to bring the senses
and manipulative dexterity of a human diver to a 45–110 foot deep research site for an
extended period of time. The Aquarius was designed to allow periodic changes of
location with the support of a surface barge, but this ultimately proved too costly—the
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barge was sold and the system has remained on site at Conch Reef since 1993 (with a
single removal and replacement for maintenance) (Shepard et al., 1996). During strategic
sessions held regarding the value of the Aquarius through the years, this lack of mobility
was frequently cited as a drawback (UNCW SBTDC, 2007). The Aquarius staff did take
advantage of its near-shore location to install advanced communications capabilities,
which pioneered telepresence activity with schools, aquaria, and even the International
Space Station (Malik, 2007).

4.5.2 QUADRANT B: OPERATIONAL FACTORS
The operating cost for an Aquarius saturation mission is comparable to a small
research vessel; currently $14,500/day, with a $16,380 mission preparation and training
fee (Florida International University, 2014). These costs pertain to the maintenance of a
shore base, small boats, and the requirement to maintain a team of uniquely qualified
personnel on site.
The Aquarius business model faced unique challenges during the facility’s tenure
under NURP. During the years the Aquarius was operated by UNCW, the sponsoring
institution and the facility were located in different states. This resulted in difficulties
with respect to Congressional support, as well as reducing opportunities for staff rotation
opportunities. The status of the habitat as a NOAA-owned facility ensured consistent core
funding and helped with the establishment of Navy and NASA partnerships, but
presented complications with respect to seeking additional private sponsorship. The
transfer of ownership of the facility to FIU has changed these factors, and is allowing FIU
to explore a new business model.
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The Aquarius had no blemishes on its safety record until 2009, when a staff
member using advanced rebreather diving technology perished during a dive excursion
from the habitat (Commercial Diver Network, 2009). The resulting investigation revealed
conflicts between industrial and scientific diving practices, which delayed resumption of
missions and resulted in an additional surface recompression chamber support
requirement (Aquarius grant program documents).

4.5.3 QUADRANT C: FUNCTIONAL FACTORS
NURP funded both the Aquarius infrastructure and research conducted using the
facility; it therefore addressed primarily NOAA-related research goals for fisheries,
ecosystem management and coral conservation purposes. Its longevity on site provided
an opportunity to record longitudinal data. In the face of reduced research support in the
late 1990s, the Aquarius staff engaged other partners for research, and developed a FiveFold Mission philosophy: ‘Scientific Research,’ ‘Training,’ ‘R&D of Undersea
Technology,’ ‘Coral Reef & Ocean Observation,’ and ‘Ocean Education and Outreach’
(Florida International University, n.d.). Partnerships with the Navy have provided
training, technology testing, and maintenance benefits for both parties (Kohanowich &
Potts, 2010). NASA began conducting NASA Extreme Environment Mission Operations
(NEEMO) missions in 2001, and completed their 21st mission in August, 2016 (Loff,
2016). Other mission activity since 2014 has included some privately sponsored research
and FIU outreach and education, as well as research activities conducted in cooperation
with NASA missions (Scientist Y).
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4.5.4 QUADRANT D: SOCIETAL FACTORS
Public support for Aquarius has had both positive and negative impacts
throughout its history. NURP provided funds to establish the facility, and the consistency
of that funding sustained the infrastructure and supported valuable research for many
years. Once overall NURP program funding was reduced, however, scientists who were
used to the advantages of a NOAA-subsidized research source were less able to find
alternate sponsorship for their work. Other federal (NASA and Navy) support has been
positive, but potential projects submitted to NSF faced the non-NDSF infrastructure cost
issues described previously. Private investment has contributed significantly to Aquarius’
success at FIU (Gamarra, 2015).
The inspirational draw of Aquarius is in part due to its status as the last of a long
history of saturation habitats (Barth, 1999; Hellwarth, 2012; J. W. Miller & Koblick,
1995; Wicklund, 2012). An ingredient of FIU’s interest was this attraction that the
facility provides for marine science students (Huffington Post, 2013; Mikulski, 2013;
TEDx Talks, 2013). Champions for Aquarius have included a range of chief scientists,
facility managers, and researchers.
With respect to science priorities, although the research that was addressed with
Aquarius while it was a NOAA-sponsored facility included important marine science and
conservation questions—ecosystem connectivity, coral and sponge biology and
resilience, coral restoration—NOAA program managers continually struggled to make
the case that the results were worth the investment in the facility (Manager G).
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4.5.5 AQUARIUS ANALYSIS AND IMPACT MAP
An illustration of the degree and character of the impacts described above is
presented in Figure 4-12. All of the factors that arose during the research could be
addressed within the quadrant construct.
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Figure 4-12 Aquarius Impact Map.

The primary impacts on Aquarius sustainment have been Functional (quadrant C)
factors—its mobility limitations (quadrant A) negatively impacted its value to research.
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Alternative uses (NASA and Navy) have allowed the facility to remain in operation so
that some degree of marine research and education may continue. The Aquarius operation
struggled with, but largely overcame, safety/certification challenges (quadrant B). Like
the systems described above, Societal impacts have had a strong role in the sustainment
of the Aquarius undersea laboratory; in large part its adoption by FIU is due to
inspirational (quadrant D) motivations of FIU leadership and a private benefactor.

4.6 CASE STUDY OBSERVATIONS
The case studies validated the quadrant model in that the model was able to
capture each of the impact factors of U.S. HOV sustainment that arose from literature and
interview research. The assessments also provided insight on overall trends within
quadrants, and on inter-quadrant relationships.

4.6.1 TECHNICAL
With respect to technical capabilities, the maneuverability of HOVs emerged as
the most consistently positive factor (in an inverse sense, the lack of maneuverability was
a notable negative in the case of Aquarius). The visual capabilities of technology have
surpassed human vision at the level necessary for most marine research—humans still see
greater distances in the visual spectrum, but zoom capability, high definition, stereo and
infrared capabilities have become more valued for most work. The connectivity provided
by an umbilical has introduced advantages for ROVs (that translate to negative HOV
impacts) at two levels—first at the shipboard level, where more scientists can engage in a
mission on site, and, when coupled with telepresence broadcast capability, at a game204

changing level of inclusion of scientists and private citizens. This latter capability has led
to the development of a new discipline of interactive ocean exploration.

4.6.2 OPERATIONAL
Cost was an important aspect of all cases, with surface support vessel and
manpower costs as consistent factors for each instance. Certification has become more
exacting and more important, especially for publicly funded operations. Evaluation of the
business model, an important ingredient of success, revealed a reliance on societal
sponsorship that was perhaps the strongest inter-quadrant dependency noted during the
study.

4.6.3 FUNCTIONAL
The functional research factors as developed provided a general indication of
what type of research function for which the HOV was most, or uniquely, important (e.g.,
transects for Delta, mid-water research for JSL, micro ecosystem studies for Alvin), and
indicated the degree to which non-science missions helped augment the operation. The
role of research activity from a multiple-mission standpoint (consistent with the Ocean
Studies Board (2011) recommendation to prioritize infrastructure based on “…(3) ability
to contribute to other missions or applications” (p. 2)) was evident, but not fully
developed at this stage of the model investigation.
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4.6.4 SOCIETAL
The strength of societal factors was a notable result across all of the case studies.
Characteristics of the sponsoring organizations were central to success in each instance.
The influence of individuals—champions, program managers, and operators—also arose
as a significant factor. An experienced program manager expressed the inherent nature of
this influence succinctly: “There just has to be some built in biases, because people are
people” (Manager C).
Consideration of inspirational impacts led to questions about the role of larger
societal issues related to the emergence of virtual reality (represented by James
Cameron’s film Avatar).

4.6.5 SUMMARY
Overall, the case study analyses validated the quadrant approach. Factors beyond
the scientific usefulness of a type of infrastructure were shown to have exerted significant
impact on the sustainment of each system, and the model captured all issues that emerged
within the identified quadrants and factors. The interrelationships and dependencies
between quadrants that were identified during the establishment of factors were also
demonstrated during the case studies.
The model’s ability to visualize case study factors both individually and as
compared with one another was useful for the purposes of this analysis, and also led to
approaches that have potential to provide more insight into the dynamics and causality of
sustainment. These include investigations into the sufficiency of the impact of factors in
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each quadrant—for an operation to succeed, does every quadrant need to have a certain
amount of positive impact; can factors within a single quadrant overwhelm those of
others; and is there a tipping point of successful factors? This study does not attempt to
answer these questions, but the fact that these questions can now be asked and
investigated within a framework is a beneficial outcome of the model.
Although identification of how to avoid obsolescence was not a research goal of
this study, the information lends insight into factors that are likely to be important for
continued sustainability of research HOVs. Connectivity, launch costs, and safety
certification arose as key, tangible issues. The evolving capabilities of autonomy and
virtual reality will influence future technological comparisons as well as the societal
attraction of human-occupied research vehicles. Political and personal dynamics must be
considered on local and national levels. Trieste pilot and veteran of national submersible
policy discussion, Dr. Don Walsh, recently confided that:
I strongly believe that the key to exploring the 80-90% of the World Ocean that
remains unexplored is the unmanned submersible, primarily the [autonomous
underwater vehicle] AUV. However there will always be some room for manned
submersibles, mostly because human presence in the depths invokes fascination
with the public. There is one of ‘us’ doing it, not a robotic machine. I asked Roger
Revelle once ‘Why man?’ He said, ‘It is because you cannot surprise an
instrument.’ (Walsh, personal correspondence, 2016)
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CHAPTER FIVE : DISCUSSION
The undersea marine research infrastructure quadrant study investigated three
questions:
1) Does an assessment model exist, or can one be developed, that incorporates the
full range of causative factors into the evaluation of undersea marine research
infrastructure?
2) How can such model be best illustrated and applied?
3) What does a test of this model tell us about U.S. human-occupied research
submersible sustainment?
Whereas much can be learned from past national-level ocean research
infrastructure studies, none take into account the full range of factors that influence the
obsolescence or sustainment of this infrastructure, especially behavioral elements. The
undersea marine research infrastructure (UMRI) quadrant assessment model presented
here was designed to not only capture technical, operational, functional and societal
factors that impact effectiveness, but to provide a framework for investigation into and
relative quantification of these impacts. The case studies conducted here indicate that this
model is indeed useful for this purpose, and shows promise for further development.
The sections below present a discussion of results and recommendations of the
study, as well as of the applicability of the model from a user standpoint.
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5.1 UMRI QUADRANT MODEL
5.1.1 STRENGTHS
The UMRI model provides an assessment tool that breaks out of the linear
requirements-resources approach that has been used in past assessment efforts. This new
approach provides whole-system insights and recognition of inter-system dependencies
that would not have otherwise been identified. Societal factors, in particular, which have
not been included in traditional ocean research assessments, emerge as particularly
important in the ultimate success or failure of infrastructure sustainment. The model is
particularly effective in serving as a framework to systematically develop and conduct
further investigation within defined categories, and in stimulating investigation into
multi-factor causality.
With respect to suitability for quadrant analysis, the pursuit of a valuation
technique for undersea research infrastructure meets the guidance provided by Rao
(2009) in “How to Draw and Judge Quadrant Diagrams”. The four quadrant labels—
Technical, Operational, Functional, and Societal impacts—represent four distinct,
“evocative labels” that describe specific, experiential, observable patterns (Rao, 2009).
The identification of scope of activity (mission and enterprise) and perspective
(system and client) as axes provided definitions that enabled clear assignment of factors
to each of the four quadrants. Whereas some factors were subject to influence by factors
in different quadrants—e.g., the system-specific, enterprise-level ‘business model’ factor
(quadrant B) relies heavily on client-driven support factors (quadrant D)—this
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relationship could be displayed within the quadrant construct, and did not contest the
home placement of the factor.
An important benefit of quadrant models is the ability to identify common
characteristics of a situation and provide recommendations that are likely to be most
effective in those circumstances. Leaman et al.’s (2010) recommendations for managing
building obsolescence—“Fit and forget, Implement and manage, Implement and
internalize, and Risk and freedom” (p. 572)—and Conlan et al.’s (2014) qualities of
political Pathways—“Chief Sponsor,” “Incubation Period,” “Enactment Time,” “Degree
of Consensus,” and “Partisanship” (p. 6, Table 1.2)—are examples of these products.
The UMRI quadrant enables visualization and identification of types of actions
that are required to improve or maintain sustainment of a system (or to discontinue these
efforts). Managers are able to identify a range of impacts, their strengths and
interrelationships; and assess the appropriate amount of effort to be applied to each
(examples might include reconsideration of expenditures for higher resolution cameras
when research goals require stereo capability, or investment in certification when risk
perception is particularly negative). The titles of the quadrants—Technical, Operational,
Functional, and Societal Impact—suggest the direction of recommendations for these
actions, a few examples of which are presented in Section 5.1.3.
The axes also lead to identification of the responsible actors or implementers for
each category of factors: ‘Engineers’ for Technical factors; ‘Managers’ (operations
directors, program supervisors, pilots and operators) for Operational factors; ‘Scientists’
for Functional factors, and ‘Leaders’—whether policy, program, or private—for Societal
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factors (Figure 5-1). These actor identifications are not intended to be exclusive, but to
represent a general category of responsibility.

UMRI Model Actors
Quadrant A:
Technical

Ac/vity Scope

Enterprise

ENGINEERS

MANAGERS

SCIENTISTS

LEADERS

Quadrant B:
Opera4onal

Perspec/ve

System

Mission

Client

Quadrant D:
Societal

Quadrant C:
Func4onal

Figure 5-1 Suggested actors for recommendations within each quadrant.

Implementation of the model required development and assessment of an
illustrative mechanism that would enable identification of factors, quantification of
impact, and comparison of results. The pertinent measures of impact emerged as strength
(minimal or significant) and character (positive or negative) of influence, with a third
aspect of cross-quadrant effects. The use of circles within the quadrant diagram was
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selected because this technique offered three degrees of display: strength (circle size),
character (color), and interrelationship to other factors (quadrant placement).
A five-point Likert scale for both strength and character was initially tested, but
resulted in an overly complex map that served more to obfuscate trends than to clarify
them; the three-option alternative proved effective in representing the information in a
clearer, more manageable way. The use of a ‘both positive and negative’ assignment in
the degree scale was valuable in indicating areas that called for additional—and often
conditional—attention.
The use of a central boundary to denote inter-relationships by quadrant position
was an effective means to highlight those relationships that were most meaningful. The
table used at the end of each case study to assign and explain these quadrant relationships
was useful as a tool to develop this aspect of factor qualities. Whereas each factor could,
conceptually, be assessed with respect to these inter-relationships, it was judged that the
effort required and resulting complexity would conflict with the goal of clarifying an
already-multifaceted process.
The ability to visually compare the various factors was beneficial in single and
multi-dimensional ways. As intended, it provided a snapshot of a studied system that
suggested which factors were most influential in the sustainment of that system, and
indicated which areas were worthy of further examination. An additional advantage that
emerged was the ability to compare the impacts of specific factors between systems. The
practice of comparing these results added to the robustness of the analysis and presented
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new perspectives of relative value (i.e., how did the importance of science priority vary
between case studies.)
The UMRI model also enables a holistic approach to infrastructure assessment in
consideration of the overall sufficiency of factors, as identified in Section 4.6.5—how
much positive impact is required in each of the quadrants to maintain operations? How
many quadrants may exhibit negative characteristics before obsolescence becomes a
concern?

5.1.2 LIMITATIONS
Whereas the quadrant model meets the goals of the study, a few considerations
regarding its implementation require consideration. The selection of the impact factors
was not a straightforward process. New factors emerged throughout the analysis, as well
as different alternatives for level of specificity in categorizing these factors. This was
beneficial in that it required a thoroughness and willingness to examine factors from
different perspectives, but it also demonstrated a degree of subjectivity inherent in the
model implementation. The analysis of the impact of those factors during the case
studies was also a relatively subjective, iterative process that required a significant degree
of cross-quadrant and cross-case study comparative analysis and reflection.
A particularly complex aspect of the model design was the development of the
Functional (quadrant C) factors. Relationships between the value of a technological
capability (quadrant A) and research activity (quadrant C); and research activity
(quadrant C) and science priority (quadrant D) reflect inherent challenges of the linear
requirements-to-resources national assessment approach. The activities identified for
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quadrant C of this study are proxies for a more complex trail of how well a system
collects data, and how vital those data are to answering research questions. They allow
initial testing of the model, but they are not sufficiently rigorous for fully understanding
research-infrastructure cause and effect interactions. The model design does, however,
provide an opportunity to parse the discussion into specific ingredients of these
relationships.
The model illustration is limited in its ability to represent longitudinal changes in
factor impacts (for example, shifts in supporter commitment over time). The use of a
‘both positive and negative’ alternative for character allowed for identification of such a
situation, but does not reflect whether the impact alternated for a single factor with time,
and how that might have changed, or whether it represented a combination of conflicting
sub-factor values within the category. At this stage, these characteristics must be
addressed in explanatory comments.
Causality remains an elusive characteristic. The model does not directly address
determination of causality, but the level of investigation that is required to populate the
quadrant during case studies sets the groundwork for further insights into cause and
effect.
The selection of U.S. human-occupied research submersibles was satisfactory for
this initial study in that it provided a consistent system variable, allowed for exploration
of differences in the factors on an organizational level, and provided a unique social
factor—the value of human presence as an inspirational factor—to include in the
assessment. This aspect may weight the results toward a stronger social impact than what
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might be found when investigating unmanned systems, however, so therefore may also be
considered as a limitation of the study.
As with any quantitative management display, there is a risk of over-reliance on
an illustrated representation of data. Even with a more rigorous analysis, care should be
taken to define the limitations and intentions for use of the results.

5.1.3 MODEL RECOMMENDATIONS
The quadrant model developed here shows potential for application to U.S.
marine research infrastructure valuation activities. The following activities are
recommended to reinforce the theory and hone the application of the model.
(A) Directly test the model with the submersible science community. Queries
should be made both for specific case studies, and as to evaluation of the
effectiveness of the model. Survey and panel techniques should be considered
to augment interview methodology.
(B) Expand the case studies to include comparable ROV and other UMRI
systems. Inclusion of a comparable ROV research operation would enable an
evaluation of social factors while maintaining similar functional drivers. The
NDSF’s Alvin and Jason provide an example with built-in controls as far as
organizational support. Ultimately, examination of other systems that are used
for different suites of research questions—for example, AUVs, gliders, and
ocean observing systems—would provide increased depth of insight into a
variety of factors.
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(C) Conduct targeted analyses to explore methods of investigating and
determining cause and effect of factors on sustainment.

5.2 UNDERSEA MARINE RESEARCH INFRASTRUCTURE
The quadrant model developed here is intended to apply to undersea marine
research infrastructure; the case studies focused on the characteristics of U.S. humanoccupied submersible operations, but revealed insights and suggested follow-up pursuits
that apply to the broader field of UMRI. The examination of HOVs, and comparisons to
ROVs, made during the case studies led to a number of recommended studies that will
contribute to insight regarding factors that influence the sustainment of U.S. undersea
marine research infrastructure. These recommendations will involve a combination of
qualitative and quantitative methodology, and are presented here.

5.2.1 QUADRANT A
Recommendations for further study to define aspects of technical value include:
(D) Direct comparison field studies of technical capabilities. One potential venue
for assessing technical performance that appeared infrequently (except for
fisheries visual survey tool efforts) was direct comparison field studies
between different technologies. Whereas expense of these studies is likely a
deterring factor, focused or opportunistic efforts to directly compare
maneuverability, sampling and panorama video capabilities in other research
fields would be useful. Comparative data may also be deduced from
operations that are similar: the “Expedition to the Deep Slope” series of
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NOAA Ocean Exploration missions (NOAA Ocean Exploration, 2006, 2007)
used Alvin and Jason to perform similar research in 2006 and 2007,
respectively.
(E) The fields of Human Robot Interaction (HRI), Cognitive Task Analysis
(CTA) (Usability Body of Knowledge, n.d.), and virtual reality also present an
opportunity for more comparative experimentation about research data
collection value.

5.2.2 QUADRANT B
Several additional avenues can add to insight regarding operational factors, and
are timely with respect to the emergence of public/private partnerships for oceanographic
research:
(F) Assess potential of private HOV sponsorship and operation to contribute to
national oceanographic enterprise. The emerging capability of private shallow
HOVs was introduced during this study and the increasing use of these
vehicles for research purposes (Nekton Mission, 2016; Undersea Hunter, n.d.a) offers a timely, potentially valuable avenue of investigation.
(G) Assess potential of private ROV operations to contribute to the national
oceanographic enterprise. This capability has been implemented by the
Schmidt Ocean Institute since 2013 (Schmidt Ocean Institute, n.d.)
(H) Evaluation of cost per unit observation for a particular system and/or
discipline. Determination of cost per unit observation is a philosophically
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attractive but daunting task; further investigation into costs is a task that
would be best suited at an implementation rather than an academic level.

5.2.3 QUADRANT C
Functional factors contain perhaps the most inherent complexity of any aspect of
the quadrant model. The following recommended studies are intended to help parse the
assessment of value of a type of infrastructure to a research goal.
(I) The conduct of discipline-specific analyses of the relationships between
research questions, data required to answer those questions, activities that
collect that data, and research infrastructure that performs those activities can
provide insight into the complexity of research infrastructure value. Research
disciplines with the most potential for such further study include those that
have well developed research plans, engage a variety of undersea data
collection technologies, and are supported by a cohesive research community.
Based on an initial review of the research topics that emerged during this
investigation, the following fields of study emerged as most promising for this
effort: deep sea corals, hydrothermal vents, ground fisheries assessment,
ocean exploration, and biodiversity observation.
(J) Such studies should also consider incorporating work done by the existing
NOAA Observing System Integrated Analysis effort (Office of Technology,
Planning and Integration for Observation, n.d.), where appropriate.
(K) Explore techniques to capture multi-mission value of systems to research
goals.
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5.2.4 QUADRANT D
Many of the results from investigation into societal impact of human-occupied
research submersible use suggests further study on a broader ocean enterprise scale, but a
few avenues offer valuable insight to system-specific operations:
(L) Investigate value of in-person versus virtual experience for tomorrow’s
oceanographers. Studies on the impact of inspirational attractions of
infrastructure, whether manned or virtual, for recruitment of scientists, could
be conducted in partnership with other educational research efforts.
(M) Risk perception and its impact on sustainment were difficult to ascertain
during this preliminary test of the model. Future studies could provide more
depth and insight into this aspect.

5.3 NATIONAL SUBMERSIBLE SCIENCE AND OCEANOGRAPHIC
ENTERPRISE
The factors identified and discussed in this study describe a national research
system in which none of the effecting (i.e., funded, implementing) agencies are singularly
responsible for the success of the full range of undersea marine research infrastructure on
a national level. The prevalence of societal impact seen in this study may suggest that the
distributed nature of the U.S. federal oceanographic research infrastructure system—
despite active interagency cooperation mechanisms—allows for a higher level of
organizational protectionism and personal influence on the national enterprise than would
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be present in a more centralized regime. An observation made by a submersible scientist
during interviews for this study provides an illustration of this concern:
If someone looked into [the question]: ‘are we spending our deep-sea research
money the best way possible?’ people would ask ‘why are we not doing this much
more cost effectively with the assets that are stationed out in the Pacific?’ And
there wouldn’t be a good answer for that, there really wouldn’t be. (Scientist T)
Consideration of centralized versus distributed systems for research oversight is
not new: the establishment of NSF after World War II included 5 years of deliberation
on, among other issues, geographic distribution of research funds (Greenberg, 2001; Task
Force on Science Policy, 1986); a special issue of Technology in Society (1986) was
dedicated to a debate on the establishment of a “Department of Science and Technology”
(Bugliarello & Schillinger, 1986); and national-level ocean panels have made numerous
recommendations to address this dispersion of authority in the oceanographic sciences
(Commission on Marine Science, Engineering, and Resources, 1969; Merrell, Katsouros,
& Bienski, 2001; Safina & Chasis, 2004; Watkins, 2004). This impact has also been
observed with respect to other types of infrastructure.
This study suggests that the decentralized result is still impacting the state of
undersea research infrastructure sustainment in the United States, as observed by one
scientist/manager: “I see ROVs and AUVs going down the same [distributed] path—the
interest is not in protecting the overall system technology, but in protecting the [specific
named ROVs and AUVs]” (Scientist K).
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Along similar lines, the differences between agency practices and characteristics,
especially between NSF and NOAA, had significant impact on the various operations.
The influence of champions also arose as an important factor in infrastructure success
and failure. Like Malcolm Gladwell’s (2008) assessment of factors behind the
accomplishments of extremely successful people, or “outliers,” the components and
circumstances of this influence are both likely a complex mixture that includes legacy,
opportunity, and skill. This influence emerged during this case study on HOVs, but
would be strongest when applied at the U.S. ocean technology enterprise level.
Another theme that emerged during this study was a difference in perspective
between managers and scientists. This was discussed to some extent on the issue of safety
considerations, but it was also evident with respect to a desire for a variety of types of
undersea systems, and satisfaction with relatively mature, simple systems as expressed in
the field, in contrast to a managerial need to balance limited funds in support of
expensive systems.
Information assessed during this quadrant analysis led to recommendations for
further study of the dynamics of support for both submersible science infrastructure, and
for the overall ocean research enterprise.

5.3.1 RECOMMENDED STUDIES: SUBMERSIBLE SCIENCE
(N) Comparatively examine the factors that impact U.S. undersea marine research
infrastructure (UMRI) support for NSF and NOAA. Further understanding of
the dissimilarities between the two primary U.S. federal agency sponsors of
undersea marine research infrastructure - through review of personnel
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procedures, congressional influence, organizational structure, and other
elements - would provide insight into the nature of success of the respective
efforts.
(O) Study and compare international UMRI enterprises to US organization (on
national, UMRI, submersible-scales). A study of international submersible
operations, including the German Jago; French Nautile; Russian MIR;
Japanese Shinkai 6500; and Chinese Jiaolong would provide a different
perspective on factors that influence successful government sponsored
research infrastructure, and would contribute to studies on the value of
centralized or distributed government oversight of programs.
(P) Separately assess specific characteristics of success for shallow and deep-sea
research and exploration. This investigation noted past submersible science
community recommendations concerning shallow undersea research
infrastructure (DeSSC, 1999; Ocean Studies Board, 2004; UNOLS, 1990).
The termination of NOAA’s Undersea Research Program (NURP) in 2014 has
changed the character of sponsorship of these systems. Further investigation
into this gap offers an opportunity for more effective national undersea
infrastructure management.

5.3.2 RECOMMENDED STUDIES: OCEAN ENTERPRISE
(Q) Influence of champions on ocean research enterprise. The role of champions
in oceanographic research is notable (Jacques Cousteau, James Cameron, Carl
Wunsch, Bob Ballard, Sylvia Earle, John Delaney) but not well understood.
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Further investigation should not only seek to define individual roles in
development of technologies, but in the ability to sustain efficient, effective
operations.
(R) Compare effectiveness of strong interagency coordinating bodies on research
productivity. The matter of the decentralization of U.S. oceanographic
research authority is a complex issue that requires additional research in
governmental affairs and science, technology, and society policy fields. The
waxing and waning of strong interagency coordinating bodies (i.e. 1970’s
National Advisory Committee on Oceans and Atmosphere (NACOA); 1980’s
agency-level activity; and 2000’s National Ocean Council (NOC)) presents an
opportunity to compare degree of centralized oversight with a measure of
productiveness of ocean research.
(S) Analyze adoption of recommendations from past oceanographic infrastructure
reports. Within the oceanographic community, an analysis of the effectiveness
of past ocean research priority reports that considers the factors that impacted
the success or failure of recommendations that came from these efforts can
help further advise future portfolio efforts.
(T) Investigate the role of innovative technologies in inspiring new research, as
compared to the role of research requirements in influencing the development
and sustainment of tools to meet those needs. An investigation of this type
would provide a perspective for decision-making when support for new
technologies competes with that for existing ‘workhorse’ technologies. The
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impact of fluorometers on phytoplankton studies is a well-documented
example (Leeuw, Boss, & Wright, 2013) of technology-inspired research.
Telepresence and real-time communication technologies have enabled a new
interactive ocean exploration-form of marine research that is continuing to
evolve, and that presents a particularly timely focus area.
Figure 5-2 captures all study recommendations.
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Figure 5-2 Recommendations for further study by quadrant.
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Quadrant D:
Societal

5.4 FINAL THOUGHTS
Assessment of undersea infrastructure requirements on a national level is a
valuable but complex undertaking. This study provides a model that parses this inherent
complexity into four distinct categories of influence. This framework contributes to
furthering research infrastructure assessment activity in three respects:
(1) Simplification. Categorization enables the identification and pursuit of
focused, bounded studies as distinct ingredients of a larger process;
(2) Comparison. Visual mapping of factors stimulates and enables causal
comparison between the varieties of impacts.
(3) Societal consideration. The model includes an assessment of behavioral and
social influences, which has not previously been considered in marine
infrastructure studies.
The inclusion of societal impacts is a particularly important, if challenging,
finding. Unlike hypothesis-driven scientific investigations, in which the ‘observer effect’
is to be carefully noted and avoided, the observer—or decision-maker—for infrastructure
assessment is an integral part of the social science system. In some respects, the
oceanography community has recognized the importance of people—and the
serendipitous opportunities that are caused by people—to the success of scientific and
technological pursuits (Briscoe, 2003), but it has not yet incorporated these factors into
its evaluation techniques.
The model presented here was initiated to aid managers in including these
considerations during national-level research infrastructure assessments. Its present form
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may prove complex for institutional use at this time, but provides a template for
deliberation of the full range of influential factors. Other audiences for this tool may be
technology champions, who could use this ‘360’ approach to plan for success of new
initiatives; operations leaders concerned with sustainment of their existing efforts, and
program managers, who can become better equipped to defend or yield support for the
infrastructure for which they are responsible.
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APPENDIX 1: U.S. SUBMERSIBLE SCIENCE AND
INFRASTRUCTURE STUDIES

Date
Title
Sponsoring Organization
1956 Proceedings on the Symposium
National Academy of Sciences
on Aspects of Deep-Sea Research
@
https://searchworks.stanford.edu/view/1168934
1959 Oceanography: 1960 to 1970.
National Academy of Sciences
Chapter 7: Engineering Needs for Committee on Oceanography
Ocean Exploration
@
http://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=mdp.39015021230027;view=1up;seq=3
1965 Undersea Vehicles for
Interagency Committee on Oceanography
Oceanography
ICO Pamphlet no. 18
@
http://scilib.ucsd.edu/sio/hist_oceanogr/undersea-vehicles5.pdf
1972 UNOLS First Annual Report:
UNOLS
Appendix IV – Report of
Working Group for University
Submersibles
@
https://www.unols.org/sites/default/files/1972_ar.pdf
1974 Future Facilities Requirements of UNOLS
the University National
Oceanographic Laboratory
System
@
https://www.unols.org/sites/default/files/197410ffr_searchablesearchable.pdf
1980 Oceanlab Concept Review
National Academy of Sciences
1980 The Undersea Research Program
NOAA Memorandum
of the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration
1981 Technology and Oceanography:
Office of Technology Assessment
An Assessment of Federal
Technologies for Oceanographic
Research and Monitoring
@
Google document
1982 UNOLS Submersible Science
University National Oceanographic
Study
Laboratory System
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@
1986

1990
@
1994

1996
@
1999

@
2004

@
2011
@
2015
@
2016
@

https://www.unols.org/sites/default/files/Submersible_Science_Study_1982searc
hable_lo_res.pdf
The Marine Research Community Center for Ocean Management Studies, the
and Low-Cost ROVs and
University of Rhode Island in cooperation
Submersibles: Needs and
with Marine Technology Society
Prospects: Summary of a
Workshop
Submersible Science Study for
A Submersible Science Committee of the
the 1990’s
University-National Oceanographic
Laboratories System
https://www.unols.org/sites/default/files/199011des_searchable_lo_res.pdf
The Global Abyss: An
UNOLS Deep Submergence Science
Assessment of Deep
Committee
Submergence Science in the
United States
Undersea Vehicles and National
National Research Council
Needs
http://www.nap.edu/catalog/5069.html
Discovering the Oceans:
UNOLS Deep Submergence Science
Developing Submergence
Committee
SCiencE for Next Decade “DESCEND” Workshop
Proceedings
http://www.unols.org/meetings/1999/199910dcd/descend_proceedings.pdf
Future Needs in Deep
National Research Council
Submergence Science: Occupied
and Unoccupied Vehicles in Basic
Ocean Research
http://www.nap.edu/catalog/10854.html
Critical Infrastructure for Ocean
National Research Council
Research and Societal Needs in
2030
http://www.nap.edu/catalog.php?record_id=13081
Sea Change: 2015-2025 Decadal
National Research Council
Survey of Ocean Sciences
http://www.nap.edu/catalog.php?record_id=21655
DESCEND 2 Workshop January
DESSC
14-15, 2016
http://projects.iq.harvard.edu/descend2

@ = online availability
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APPENDIX 2: INVESTIGATIVE RESOURCES
A2.1 BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS
A2.1.1 SUBMERSIBLE RECORDS OF EXCURSIONS
Data concerning the daily details of undersea technology use are recorded in
operational logs. Specific log content varies by operation, but typically the data includes
date, location, time, depth, personnel and purpose of the dive, or excursion. Availability
and completeness of these logs also vary by research operation. The WHOI logs for the
undersea vehicles of the National Deep Submergence Facility are a readily available
example of this resource (Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, 2016e). Other
submersible-specific compilations (Hawai’i Undersea Research Laboratory, 2012;
Kaharl, 1990; J. K. Reed et al., 2005; M. Yoklavich & O’Connell, 2008) provide a
resource to examine submersible excursion activity.

A2.1.2 SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES BASED ON DATA COLLECTED BY SUBMERSIBLES
In 1970, a study of the 346 research papers that resulted from submersible
research to that date provided a comprehensive picture of the value of submersibles to
various fields of marine research (Ballard & Emery, 1970). Today, although data is much
more available electronically, the volume of such papers makes such a task formidable.
Review of a number of subsets of this data can be considered depending on the research
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approach, including: papers citing use of a specific submersible, addressing a specific
scientific discipline, or sponsored by a particular funding source. In addition to providing
descriptive information of submersible use, these research papers can also indicate
scientific value through citation analysis. Such a study must consider the differences
between citation services (Harzing & van der Wal, 2008; Kendall, 2016) as well as issues
introduced by new open access journals (AAström, 2008).

A2.1.3 PUBLISHED ANECDOTAL DATA
Submersible engineers, pilots, scientists, and managers have commented on the
value of HOVs in books, magazine articles and conference papers for more than 50 years
(List of journals, conferences).

A2.1.4 OPERATIONAL COMPARISONS
Published comparisons between undersea research tools have been conducted
primarily in the field of visual survey tools for fisheries (M. M. Yoklavich et al., 2015).

A2.1.5 ORGANIZATIONAL STUDIES AND REPORTS
Included in Appendix 1.

A2.2 INTERVIEW TEMPLATES
Each interview was tailored to address the interviewee’s experience and
background using the below template questions. The questions varied for interviews with
submersible scientists, policymakers, and engineers and pilots.
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A2.2.1 SUBMERSIBLE SCIENTIST QUESTIONS
What research work have you conducted using manned submersibles for data
collection? Which submersibles?
What capabilities of the submersible were most valuable for your work?
Were there considerations other than these that influenced your selection of the
submersible, i.e. cost, convenience, etc.?
What has the impact of losing (sub) been on your work? Have there been
unexpected/unanticipated impacts?
Are you now using a different technology to do the same work that you used to do
with a manned submersible? If so, what is different about the way you collect your data
now? Have you seen any impact/what impacts have you seen on your research using the
unmanned technologies?
What are the advantages and disadvantages of the alternative technology(ies)
compared to the manned submersible(s)?
What are your thoughts on the value of manned submersibles? Do they still have a
role in marine science data collection? For which tasks are they best suited?
Has the loss of the opportunity to dive in a submersible affected your recruitment
of student researchers?
Can you comment on the importance of these capabilities for the undersea data
collection work that you do?
Vision: peripheral vision, 3D, panorama view, high definition
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Engineering: Ability to operate in strong currents, maneuver on the bottom or in
the water column, length of bottom time, ability to collect samples, distance covered on
the bottom
Cognition: Spatial awareness, ability to respond to changing situations on site

A2.2.2 POLICYMAKER QUESTIONS
How was submersible science funded at your agency?
Can you tell me about the factors that influenced that funding?
Can you talk about the recommendations of (Submersible Science Reports that
the interviewee was familiar with.)
The 2004 NAS “Future Needs” report recommended that NSF/OCE “should
establish a small pool of additional funds (on the order of 10 percent of the annual budget
for NDSF) that could be targeted specifically to support the use of non-NDSF vehicles.”
Can you talk about the implementation of this recommendation, and the factors that
influenced this recommendation?
How did safety considerations impact funding decisions?
What influenced whether infrastructure was included in the UNOLS system?
Can you tell me about the DESSC shallow submersible committee?

A2.2.3 ENGINEER/PILOT QUESTIONS
The value of manned and unmanned vehicles for research has been discussed at
length. Can you tell me your impressions of which factors are most relevant today in light
of new technologies?
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What safety features and procedures are used in your operation?
What new technologies do you see emerging that have the most promise for
undersea research?
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APPENDIX 3: NASA HUMAN SPACEFLIGHT
RATIONALES

In one of the first U.S. policy statements regarding manned spaceflight, the Space
Science Board of the National Academy of Science stated:
From a scientific standpoint, there seems little room for dissent that man’s
participation in the exploration of the Moon and planets will be essential…Man
can contribute critical elements of scientific judgment and discrimination…which
can never be fully supplied by his instruments, however complex and
sophisticated they may become. (Berkner, 1961, p.2)
Since then, many studies have been conducted on the value of and plans for
manned spaceflight (Space Studies Board, 2014; Space Studies Board, n.d.; U.S. Human
Spaceflight Plans Committee, 2009) as well as human-robot interactions and replacement
considerations from operational and technological aspects (Cooper & O’Donnell, 2000;
Google Scholar, 2016; Rodriguez & Weisbin, 2003).
The most recent comprehensive study on the rationales for human spaceflight,
“Pathways to Exploration: Rationales and Approaches for a U.S. Program of Human
space Exploration” by a National Academy of Sciences Committee on Human
Spaceflight, identifies and discusses seven rationales for manned space activities that
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present an informative overview of the scope of investigation into manned and unmanned
research overall. These rationales, and the conclusions reached by the Committee, are:
1. Economic and Technological Impacts: while “it is clear that the NASA human
spaceflight program…has stimulated economic activity…it is impossible to develop a
reliable comparison of the returns on spaceflight versus other government R&D
investment.”
2. National Security and Defense: “…the direct contribution of human spaceflight
in this realm has been and is likely to remain limited.”
3. National Stature and International Relations: “Being a leader in human space
exploration enhances international stature and national pride” and “…can benefit from
international cooperative efforts. Such cooperation has important geopolitical benefits.”
4. Education and Inspiration: “Many who work in space fields report the
importance of (space missions as) inspiration, although it is difficult to separate the
contributions of human and robotic spaceflight.”
5. Scientific Exploration and Observation: “The relative benefits of robotic
versus human efforts in space science are constantly shifting as a result of changes in
technology, cost, and risk. The current capabilities of robotic planetary explorers…are
such that although they can go farther, go sooner, and be much less expensive than
human missions to the same locations, they cannot match the flexibility of humans to
function in complex environments, to improvise, and to respond quickly to new
discoveries. Such constraints may change some day.”
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6. Survival: “It is not possible to say whether human off-Earth settlements could
eventually be developed that would outlive human presence on Earth and lengthen the
survival of our species. That question can be answered only by pushing the human
frontier in space.”
7. Shared Human Destiny and Aspiration: “The urge to explore and to reach
challenging goals is a common human characteristic…Some say that it is human destiny
to continue to explore space. While not all share this view, for those who do it is an
important reason to engage in human spaceflight.”
The study concludes that: “No single rationale seems to justify the value of
pursuing human spaceflight.” But “The fact that no one of these rationales alone provides
the key to why the nation should support human spaceflight does not mean that
collectively they are not strong.” P. 70
Further details from the Pathways assessment and other space-related documents
are included in appropriate sections of this work.
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